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Plate 1: A sulphide float clast from the Sheffield Lake - Indian 
Pond Area; note Limonite rim and accretion of pebble 
sized andesite clasts. 
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Drift prospecting is defined as the application of glacial 
geologic, geochemical, geophysical and sedimentological techniques to 
the problem of mineral exploration in areas mantled by glacial over-
burden. Glacial drift in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area of 
north central Newfoundland contains local accumulations of massive 
sulphide float, grading up to 8.2% Cu. Previous investigations by 
industry have failed to locate the source of the float. 
The objects of this research were to locate the source of the 
float by means of drift prospecting, to evaluate the applicability of 
combined exploration techniques to the glaciated terrain of Newfoundland 
and to resolve the glacial history of the study area. 
Glacial drift thickness in the area, determined by hammer seismic 
profiling, varies from 5 to 60 feet. An extensive trenching program 
revealed the presence of two till units. Till fabric analyses in-
dicated local ice flow directions toward 020 for the Lower Red Till, and 
either 020-045 (low) or 000-315 (high) for the Upper Grey Till. The 
sulphide float occurs as first-cycle clasts only in the Lower Red Till 
and, sparsely, as second-cycle clasts in the Upper Grey Till. The two 
lodgement tills have been differentiated on the basis of colour, 
stratigraphy, fabric, texture, pebble lithology, clay mineralogy and 
geochemistry. The two tills provide the first conclusive evidence 
of multiple glaciation in north central Newfoundland. 
The sulphide float, which generally weighs 1-5 lbs., ranges in 
composition from weakly pyritized and chloritized (host) andesite to 
VIII 
massive phyrite-chalcopyrite. r Clasts are concentrated in the Lower 
Red Till where they form a well-defined dispersion fan with the apex 
pointing toward the southwest. Anomalous concentrations of Cu, Fe, 
s, Co, and Zn in the Lower Red Till likewise indicate a southwesterly 
bedrock source of the micro-float dispersion fan. A target area for 
further detailed exploration of the bedrock source of the float has 
been delineated on this basis. 
It was determined that the combination of methods employed was 
essential for delineating the probable source area and it is recommended 
that they be employed in any future investigations with similar ob-
jectives. Of the methods employed, trenching with a backhoe and 
geochemical analysis of only a restricted size fraction of till 
samples were found to be particularly valuable. Cu, Fe, and S were 
found to be the best geochemical tracer elements, particularly when 
they were mutually associated. 
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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Scope and Objectives 
Prospecting for base metal occurrences in glaciated terrain presents 
problems which collectively make these areas among the most difficult in 
which to discover economic mineral deposits. 
Geophysics (Electromagnetics, Induced Potential, Self Potential, 
Magnetics) are often found to be useless because of bogs, thick drift, 
aquifers and clay layers and Gravity methods have limited usefulness 
because the instrument cannot be calibrated for till thickness, unless 
supported by overburden drilling or seismic refraction profiling. 
Exploration geochemistry which was, for many years, thought to be 
impractical in glaciated areas has been shown, by a slowly increasing 
dossier of case histories, to be of value to the "Drift Prospector" 
(Donovan and James, 1967; Kauranne, 1967; Presant, 1967; Garrett, 1971; 
Gleeson and Cormier, 1971; etc.). 
Float tracing, a method which has been in use in Fennoscandia for 
200 years (Grip, 1953) but which found its first systematic applications 
in Canada only at the turn of the century (Dreimanis, 1958) has enjoyed 
some success, e.g. the Sullivan Mine, B.C. and the Steep Rock Iron Mine 
of Western Ontario. 
Although a combination of these techniques should be particularly 
applicable to the glaciated terrain of Newfoundland, they have not 
generally been used in a systematic fashion in this province. Nor, in 
fact, is the glacial geology of the province known to any great extent. 
r 
The present investigation is an attempt to delineate the source of 
sulphide-rich float in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area of North 
Central Newfoundland, using Drift Prospecting a combination of glacial 
geological, sedimentological, geophysical and geochemical techniques. 
A second objective is to evaluate the applicability of each technique 
to Newfoundland terrain and conditions. Finally, the glacial geology 
of the area will be studied and interpreted. 
Location and Access 
The Sheffield Lake Indian Pond area is located in the Springdale 
Green Bay region of North Central Newfoundland (1:50,000 sheet, 
Springdale, 12H/B West Half) (Figure 1). 
The area of most intensive study comprises approximately nineteen 
square miles (49 sq. km.) between 4~ 28' and 4~ 24' nort~ latitude 
and 56°30' and 5~20' west longitude (Figure 2). A considerably larger 
area between 49.28' and 49° 17' north and 56°20' and 56° 39' west was 
studied at the reconnaissance level. 
The old Trans-Newfoundland Highway (#2) approximately bisects the 
area. The northern half of the region is criss-crossed by a network of 
over-grown logging roads. All roads are only passable by means of a 
4-wheel drive vehicle due to the numerous culvert removals and subsequent 
washouts. Travel in the southern half of the area is only practicable 
on foot. 
The former Brinex permanent base camp located one mile south of 
Springdale was made available to the project by the Newfoundland 
Department of Mines and Energy. Tent camps were also used to some extent, 
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Figure 2 - The Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond Area 
Climate, Vegetation and Topography 
The annual precipitation in the Sheffield Lake -Indian Pond area is 
approximately 35 inches (114 cern.) of which 10 inches (25.4 em.) occurs as 
snowfall* (Tucker, 1973). The frost-free season of 100 days stretches from 
early June to mid-September. July is the warmest month with a mean maximum 
daily temperature of 7~F and December is the coolest month with a mean minimun 
daily temperature of 7·F. 
The vegetation in the area consists of almost impenetrable alder 
thickets (Alnus), Tamarack (Larix laricina), and occasional patches of white 
spruce (Picea glauca) in poorly drained, sheltered areas. In the better 
drained areas are large open patches of caribou grass and varieties of low 
shrubs and bushes including Wild Rose (Wild nitida Willd.) and blueberry 
(Vaccinium angustifolium Ait.). Some extensive areas of forest also occur 
in the region in which balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and black spruce (Picea 
mariana) are the dominant species. A few scattered stands of hardwood forest 
are always of fire origin and contain white birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh) 
and trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) (Tucker, 1973). 
The Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area is situated on a slightly 
undulating plateau about 6 miles (9.5 km.) wide, 11 miles (17.5 km.) long 
and at elevations between 525 (160m.) and 625 (191m.) feet (Plate 2 and 
Figure 2). To the west and north west the plateau is bordered by a range 
of bedrock hills commonly reaching a height of 500-600 feet above the 
mean plateau level. The two highest, Fire Tower Hill and Signal Tower Hill, 
* 10" precipitation = 100" snowfall 
are at elevations of 1025 (313 m.) and 15~7 (469 m.) feet, respectively. 
Beyond the range of hills lies the major glacial outwash system of 
the Birchy Lake - Indian Pond depression, the bottom of which lies 500 
feet below the mean plateau level. 
The plateau is truncated in the north east by the Indian Brook 
Valley and bordered on the east and southeast by a range of low bedrock 
hills with a maximum height of 900 feet (275 m.) above sea level. 
The southern boundary of the plateau is formed by Sheffield Lake 
(9 sq. miles), which occupies a large structural depression trending east-
northeast. 
The Plateau is covered by glacial drift which varies in thickness 
between 5 and 60+ feet. Bedrock is rarely exposed. Only one or two outcrops 
occur per square mile. 
Sluggish misfit streams, large areas of bog and marshland, and a 
myriad of small kettle lakes (rarely exceeding 0.4 square miles in area) 
dot the plateau. 
Previous Geological Work 
~~~E~~~-~~~!~Bl 
Because the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area is within the Central 
Mineral Belt of Newfoundland, (Snelgrove, 1928, Williams, 1967; Rose et al, 
1970), it has attracted much attention from geologists in university, 
government, and industry. 
Bedrock studies of the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond region and 
adjacent areas include those by Peters (1954); Malmquist (1961); Neale and 
Nash (1963); Williams (1967); and Dean (1970). 
·Plate 2: The Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond plateau looking west 
toward the peripheral bedrock hills. The test trench 
was excavated during the 1961-1962 Brinex-Boliden joint 




These workers indicate that the area is mainly underlain by a 
sequence of volcanic flow and pyroclastic rocks ranging in composition from 
rhyolite to basalt, with local intercalations of fossiliferous limestone. 
However, because of the highly sheared and faulted nature of the volcanic 
sequence its relation to nearby Ordovician volcanic rocks is uncertain. 
Williams (1967) considered the volcanic rocks as part of the Silurian 
Springdale Belt which also forms the host rocks of the rich base metal 
orebodies at Buchans (Figure 1), however, Dean (1970) correlates these 
r ocks with the Ordovician Catchers Pond Group to the northeast. 
"Topsails" granite and red syenite of Devonian age form the bedrock 
of the remainder of the study area to the east, west, and south of the 
volcanic sequences (Neale and Nash, 1963). 
~~~~!~~-~~~~~gl 
The Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area was glaciated during the 
Pleistocene Epoch. Several workers have postulated an insurgence of 
Laurentide (Labrador) ice over most of insular Newfoundland from the 
north or northwest during the early Wisconsinan glaciation (Murray, 1883; 
Tanner, 1940; Flint, 1951 Lundquist, 1965). Recent work by Grant 
(1969; 1972); Brookes (1970); and Tucker (1973), however, minimizes 
the role of Laurentide ice on the Island, with the exception of 
small areas of the Northern Peninsula. 
The available data indicate that there was one or more glacial ice 
centres to the southwest of the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area during 
the Wisconsinan glacial period. MacClintock and Twenhofel (1940) and 
Murray (1955) speculate that there probably were migrating ice centres in 
the Red Indian Lake - Buchans area (Fig~re 1) on the basis of striation 
orientation. 
Lundquist (1965) concluded from striation measurements in and around 
the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area that after the Wisconsinan ice 
maximum (during which the ice moved predominantly to the northeast -
Tucker, 1973) thin, local ice was successively more affected by topography 
resulting in local vagarities of flow. He states that from a late local 
ice centre "in the flat depression on the southern side of the hills 
along Indian Pond" (the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond plateau) ice flowed 
to the north and northwest (Figure 2). 
Tucker (1973) has attempted to date the deglaciation of the region 
on the basis of marine shell samples dated at 12,000 BP. by the 
Geological Survey of Canada and average marginal recessions of 66 feet 
per year between 12,000 and 7,000 BP. (Andrews, 1972). He speculates 
that the deglaciation of the Sheffield Lake region (the southern edge 
of the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area in Figure 2) occurred approx-
imately 1,500 years after the deposition of the dated shells, or 10,500 
years BP. 
~~E~~E~!~~~-~~!~~~~~~~ 
In 1953 a Department of Highways road crew found a mineralized 
boulder in the study area which was assayed to contain 6% copper. Since 
then Brinex (British Newfoundland Exploration Ltd.) and several other 
companies have discovered hundreds of mineralized clasts in the region, 
but have had no success in discovering their source. 
In 1953, Brinex conducted a reconnaissance geologic survey over 
much of the area and first found copper mineralization in place in the 
r' 
vicinity of Whitehorn's Brook (Figure 2). Subsequently, numerous 
pyritic and copper sulphide boulders in glacial drift were found 
scattered over a distance of 2-3 miles. Intensified, but sporadic, 
geological, geophysical, and geochemical prospecting by Brinex during 
the next few years turned up more mineralized float, but its source 
was not located (H.R. Peters, Personal Communication, 1974). 
In 1956 and 1958, airborne geophysical surveys were conducted for 
Brinex over most of its Hall's Bay concession including the study area. 
Results were essentially negative, possibly because both the Electro 
Magnetic and Magnetic methods used went beyond the effective limits of 
the equipment. However, some anomalies were detected in the valley of 
Indian Brook west of the area of mineralized float. The airborne 
anomalies were not sati.sfactorily explained (H.R. Peters, Personal 
Communication, 1974). 
In 1961-62, Boliden Co. of Sweden in joint partnership with Brinex 
made a detailed study of the area where sulfide float was concentrated, 
and from this, hundreds more massive sulfide cobbles and boulders were 
uncovered in the upper 2-3 feet of glacial drift. One cobble appeared 
very similar to Buchans type ore. Again, the source of the float was 
not found (Malmquist, 1961). 
In 1965, Cominco Ltd. undertook a three year exploration program 
consisting of soil and glacial till geochemistry, geophysics, and bedrock 
sampling. This work in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area was 
sketchy and samples were analyzed by THM cold extraction methods which 
have been found to be unreliable in heavily glaciated terrain (H.R. Peters, 
Personal Communication, 1974). 
r 
In 1970, Brinex collected over 200 drift samples over a 300 square 
mile area, including 35 in the proposed study area, for heavy mineral 
analysis. However, because of a change in company policy, the laboratory 
phase of this work was not completed.* 
The tentative conclusions that were drawn from the exploration work, 
as well as from some independent academic investigations, were that: 
(1) because the ore body supplying the float was not found, it presumably 
was eroded away during glaciation, (2) Wisconsinan ice generally flowed 
northeastward, but evidence has been found for northerly and westerly 
components of flow, and (3) at least two tills might be present in the 
area. None of these conclusions have been suitably verified and are the 
result of several independent studies rather than a co-ordinated effort. 
* These 35 samples were later released to the Memorial University Geology 
Department by Brinex and were used for the initial laboratory phase 




Baird (1956) in his enthusiastic paper concerning the possibility 
of further mine discoveries in the Notre Dame Bay area of North Central 
Newfoundland, states 
"almost all of them (mines and prospects) are located along 
the coast or very close to it, for here was where the 
travellers passed, here was where the people lived, and 
here the rocks were bare and easy of inspection. ---
Modern techniques of exploration, i.e. geochemcial, 
geophysical and geological, are being used for the 
first time in an area where drift and forest have pre-
served much of the country from the primitive plundering 
of early mining efforts. When one considers the southwest-
ward extension of the same conditions for a hundred miles 
a geologist sees only optimism". 
The Sheffield Lake- Indian Pond area is located within Baird's 
one hundred mile long belt. The attention of mining companies was first 
drawn to the area with the discovery in 1953 of a copper rich boulder 
in till (H.R. Peters, Personal Communication, 1974). The chequered 
exploration history of the area, however, has yielded no definite source 
for the hundreds of sulphide boulders subsequently d1.scovered in the region. 
The study area, located within the Central Mineral Belt of Newfound-
land (Snelgrove, 1928) is within a larger region of extensive past and 
present base metal mining activity (Figure 3). Thus, bedrock in the 
Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area is prime prospecting terrain for 
sulphide mineralization. Bedrock in the region consists dominantly of 
andesite, dacite, and rhyolite flows and proclastics that were originally 
mapped as the Silurian Springdale Group, (Williams, 1967) but which 
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group, (Dean, 1970). 
Mineral Occurrences in the Study Area 
Malmquist (1961) mentions a small massive pyrite lens in dacite 
outcropping 200 metres west of Pond II (Figure 4), however, although the 
author made a concerted attempt to find and inspect the showing, it 
could not be located. Bedrock chalcopyrite mineralization occurs in 
place near Whitehorn's Brook (Figure 2) to the northeast of the main 
float occurrences, and has been drilled by Brinex. However, it was 
found to be a sub-economic occurrence, and no further work has been 
attempted (H.R. Peters, Personal Communication, 1974). 
Bedrock Geology 
A compilation of the bedrock geology of the main float area from 
maps by Peters (1954, 1962, Neale and Nash (1963), Malmquist (1961) 
and Williams (1967) appears in Figure 4). The bedrock contacts are 
based on very little empirical bedrock data, because of the paucity of 
outcrop in the region, and must, therefore, be construed as approximate 
locations only. 
The andesite (Neale and Nash's, 1963, Unit 14) which makes up the 
bedrock of the largest part of the map area may be part of the Catchers 
Pond volcanics. It consists of plagioclase and mafic phenocrysts set 
in a fine grained dominantly feldspar matrix, showing flow alignment. 
The mafic phenocrysts and the matrix have been chloritized and epidotized. 
In some cases the andesite is brecciated along shear zones. This 
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mineralization in the float clasts (see frontispiece). Where exposed 
in the study area, the andesite rarely exhibits original depositional 
structures since these have been obliterated by low grade metamorphism 
of greenschist facies, and by intersecting fault zones. The andesites 
dip dominantly to the west at angles of soc- 90° , with small variations 
in strike (Malmquist, 1961, Figure 4). 
The remainder of the bedrock in the study area is composed of 
granitoid betholitic intrusions (units 18, and 18A of Neale and Nash) 
of probable Devonian age, to the east, west and south of the volcanics. 
These rocks range in composition from granite to granodiorite, but 
locally include important amounts of pale reddish-brown to greyish-
red syenite (Neale and Nash, 1963). The granitoid rocks generally 
are massive, equigranular and medium to fine grained, although 
coarse grained and porphyritic types do occur, especially south 
and west of the main float zone, respectively (Figure 2). Potash 
feldspar and plagioclase occur in roughly equal amounts. The rocks 
contain 10 to 20 per cent quartz. Amphibole is the chief mafic mineral 
with lesser amounts of biotite, locally altered to chlorite. 
The geology is complicated by the occurrence of several shear 
and fault zones. Two dominant faults, oriented N. 60° E. and N. 20~ W. 
occur in the region. The dominant of these (N. 60° E.) may be an 
extension of the Lebster Cove Fault system into the Sheffield Lake 
Indian Pond area. Neale and Nash (1963) indicate that this fault 
ends inside the study area but to the east of their unit 14. 
Drill Logs 
Subsequent to a joint attempt by Boliden and Brinex to discover 
the bedrock source of the sulphide float (Malmquist, 1961), nine 
diamond drill holes were drilled in the vicinity of the float discoveries 
(Peters, 1962). All of the holes penetrated an alternating volcanic 
sequence of andesites, rhyolites and dacites (see Appendix A) and minor 
chalcopyrite was encountered in many of them. 
Only two of the holes drilled, however, can be considered as 
"up-ice" (southwest) of the apex of the float fan to be described in 
Chapter lV. The two, #62-6 and #62-7, are 400' and 325' in lengt~, 
respectively. Hole #62-6 is composed dominantly of chloritized and 
brecciated andesite containing a few inches of massive pyrite and a 
small amount of disseminated chalcopyrite throughout its length. The 
dominant feature of the section exposed in #62-7 which is located about 
200 feet to the west of the first discovered float occurrence, ia the 
alternating volcanic sequence of rhyolite and andesite, which is. 
repeated at various depths in the section. Chalcopyrite is present 
in minor amounts as disseminated blebs. 
Bedrock Chemistry 
Two of the trenches (TB60 and TB92) opened in till during the study 
(see Chapter lV) bottomed on chloritized andesite bedrock. In both 
cases, bedrock samples were collected for chemical analyses (Chapter V). 
TB-60 is located 2,000 ft. northeast of the centre of Pond II, while 
TB-92 is located near the main float occurrence area, about 2,000 ft. 
northwest of Pond II (Figure 4). Two rock samples were collected at 
~I 
TB-92; one from the weathered bedrock/till interface (R92W) and a second 
deeper unweathered sample (R92F). 
It must be noted here that after the rock samples were powdered, 
they were submitted to the same partial dissolution (F. Goudie, Personal 
Communication 1974) as were the till samples (see Chapter V). Results 
of chemical analyses appear in Table 1 and are discussed in Chapter V 
along with chemical analyses of similar lithologies in the Buchans area 
(Thurlow, 1973). 
The Float 
Subsequent to the original float discovery in 1953, hundreds more 
float clasts have been unearthed in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond 
region, primarily during a joint Brinex-Boliden study in 1961-1962. 
As mentioned above, the host rock of the sulphide float clasts in 
the main float zone (Figure 2) is chloritized andesite. Malmquist (1961) 
described and analyzed 29 of the float boulders in the main float zone 
(Malmquist's area A), of which 10 were found to contain between 2.75% 
and 8.20% Cu (Table 1). 
18 
He noted that some of the boulders weighed over 300 pounds (136 Kg.), 
and this author observed one weighing approximately 500 pounds (227 Kg.) 
Plate 3. Most of the float clasts however weigh between one and five 
pounds (0.5 to 2.3 Kg.). 
Where the float occurs in the Lower Red Till (Chapter lV), the 
clasts are usually angular to subangular, and in some cases have developed 
limonite oxidation rims to which have been cemented many adjacent float 
Plate 3: The largest sulphide float boulder discovered in the 
Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area. 
19 
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·.~ Table 1. 
Andesite and Float 
.. 
#R60 #R92 f JIR92 w Fl f2 
~ . 
ppm Cu 2S.Q 43.0 120.0 1217.0 1172.0 
PP~ Pb 4.0 5.0 6.0 50.0 32 .o . 
ppm Zn 14.0 30.0 22.0 1).2. 0 152.0 
. ppm Co 17.0 20 . 0 29.0 93.0 143.0 
ppm Ni 30.0 ss.b ss.o · 108.0 130.0 
ppm Mn 20.0 580.0 68,0 .o .725 .o 750.0 
. 
.) 
·7. Fe 0.70 3.90 . 4.85 16.10 . 1s :1o 
·' % s 0.03 1. 45 4.80. 39.10 28'.40 
R - designates bedrock samples 
f - designa'tes an unweathered bedrock sample 
w - designates a weather~~ bedrock siunp.le 





















clasts and unmin<'ralized pebblt!s (Plate l). In t he Uppe r G·rey Till 
(Chapter 1\l) the clasts ar:e most often rounded to subroundtid, are. heavily 
weatiH .. !rt.'J, and tend tO <.:rumble easily Whe n disturbed. The previous 
.· 
occurnncc of many small float . fragments and weak~y min~ralize4 andes ite 
pebbl~o:s in tht> Upper Grey Till are. evidenced only by a loc.alized'limonite 
stain in. the f irst case and by boxwork structures in- t;he second. •. 
-The mineralization of the float ;clasts is ctciiriinantly pyrite 
' • (Fe S£) and .chalc;,opyr i t e (CuFeS 2 ) with lesser amaunts of bor.nite (Cu 5FeS!) 
and ma'lachi~e (Cu2 (co 3) (OH) 2 ) • . The mine r a lization ranges f:rorn 
dissem{n~ted blebs and SJl\Pll stringers in ' ttie andesite host rock to 
clasts w~ich are 1b0 per· cent massive sulphides. 
'· 
;. 
Four samples taken _from. sulphide~ rich boulde~s in the· &tudy a i ea 
(see fronti~piece) were mounted in plastic and polish.ed. The~ metallics 
in the polished se,c tions were almost entirely pyrlte or limonite, with 
traces of magnt.'tit~ . Cl1alc~yrite wa's 'present as a consistent 2%' of the 
metall'ics in the four •samples ~tudied, occllrring as sinali dissem-inated 
...... ..J 
blebs , Two of the sa~ples we re sllg_!ttl.y magnetic . The ~ctual perce~tage 











'HlAPTER I I l . . 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DRIFT PROSP.ECTTNC 
Drift prospecting, as defined in the introduction, involves the 
appli(ation o f g l acial geo logical, geochemical, geophysic~al and sediUJent-
<>logical t echniques to the prob l em of nfJ.nera-1 exploration in areas of 
glaciated terrain. 
Glacial Geolo~ical Investigations 
Gl ac ial gt"'logi ca l techniql!es are important to eve.ry phase of dr.ift 
prospecting. Without a thorough understanding of the glacial history of 
tl\e area to be s.tudi e d, further work (with the possible exception of 
s ome geophysical studies ) will be futile (Hyp pa, 1948: Dreimanis, 1960; 
.. 
Hawkes a nd .Webb, 1962; Riddell, 1967; llyvarine n, 1967; Wennervirta, 1968; 
Carrl"tt, 1969; · Forge;on, 1971; Lee, 1971; Nic hol and Bjorklund, 1973; 
. 
Milsson, 1973; (;unton and Nichol, 1974; Levinson, 1974; and o thers). 
, Wi.del'y kn~wn techni.ques for determining the most recent ice fl,0w 
direction pre cisely, su~h as st~iation and groove measurement, ?ften 
need to be supplemented by till fabric analyses (Holmes, 1941;·Kauranne , 
and others), particularly in till covered areas . where striateQ bedrock 
Q • •• • • • 
outcrops are searce . Also~ trenchant air photographic interpretat~o~ 
,of ten will reve al the dominant ice flow direction in the region C;nd the 
distr i buti on and . type of• gla c ial. drift deposits present. 
The· sequence of former i c.e flow directions can· also be determ-ined 
by' these iechniques . The vector s~m ~f .the ~easured directional data 
may oft e n reveal a complit~~ed transport history ' o f mineralized float 








B uuld~·r tr.1r ing i.s ~!lso an int e~nll pa rt of drift prospecting. Thi!i 
tec hniqu e- . dnt~·s from) tl~~. work of ·nanil·l Tilas (17!2-177 2) i n F i nland a.nd 
·sweden (Saur :Jmo, ! ':!.'-'. ),and possibly . can even be linked to prehistoric 
AiTWrican workings· in.. Micc.hig.an (Po llock e t al. , 1960"). These worke rs, 
.. 
_h owe ve t, p r e dated the a dve nt o f ~onternporary glacial geo~ogi cal t heo r y 
whi ch sterran~:d f rom the work o f De Carpentier and Agassiz in the mid-19t·h 
Cen tu'ry. 
Bo ulder trac ing principles are simple and s tright fo rward. The 
23 
discovery o f a mineralized c last (termed fl oat*) i n unconso lidaced glacial 
dri.f t* g~nerally i s pr i me e vide nce that bed~oc~ mi n e ralizatio n occurs in 
the vi c init y . The dis cove r y o f t en~ o·r hundreds of such c last.s increases 
'the probability of a proxirnal ,prov'enance fo~; them. 
Not bn l y d o th~ fl oat c l asts indicate be drock ~ineral ization, but 
t .hey. a lso g·ive a clue t o the t enor of the source dep~s~t : ( on th e basis 
·o f which t he leve l a pd eo( further work i s guided), the mine ral~gy 
of the source df!pos it an , most impo rtantly, the host rock qf the mine r-ats 
of interest. 
~ 
ble geologic.~! re,po rts and ma p:>, l ar: ge a.rea!!! of 
... . . . ~ 
tmassociated geol gical terra in can be ruled o·ut a s a source area on thi s 
v · 
Ot~er c l asts associate~ with the flo a t are studied (by means of 
\ 
pt•bbl e COIJnt s )' to de termin€ proba?le tr anspor~ dire c tions ane distances 
for the ffoat deposit in question; Fina lly, glacia l ice flow ind i cators 
*Th e teTm~c; "Dr ift a nd Float" date f rom the Dil uvial .or Noah's Deluge· 











...-· ...... - -~ <~ -~'\ 
art' measured _ (J! i ther by means. of a1 "".photographs or in the field) to 
determine the direction(s} of probable float transport. 
. . 
This rather simp! is tic approach has accounted for almost· all of 
the base metal mine di_~coveries. in Fennoscandia si!lce the time of Daniel 
~ilas and has had some notable'successes in Canada as well, such as 
Sll;llivan· Mine, British Columbia ·and. Steep Rock Mine, ontario (Lee, - 197-l). 
Recent· wbrk'by Bayrock and Pawluk 1966, has suggestea that the fine 
fract.ion of lodgement till is probably of more local origin than the 
boulder sized float clasts. However, 
"there is no general agreement as to which textural parts 
of till are indicative of long-distance transport, if indeed, 
any such generalization may be - made" (Shilts, 1971) 
Neverthele~s, most investigators involved in boulder tracing studies try 
to ·corroborate . the.ir findings on th~ basi's of ·float tracing, by studying 
the fine, matril( fractions i'n glac ial till (Etinengen, 1957; Wennervirta, 
1968; Hyva rinen, 19.67). 
The study 'of the Micro float train (Drefmanis, 1960) or Micro 
boulder fan (Bolviken, 1967) ass6ciated with the Macro float or boulder 
train is usually more~ precise in delimiting a source area because of 
its greate.r continuity in glacial ti'.ll (Figure 5). Most d.etrital 
mineral grains in glacJal drift have been derived fro~ freshly ground-up 
bedrock. In the unweathered "C" hor.izori of the soil profile tbe grains 
'· 
are virtually unaltered since deposition. By means of deep overburden 
sampling, ideally profile sampling, unaltex:ed matrix· samples can be 
obtained, and the Mic.ro float fan outlined thro~h ge.ochemica.l analysis 






Indicator Fan in glacial till (after Hawkes 




Lxplorntion gt· crchcmistry i s hampt·n·d in g.lac ·i~ted tt•rrain bo; L tust.· 
u f thL· )H•tl'rogL·rwity nf thl· glacial deposits encountered. T lw · usl· o f 
~ Ltcial t i 11 ;ls a ~ump1i~g medium is not always an eqs y Qr .simpl<• p roct.•d u't'e, 
:l nd y~·t, jn the la!-!l decade, tht:· appli,·ation of explor<Jtibn geochemical 
t vchn iq111' S in glaciated t e rrain·has See n a marke d upsurge of i'nterc.>st. 
and · hils led to many succt:•sses (Kvalhiem, 1967; Jones, t973). 
Tht.·n· is an ap1larent overlap betwe.en Mic ro float.studies nnd,glacial 
<.ill gL'O<.: h .. •mistry. Geochemi ca l anal·ysis is usua lly conducted on t he 
-80 me :o~h (0.180 trim.) fra<:ti o n o f t i 1"1. ( Erml'ngt•n, 1 ':1 5"'/; ur~iman i s , 
• Q ' 
1960; F.n rtL·sc ue and Hugh.es, 1965; Bolvikcn, 1967; Fo rt e s c ue . and Ho rnbrook , 
1967; Carr·t•tt, 1969; Pe ters, 1971; Ni c hol, l9n; Go.vett·, 1973; Hornb ro~ 
' 
1~73; Covl.!tt 'e t · . . al., 1974; GuntfJn and Nichol, 1974; and others) . This 
siz e frpction i ncludes not only the detrita l Mi c ro float particles but 
al s o Sl'Co ndary oxides a nd h ydroxides, c lay minerals, o rga nic matter and · 
some times carbonates, all of wh ic h sel ect ive ly -"scave nge" .and concent-.;-ate 
metal ions·, oft e n in amou_nts) o~t of propo rt ion to the actu a i 'local back-
gr ound values (Hawkes a nd Webb, 1962; Ca nney and Wing, 1966; Shilts, 
I 9 71 ; <;ovett, 19 73; and o t ht! r s) . 
The ~ccondary ' x id es and hydroxi des a r e best avoided in till sampling by 
t1 tili z ing !h.._, IJilWt:: <lthl'r l ' d pnrt .i.on · -t lf tlHJ · "c 11 zone o·f til:.• 
' 
,.; o i I prof i lL· (~low the 
.oxide Tich "B" zi1ne) : . This zone is also impo'48rished in organic matter 
rel a tive to :,upper soil horizo ns (S~ott a nd Bye rs, 1965; Bayrock and Pawluk, 
1966; Kauranne, 1967; Forgeron, 1971~ Govett, 1973) . 
. Clay m i ne ra-ls, "whi c h a·r e ubiquitoi.ls in all but the leaches "Ae"'· 
t · 
z~ne of the podz o l prof ile , are ·a more diffi c ult pr9ol em. If till s;t~ple.? 





11 i nv ra l s in t h t> 'sam p lv <"o ul c.J hav ,• il pro found e f f ec t o n·the e lementa l 
c n n· · ··ntr <~ ti o n in it · (Kn: it r r, 19h 8 ; Nic ho l , 1'::1 / 1; Shi l t s , 19 71; Gunton 
I 
:tnd ~ ic; h~-l<J.Z4 ) . ,. l' f , fo r <· xampl L· , on~: s a mpl e cont ai n s 10 % c la y <ind 
. . _/ 
t lll· ~ex t samp l l' in l: lw s eq uonn• co n tai ns o n1 y 5%, the n ' mi g h t arUH' 
si gn i f.i c.1nt e l e me nta l v a riati on a t t h l' ppm. l'l·v(•l d u e s o l e l y t o 
Cl ay mim· r a l ogy must also he cons i de r ed in g~c hem ica l a na l y-s is. 
27 
ff , fur l · xamp ll~ , the vl ay c ont a im'd in a sampl e i s ·mos t l y Mo ntmo rill on!te, 
whk h has il ve r y - hi g h ads o r pti on pn.t Pnti a l (C. E . C.), t he n a monile 
d cm<;n~ li ke z inc wou l d be e xpcc tt•d t o be enridu~d i n tha t s ampl e . I f , 
flow v vt· r, · the rwx t sampl e in the sequt!nce has t he same c l ay con~en t but 
K<tri l inLt<' is domi nilnt, thl'n t he z i nc conte'nt wo uld b e e xpec t e d t o .be muc h 
l11w e r s i mp l y -b<'cause of Ka o lini te ' s ' l o wer a dso rpti o n . po t e nt ia l. 
t.. . 
F'o r , th<'S l' r ea s ons Sh i lt s (19 7 3) ha s strong l y urged tha t c l ay- s ize d 
ma.t er i a l be rt•mo v e d f r om a ny .till samp le t o be a na lyzed geochemic ally , 
and l'i the~ pe a nalyzed sepa r a t l'ly o r d i sca'tded. He sugges't s tha t t he 
end rt•s ult o f « geoche mi ca l survey wh ich i nclud es eLi~ i n th e sa111p le~ 
analyzed wil l be a .soph is tica ted a nd e xp e nsive ma p of t extu ral -vari a ti on 
~ ...... . 
(Sh i l't s , 19 71 ). He s_ugges t s that the - 80 230 tnesl!. ( 0 . 108;-0.063 nun . 
f i n ~o· t o ver y .f in e · sand) f r ac .t ion . mi g ht b e th e b es t s ize · r a nge for'· g eoch emical 
ana l ysis . . 
Ce~J phys ica l I nv es tiga t ions 
~nHt . geophy;i c~ l me~ hods · are limited in t~e ir u se f ulriess i n a r eas 
o.f thi vk , o r va ri abf,~ . g l ac i a l drift cov e r, (Ha l o ne n, 1967) , pa rtic ul a rl y 
_,hL• H: t ilL' deranged d rai.nage caused by abla tion · mo r a ine has f o rme d lar ge . 
~ 




lud sum,• Slll't't.•SSL'S if\ disco vcring ma ssivy s •llphi d<· deposits in g l :~ c li,ltt~d 
t"r.r.1 in i n .trt•:ts ,,.f t1tin drift rnver , or wh('r L· a very largl' ,·onductur 
w:ts prl'sc:nt in till' siiMtmtcrop (,•. g . llucha ns, N(•wf uu ndland; Kidd Cr cc·k, 
1 ln tar i u ) . 
... 
llf tht· pussihJ,. ground moetho-ds.availabl e tu tht• dr i ft prospecto r 
· in :1n·as of thick drift covvr, thos,, which art• bl'st adapted to . <I supp1.•r.t 
!'Pit.· ftJr tht' other f :-KPts of Dri f.t P.rospect.ing arc rc·sistfv.l'ty and 's eism ~c 
r ,. f r a 1. • t i u n pro f i 1 i ng . 
Rt·sistiv i t y is l.imitud in VL•ry wet an•as but ~is usl'f u l in well 
draint•d tlllf' s. Svismic r"'fra ct i~n profili ng, w-hil(' also bL·ing advt.'rs e ly 
:tfft•ctPd by damp conditions, has the advantagps· of s peed nod portability . 
• 
It c a n ;ilso givt• rapid d~· tL'I'minati.ons of drift thi ckne'ss in the fi el d 
wh ic b C <lTl p.r,,v k:lc a gu.i<h·l ine for · f urt her work . For example, a tr~nchin~ 
' ... 
-progrdm fn r gL•tJc ht'm Lcal s.1mpling c an be gu ided to the lee:-~iQ(• of 
. . 
suhoutnopping twclrc) c k_ highs: where a g;;od samp_1 ing inedium suchJu s lodgement .t 
ti ll might be ~·xpected t'o be b es t ptes e rved (Br o tzen, 1967; Okko , 19.67). 
Sedim L' ntolt,giv<Il Invest iga tio ns 
SL•dim.entologica~ t ec11niqut>s which c an be applied t o drifi.t p rospec ting 
in r lud e s tudi~s of till pebb l e lithology (pebble counts), till stratigraphy ~ 
str~Jc t tH<,, and component size r a nge (e.g .' sandy t.ill v s . cl~ye~ till, etc .). 
~ i 
Sedimentological ta.chni'lues ;1 r e ·a ls_o important is the pre-treatm~nt 
,J! samph·s f or gi:ocht>mical analysis (wet and dry sieving, sp litting, etc.) 





. . CHAPTER IV • . 
GLACIAL GEO LOGY 
... 
/. ·. ' 
Prev i ous Work 
T~e Sheffie ld Lake I ndian Po nd area· was giaciated during the 
Plei s t occn c Epoch. MacCl int ock ar;d Twe·n~ofe l (1~4b), Murray (1955) , 
and o thers, postu1at~. that migrating· i ce· centr~s (F{gure 6) o n the high 
. . 
Central 1'1 a t eau .near Buchans 1.1ere t~~e,:majo r cent.r es of i ce accumu l a t ion 
~· _ ..., < ~· ••• 
wh~ ('h nffec tt:.'d a ll o f ~E:wfo und land wfth the e xception o f the Avalon 
Pc•n i nsul <.1 . 
~lost en rly wo rke r s (Coleman, 1926; Ma c Clintock and Twenhofe1, 1940; 
Flil((, 1940 and 1951) envisioned an i,nundation ·of Labrad o r ice o nto 
. . 
~cwiound l a nd p ri or t o the d evel opme nt of a dis c rete isl.and i ce cap·. 
Rc•<:en t wo r k(' r s (Brookes, 1970; Crai:'lt, 1969 and 1972( a nd Tucker, 1973) 
howeve r fe e l that La brador i ce may o nl y 'have invaded \tie ex treme nor t h-
wl•s t· ti p of t he is land. 
'la c C1 i n t oc k a nd Twe nhofel (1940) hypot h esize the. fo ll o wi n g- sequence 
of. ev tents in the \hs consinan g lacia l period: 
Stage l) in'surgence o f Labradori a n ice over all of Newfou nd land 
) wi th deposit i on of drifr: as far east as the G-!:'and Banks 
during the Wiscons inon maximum; 
Stage 2 ) · Labrador i a n ice wanes ; 
f 
St agt · . 3) r e li c t ice on New.f ou n d 1and deve l ops radial moti o n as 
..... 
i mpeding i ce me l ts away from it s margins; 
Stag,· 4) I n c;d · i ce cap deve l opmen t ami· mi gr a tion of i ce ocen trE>s 
(fi gure 6) i.e ., St. Georg~s Riv er Sta_ge ; 
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Stage 6) ·formation o f -deltas durillg deglacia~ion; 
Stage 7) r e -advance of ice, 'i.e., Robi.nsons Head Stage ; 
St a g e 8) (inal retreat of . the i sland i c e cap;. 
Stage 9) local cirque a nd V<lll ey glacier formation. 
Evid e nce p resented by Gra nt (1969· a nd 1972); Broo}<.es {1970); and 
Tu c k e r (1973) including the re-int er pretation (Brooks, 1970) of sou th-
tr e nding s triae on th e Port au Por t Pen i n s u l -a wh i cn indicatt! not 
Laure ntide l et• fl ow, but r a the r ·a southward swinging a rm of is land-based 
ice , has l ead the'se wo rk e rs t o r es t·ri c t the effec t of Labra dor i c e on . the 
i s l a nd. t o th e ex treme no rth west ti·p. Gr.:mt (i969) sra tes tha t Labra d o r 
i ct• inundated t h e -low l and port.i o n o f the No rthe rn Penins u la , as ev i d e nced 
by un i ~ i r e rt iona l gro oving, Liibrad o ri ari e rrat i_c s, and a she U y. drift 
t hat i s ~pn~ ad wi d e ly ove r · the area , but that, it _slid no t m·ove over the 
Lc, ng Ra nge ~lou nt <;~ ins . 
Tu cke~ (1973) po ints ou~ tha t if Laurentid e i ce wa s t o a ff ec t t•e 
.. 
north-ce ntral pa rt of the is l'and w i thou t ove rrid i n~ the se mountains the n 
. . 
· it would · hii vt· ha d t o "wra p arolJnd t he t ip o f the Northern Peni ns u la I.Yi t h 
, 
3 snuth~· r l y l' Omp!Jnent of f l ow", th e n flow s'ou t h e ast int o Wh i t e Bay, a nd 
ba\:k up-on to th\' is l a n d. The r e i s no evide nce f o r · th i s h y pothetica l 
o n s ho r e fl ow anywh e r e on the nGlrth coast o f Ne wfoundla nd. 
The seque nce o f g l ac i a l ~vent s in no rth centra l Newf o undland as . 
o ut l ined b y T{~rk er (19 7 3) a n· as fo l lows: 
Stagl' I - La.te Wisconsi nan max imum i c c f l ow· to t he n or th eas t. 
fr om · a n ice c ap in the Bu cha n s a r ea . ../\. 
St i1gc 2 - Topogr a phica lly co ntrplled l atP r i;ce fl ow i_~ica ted by 
' ... 0 
,. mu l t i -dir ec ti ona l st r iae a nd ribbe d mo r a ine zon~>s 




Stage J·-: Ice retreat, and delta formation shortly be-fore 12,000 B.P. 
Stage 4 - Valley and lowland ice stagnation, ·indicated north of 
She f field Lake by ridged ablation moraine which partially 
overlies a zone of ribbed moraine, artd formation of radial 
meltw~te r ch~nne~s. 
Stage 5 - fitillstand h ear, Sheff ie ld Lake due to abru'pt elevation 
inrrease; some late topography. controlled flow. 
Stage 6 - Last ice approximately 9,2~0 B.P. near Buchans. 
Ciacia l Hi s t o ry of tht! Study Area 
ln the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond region, no evidence is availab l e 
tv indic;,te t h e primary st ages (1, 2 and 3) hypothesi?ed by MacClintock and 
Twe nhofe l (1940). Howeve-r, their stages 4 through 8 are p~ssibly better 
pres.erved in the study area than in any of. the formerly studied r.egi ons. 
Stag~e 4 
T.he devt>lopment of a r'< isl a nd ice centre to the ·south of t .. he .study 
an•a and flow. f r om i t t owards. the north eas t are indicated by s.to~'S-
4/1 
a nd-1 £.'6'. fonns o riented southwest - nort heast as seen on air photos of 
trw studv area (Grant, 1973). , 
Striation s preserve·d southwes t, west·, north a r¥f . . northeast of ·the . 
study art·;J. alsn indi ca t e an' early, strong nor theasterly icc flow in the 
r egion (Lundqui'st, 1965) ', 
T i l.l fab r ic a na lyses performed on basal till layers (Figures 13 anc~ 
;.lin th<· "udv "'" alSo •uppoct ;m eady, -'"ong north ea.terly Ice flow. 
' S t agl"s ~ and h · 
Th~ ~evelnpment of a h~avily oxidized basa l - till she e t 1~ the st~dy 
-lrl'a indi<'atL·s <1 prntracted pt• r ipd of sub-:JP rial ox ida t ion probably during 
• 
an interstadial' period ~of unknown duration. If the Wisconsinan max.imum 
'\ 
. 
occurred in the same time interval as'in the rest of Canada (18,000 
20 , 0 00 fi. P.- l'rl·St, J<J7 0 ) th~s war~, m~ist inteil~de may have been 
.· -
4 t o 5,000 years in duration, as determin~d from mar i ne fossils 
d i sc ove~ed ne a,rby and dated at 12,000 220 }LP. (G.S.C. 1733.). 
Stages 7 and 8 
') 
The Robins ons Hea d reactvance stage (MacClintock and Twenhofelt. ~940~ 
may b~· c ~ntemporaneous with the Ten Mile Lake Readvance of Grarit (·1'969.), 
d a tl·d a t 10,900 B. P . ''these events may also ·correla te' with a rea dvance . 
of 're l a tive l y thin i ce ove r the :She ffie ld Lak e - I ndi a.n Pond p lateau 
~ .. 
wh i.c h became. more to-pograph~cally c ontrolle~ a s 'it iiblated ~ Lundquist 
... 
(1965} po s tuLat e s . from fine c rossi·ng striations in the study area ~ that-
th t s i ce f l owed first t oward the oorth and then toward the )10rt~west 
and ~es t. Th e~e direc tions are preseryed i~ the fabric of · a~ upper till 
--- . . . ' . 
un it whic h ov e rli e s the l owe r, heav i ly o x i di zed uri i t ea r l ier e mplaced 
in t he s tudy a r ea (F i gures ~3 and 1':1) . 
The r e latively clean, thin i ce pro.bably ·ablated qu.i ckly, · as· 
L>vide n ced •.by a d earth o f .ahl a t'i on till in th(i,oregion, and lef.t some large 
• b l ocks em~~ ;:J='_?d in the u ppe r t i ll unit. Th e s e blocks p.robably rema i ned 
0 
I 
f.o r ma ny yea r s befo r e f i nally 'mel t i ng ~nd f o rm i n g t he myriad )se ttl ~ 
Jakes a ~d bo g s o f the ~e~ i ori. 
Stag,e 9 
No £>vfde-nce of c irque f 9 nnat io rP or v a ll ey_ glacia ti on ·is prese rved 
. ' 
i'tl .th e s t udy .1r ea , hc\~eve r, "la st i ce ''' . in . t h e southe rn part of -the r eg ion 
was probab l y l.oca t e.d in t;he deep She f f i e ld Lake depr e &slon (1'-igur~ 16 .); 
as Pvi d e nc t..>d by t in L" s .triae tre nding towa rd 'this area from the a dj a c e nt 









protect on afforded:b:J' the high bed·rock hills which' almos~ c~mpletely 
surround his {eature. Major spillways (Tucker, 1973) radiate from this 
general a accounted for by the persistence of ice in this area 
regional deglaciation. 
Vailey. ~aciers may have occupied U shaped B.frchy i..ake -the deep, 
) , ~ 
Indian Pan~ ~epression at this time 
·~~·~ · . 
(Figure 16). 
Glacial Flow Indicators 
Preliminar~ and essential to the success of~ investigation in 
gla'ciated terrain is an extensive air photographic interpretation, which 
may rtvenl th~c· dominallt in• fl ow dirc>c tion in tht: r eg ion and a lso the 
dist;ibution and ;ype of glacial drift and surfi~ial deposit~ present. 
~ -Some idea of relative drift thickness, outcrop distribution <md probably · 
surface"and· groundwater flow are also availabl~ to the experienced air 
photograph interpreter. 
Ffl'ld c hecks are then dj.rected to "problem areas", to study "micro 
i ce flow ·indicators" (Le. str iae , chatter marks, crescentic gouge.s, 
etL:.) or to col lect bedrock information and samples .• especially in .areas 
where there is a paucity o{ outcrop. From all of this information a 
. ~ 
good map of the sut(i~ia{ geology and physidgraphy can be produced and 
the glacial his<ory interpreteiL 
£orne worker~> (Fort'escue and Hornbrook, i967; Hyvarinen, 1967; 
~ 
Kreiter, 1968; and Forgeron, 1971) stre'ss the importance of one further 
• . I' 
... _, 
ster; a seismic refra c tion survey, to determine' dt'ift thic kness more ,. 
pr~ci~ely th~n i ~ po~s~ble fr om air photographs . 
Rtt,sults 
Th~ a ir;, photographs interpretation done on . the area indica.tes a """\ 





.features. However, these ~re always located in the ~edrock hills (Fig~re 
1 
2) to the we's·t a:nd east ·o.i the study area .. Tucker (1973) cites the 
" occurrence of 'northeast 'trending drumlinoid forms as j.ndicat ing a 
strong northeast ice flow i~ the region. O'.Donne1 (19~3) also folmd . 
I 
evidenc~ for an ~?rly northeast trending ice flo~rom roche moutonnee 
orie.ntation in the Gullbridge area (Figu~e 3). 
Striae 
.• 
F1eld c he~ks in the bedrock areas near the stu9y area, and measure-
.  
menU:; of 30 striae sets (Appendix D) and crescentic gouges support a 
dominant s ot.ithwest - northeast; i ce fl ow (020-060Az.) ~hich overrode 
th; s e high/hills (Figure 2). How~ve!, a~ two 1otati~n~ cro~sing sets 
of stri ae (preserved on hard Rhyolite bedrock) were noted, ~rendi ng 
/. 
020 (coarse), 090 ·(fine). At one site , locate d in t he bedroc k . hill 
" sadd_le" .through whicJ:t the Tt:ans Newf.ound1and tHghway 112 passes 
(Figur e 1'6), the mean striae direction wa5 toward 315. This striae 
" se t may pos t-da t e the d ominant north ~ast trending se~ sinc e n g 020-
060 s t r Lw were d iscov e r e d c rossing t he 315 set on the hard, . polished, 
beve lled, rh yolite e xposure inve stigated . 
Lundquist (19.65) disc ov e red' east-wes~ t.r e nd i ng striae south o f 
Fire Tawcr Hi ll ( Fi gure 2) which probabl_y co rrespo nd ' to . the 315 
trend i ng se t me nt ione d .above: 
N~verthe ies s , all o f the roc k-pr eserved flow indic at<!'rs 'Were 'l oca t e d 
' I 
c;>n th ~ ma rgins of th e study: a r ea , be c a use of · the paucity' of suitable 
out c rop e l~ewhere. 
Til l Fabri cs 
As a· me a ns of <;l e t e rm i n i ng precise l y, t he ice flow dire ct fo n i n t he 







' 108. pits d\.lg during the trenching program (iigure 12). The ' results 
obtained from this work reveal a complicated ice .flow hi,story and wilL 
be' described at' length in the section on the Two Till Hypothesis . 
Properties of Glacia! Till 
The outstanding characteristic of glacial till is the lith.ologis 
. . 
and physical ·heterogen!'!itY. It is the most po,orly sorted · of_ sediments., 
co'IT4tlonly <;ontaining particles that range from colloidal size to f.ragments 
. . . 
whos~ volume may b~ conveniently -measured in cubic miles (Shilts, 1971) . 
Generally, the upper part of a t~ll' sheet include!i! more abundant 
.. 
materia'! 'of distant provenance as compared to the basal portions · 
. ' (F~rtescue and Hughes, 1956; Lee, 1971; Hyvarinen, 1973; and others). ~ 
.. 
36 
Thus, the tracing of till components to their bedrock source ip most 
efficiently accoinpl'isHed by i> xamining the basal portion. Neve.rthe,less, ~ 
even ~n its basa l zone, l:he relativeiy ~'focal" components of a till 
' . 
sheet are diluted due t'o the c ontinuous admixture ·of fresh' and 
.weathe·red bedrock material an~ unconcolidated pre-and .intergla.cial 
drift, all of which is subjected to severe comminution during 
. ..... 
empia ct.;,me nt ( see page~ 24). 
Although glacial transpo,rt ~an cause .round i ng of c lasts, a high. 
-pr oporti op of rounded t o subrounded till .. Lra gmen.'ts usually indi_l:ates 
,prior s o rting of the sediment ( e .g.; in .pr~glaci~l outwash deposits); 
conve r
1
s e ly, a predominance · of subangplar t q angular till ciasts 
\ . 
ind i c a~es till formation by primary ·process· (.e. g. grinding and c rushing) 







The Tills ~f the Sheff~eld Lake Indian Pond Area 
Halmquist (196i) concluded from his work' in. the study area that 
two till units .probably .exist in the regj.on but their relationship and< 
mod~'4lf deposition (ablation/lodgement) are imcompletely described~ : ·-
' ·~ .. ·. 
In the present study, two dist'inct till units were recognized··as 
occurring in the study area. The Lower R~d Till is a heavily oxidi~~d, 
indurated, fissile·, . grave-lly till in which angular P!-"imary bedrock 
frag~e~ts ~i local provenance ( e.g : ~hloritized andesite) including 
. . 
sulphide float, occur. \\ 
' : l) The Upper Grey Till is a lightly ox idized, massive, friable, 1d,~ 
till iri wh.i ch rounded clasts, predominantly of more distant prornce 
(.e.g .. granite)", as well a s s~condary, reworked locai and float 
' /'cagme~i'.~ occur .. 
~ · . The outcrop areas of ~oth of these units appear in FigurQ 7. 
Su rfi c ial Geology 
The Surficial Geo'logy of.~e a rea of most 
Sh e ffit>ld La k i;! - Indian ~o~onsist~ of 
-
0 
intensive study in ~he 
only three main units 
The Upper Gr ey Till is the major surface deposit of. 90 
per cent of the area . . "I t occ urs as hummocky, bedrock contro.lled 
g r ound moraine decreasing in thic kness ~p the flanks oi the border ing 
.. 
bedrock h.tils to the ~est .(Figure . 7). The a r eas· of thin and thicker 
.( see Se ismi c Re.fraC'tion s ec tion) U_ppe r Gre~ Til.y~e s e pa rat e d by a 
long, g lacia l fluvia'l spillway in which ftows ·a misfi t st,ream. The 
Lowe r Red _Tiil is exposed at the surface a t only one locaiion in .this 
.a rea, and it s o utc rop is b(seeted by. Highwa¥ #2 . It was at th i s 









I!\~:1'1J Lower Red Till 
~ Upper Grey Till 
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Seismic Refraction Survey . 
,_ 
. · -Prelimirrary to the trenching program, 122 hammer seismic refraction 
1 ines were run~ in the study area (Table 2), each consisting o f 15 - 20 
impact points spaced at 10 foot interv.als. Damp and very heavily w_ooded 
(e.g .• alde.r .~hickets) areas were avoided, ex<.:ept where o ld cut lines 
were encounter~d. A Huntec FS-3 portable facsimile seismograph was 
us-e.d' (Plate 4 )". 
The instrument print...:out, recorded Q.n dry electro-sensitive paper 
by. a sweeping .electr.ic stylus, was interpretec\. by th-e c ritical distance 
method (To\Jd, 1959), usin.g the standard equation; 
H - · . X C JVz- V, 
2 · vl. v, 
where H - lay~r thickn~ss; xc eri tic~!l dlstance; V velocit y layer ·1 
and V vdocity layer 2 (Figure 8). · This method is generally 
\ 
consi dered to yield depth determinatinns within an accuracy of 10 
·pe r cent of the true v a l u~ (ti'obs<JO·, 196 7) . 
Six Brine x drill ho lea we re ~p~ated in an4 around :the main floai 
zone a nd <l series of 10 e ismic l i nes were run near enough to each to 
l'hvck the accuracy of the sei~ograp'h and far enough away so that no 
pffp ct of the casing would appe<tr on thc . print out. The r~sults appea r 
on Table ). 
Wav•• vdoc i ties of 800' to 3000 feet/sec. (Figure 8) were commonly 
encountere d for the g lacial drift. The bedrock ~el oc it ies v a ried fr~m 
10 ,'000 to 30,000 fee t sec . how~·ver, an attemptt o correlate bedrock 
veloc.ity with r oc k type proved f.ruitless in this .terrai n, probably due · 
. , 
to the s h ea r ed , chloritized and int e rbli'd ded n11ture of the b"edrock. 






Seismic Refraction Drift Thickness 
Determinati ons (See Figure 9 
, 
·"S tation Number nr~ft ThicKness Station Number Drift Thickness ., 
(nearest foot) (nearest foot) I 
-I 
l 9 30 11 
j 
~ 
2 ll 31 10 
T' ·. 3 14 32 10 
4 5 33 19 
') 8 34 5 
t, 11 35 12 
7 12 36 12 
8 14 37 14 
' 9 18 38 17 ;. 
10 11 39 23 




13 No h~ading 42 ( 19 14 8 43 14 i s ' . 13 44 12 
16 l 3 
--




17 13 46 l O 
18 15 30 
19 16 17 
20 11 49 9 
2 1 12 50 12 ' 
22 23 51 19 
• 
2 3 60 52 22 
- ' 
.("" .. 
24 · ' \20 53 48 ,.. 
25 1'9 54 55 
26 8 55 •18 
27 6 • 56 17 . 0 
28 ) 12 57- · No r eading 
29 7 5,8 30 
( 41 
·~ 
Tablte 2 ( cont i nuf'd ) 
• · 
Station ~umber Drift Th ickness Station Number Drift Th fckness . 
<neares t foot) ( near est foot) 
59 20 91 5 
60 40 92 ~ 9 
• 
ol 12 . 93 25 
62 8 94 44 
nJ 10 .. 95 60 
fl4 10 96 12 
o5 .f4 97 60 
66 38 9.8 40 
67 44 99 Z2 
68 5 100. 8 , 
69 20 101 50 ,. 
70 22 102 30 
•· 7 I 17 10.3 19 
72 11 104 24 
7J 60 105 11 
74 40 106 16 
' 
75 60 107 -4 No r eading 
7h 15 108 60 
77 . 5 109 2Q. 
.. .. 
7R 6 110. 14 
,, - 79 :12 11 1 14 ,. 
80 12 112 za:·. 
_I'J. 81 6 113 .'\ 16 
• 82 8 ' lf4 - 8 
81 ~(1 rl'ad i rig 11 5 10 
1 
84 . 7 11 6 . J6 
85 14 117/ 10 
Hn I 7 11 8 10 
87 • 10 119 60 
il8 19 120 60 . 
89 17 121 60 
"' 
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Figur•.'}' · FS- 3 Se ismi c Ref ra c ti o n Pr i n t-Out and th ick.ne·ss 













fABI.F 3 : SEIS 'HC RE FRACTIO!'J ACCl'RACY 
*D. D. H. SEISMIC D. D.H. ( FS- 3) ~lJ~ffiER STATIO~ 
. ORI FT UUCi<NESS SEISMIC DRIFT THICK~E~·; ACCURACY ~liMBER DETERMI:-JATIO~ (in feet) DETERMl NATION ( i n fee t ) 
62-3 104 25 24 
- 47. 
' 
n2- 5 103 21 18.5 
-1 27. · 
62-n 47 32.5 30 ' 
-87. 
0 2-.7 39 21 23 10% 
62-R 33 18 i9 6 7: 





*D·R · H· - Diamond Drill Hgle 
' , \ 
.r . . ._ 
·, 
thickness beyond the practical capabilities of the instrument and are . 
plot.ted as 60 feet. A .<J..rlll hole in the Indian .Brook Valley bottomed, 
still rn outwash gravels, at 190 feet; (H.R. Peters, Personal Cotmnuni-
cation, 1974). 
~ ·The interface between the two till units did not represent a 
~significant vcloc i ty increase (see ternary gravel, sand, mud. diagrams) 
and so. could not be delineated .with this equipment, However, good 
drift thickness readings were usually obtained and appear on Flgure. 9. 
On the basis of the seismic thickness readings in the .main float 
zonC', the - trenching program was directed to the. lee ("down-,ice") 
~ 
sid e of suboutcropping . bedrock "highs". Theoretically, lodgement till 
' . 
should be best preserved in such an environment (Brotzen, 1967; 
Okko, 1967; Garrett, 196.9) ., The trenching program revealed that. 
• indeed, the Low.er Red Ti 11 was always preserved i n theee areas (Figure 
10), or in small bedr.ock depressivns. 
Altimeter StJrvey 
The seismit' refrac tion survey yielded good dr.ift thickness· values. 
lfOW('Vt:'r, before i1 profile diagram inc l uding depth determinations could 
· 1/lj 
he made (Figure ll), an upper s'urface <:levation had .to be established . 
F0r this purpose ~n. FA- lRl, Wall<~ce and Tierman barome'tric· altimeter. 
with a r .>nge of . 0-7000' was.utilize(l. 
Tht: a l t ime.tt'r sta t ions .. we re a lwa ys measured wi thit~ two '\ur~ of 
"z e r o ing" the instt.ument at high tidt· · tevel, to minimize the effect of 
;J'tmosph"'r i c ternper;t thrt' vnri at ions . Immediately af·ter the measure~ 
• .. 
me nts weYL~ taken the in s trume n~ wasagain "zeroed". at sea l e vel. Th-e 
. 
amount tJ f ch;,m ~ ,. (whi c h n t> v e r t'xc; e eded 1 feet) was re corded as a 
' J 




























































Sf;ISMIC lltEFR~CTION PROFILING" 
. TILL T.HICtcNESS ISOPACH-tO· 20'-
SCALE • 
11'-SptOT "THICK.NESS ltEADI'!Ifit 
. ___ / 
2 Miln 
Meiers 0 JOOO 200q Meters 
' ' figure 10. St.;ismic · ~efractiGn Isopach. M:ip .o·f DrHt Thickness •. 
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Dr1lling and· T-ren~hing 
Gleeson and CormieT (19?1:) and Hornbrook and Davenport (1972) have· 
·' / 
had good success with 6vei&urden drilling in glaQi~ted terrain using 
thE> ••portable", Pionjar overbu~den dti 11 ~ a type of. gasoline powered 
jack-hammer. 
However, in tpe !?heffieldLake - · Indian Pond area/chi's machine 
wos f.ound to be less than satisfactory for obtaining Clrift samples at 
., 
\ . . 
Attempts were made at ~ozens of locations to attain penetration 
. . . 
to a suitable depth for sampling but.owing to equipment failures;: 
operator inexperienc~ and the ~ery ~ompact, cobble ttll into wh!ch 
drilling was attetllpted, good results were unobtainable. 
·Aft~r a concerted attempt, the overburden d!illtng program was 
. ~urta i led in favour of a remarkably successful t 'renching program • 
. . 
One hundred and .eight pits were dug at selected sites. in th; study 
. .~ 
area (figure 1 2). sixty s~~ were excayated by a rented '1 ntern~ tioni!L· 
31·2'2 backhoe equ,ipped wit!} a 2' bucket. . The remaining 42 were · dug by 
the "i:.r ied and true" - pick, shovel and "elbow gr~ase" method. The 
fan shape attained for the Lower Red Till occurrence - and the f,loat 
' 
within it - w.1s not, then, a function of random "up ·lee" 'trench 
ilpacing; but rather the result of a careful effor.t to ·expose the 
lower unit wherever it was preseryed,. bas.ed on drill J'!olE!' and' seismic 
"' 
drift thi ckncsA de~~rminattons. 
. . 
Not only did the tre~ching ac.complish that which thl> drilli:ng 
could not do, atta"ining .hulk s.1mpl es at depth. in the glac.ial drift, 
. . . 
but it ~1lso allowed the author; to map the ; tratigrapby of 'ttie. ·drift, 
(Figure 11) . tak~ · r.rofile samples, tr,ace the sulphide boulder train 
.. 
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141 tili fabric anilyses . 
Properti!s of . the Tills 
. Attep~pts were ·made to differentia'te ·the two . til l sheets in the 
study .'area . on the· basi's o f colour, · ~tratigraphy, till fabric ·,• t{ll 
11 tho logy,' clay riline.ralogy, g~ochemistr,y, grave l~,and-mud r.(;lt io·s,. aa~d~ 
., ~ilt-'clay ratios and the oc. currenc~ in at least ~wo. locations, of 




' The Lower R~d Ti.ll of the Sheffield Lake - tnd'iari. Pond ' area _varies 
.. 
in colour b~tween da rk yellowish orange (Munsell chart iJ1oyR6/6) ~nd 
. moderate · reddish brown (lOR4/6). ., 
The Upper Grey T-1~1 vuies in colour between greyish re_d'(l0R4/ 2) 
a nd gre yi s h red (SR4/2) .' The sUght reddish tint is pro,liably due to 
'\ " r eworked Lowe r Re d Till material. 
. . . 
~!.!:~ ~~~.!:~P~~~-~~!~H!;~~~~r~ 
;. 
The llbpl' r · crt'y t ill ', a s t he. dt•s ignnti o n impl ies •• is usually s upe r-
. . ' yos~·d on t h l• liOdl•rl y i nl! J.nwt> r Rt•d till ( Pl ate 5) . 
.how~ver, the'Low~r Red till i s not ove rlain by Upper 
[n · som~ caSt.>s, 
Gr.ey · till, 
, I 
opa rt i c ularly' near tl;le 'rrans-Newf oundland Hi ghway (Figure 7) where it 
'.· 
.. 
has been protec t e d f r om l a t e r gl ac i a l ~rosion by suboutcropping bedroc k 
'.' hi ghs " .and has s ince b een e xtwmedby ~rosi on. Okko (1969) and 
. ~ . 
Ga r r e tt (1969) d es c r i b e s imil a r l ee:-s .ide pro~ ect ed basal till: uni t s 
· -discov·Pred in "thei r - i nve stiga tio-ns i n ' Sc andinavi a a~d i n mainland Canada . 
, · 
The Upper Cr ey ti 11 fo rms th e sur face d~pos it ove r 90 perc e nt of 
t he s tudy q r ea , with the ex~e ption o f ~ l ac l?- f luyi a l grave ls ond, very 
mlnor , bedroc k o utc r op ·oc curr«nccs ( Figure 7) . 
./ 
Plate 5: Upper Grey till resting on the Lower 
Red till in TB-92 (Figure 11). The 
10" thick BF soil horizon of the Upper 




The contact between the two tills is shown on Plate 5. The ice 
moved, from right to left in the photograph and a ~hart dist~nte . frpm 
this p.oint 'the Lower Re1 till outcrops at the surface, a~ indicated 
by th~ escalating till contact. 
Till Fabric 
In.",l8~5, H. Y. Hind, studyi-ng a quarry in Toronto, Ontario, b'ecame 
. :,. 
the first researcher to note aligned c}asts in glacial till (Elson, 
;~ 
19.66, .. Many ~orke.rs have since sttudied this phenomenon, (Holmes, 1941; 
'-
Harrison, 1957; Kauranne, .1960; and {)thers). Till fabric analyses. 
. . 
(synonymous with till "pebble qrientat ion ~na lyses) is now a routine 
.. . 
practice in determincrtions of ic~ flow' direction .in glaciated terrain. 
. .; 
~~~~-~~~f~~-~~~~~~ 
Jn ·a viscous fluid medium,' e logate · partic}.es are obser"ecf. to adopt 
.. 
nn ~rientation which correspond~ to the least His$ipatlon of e~ergy. 
Und(•r laminar motion and the pressur;.e melting conditions prt:!valebt in 
.a thick, moving i ce mass, ,viscou"s fluid conditions may be considered 
.' . 
tci e xist (Kauranne, 1960). 
A rieferred orientation of elogate till ~lasts is achie~ed by 
flow ¥ithin the till it~e}f'during glacial m~vement (Andrews and King; 
196R; Andrews nnd Smith, 1970). The movement of the f luid-like 
· matrix is fastc•r rt>lative to th e till clasts which are then .aligned . . 
-lli~\1 c l:~y contt>nt in the til~- mnt rix has·been co rrelated with strorige( 
. ' . ~ pebble orieptation (Ha rri s , 1971). 
~~·verthel ess, St":lttering doe s occur,' .indi cating that n t h.<'t;. processes 
;llso influencl' till rl"tlric. The ·mos·t import .. mt of ~hese in ~· ~c . 
rPll in~, :1ttributed to tht• pre sL• nc~ ·o f L' nou~h meltwat e'r t o promotl' 
53. 
. . re-orientation of the formerly aligned clasts •. artd ice thrus t1ng, due 
to irre g+J.lar sur_faces of loading conditions prevalent when t-he till 
was depos ited. Both of these processes will result f."n a pebble or~en-
tation transvc>rse to the ice flow direction. · If, however, these two 
proc e sses.have had only limited a'ffect on the till, :a .distinc tly 
bimodal orientation can occur , with a porti.dn of ·the clasts aligned 
/ 
p:1rallel to ic e ftow and the rest transver se to it (Andrews and S111fth, 
1970) . 
' I 
I As we ll as elongate pebble alignment parallel to ice flow 
/ 
dtrcrti o n, _ som((workers (Harr i son, 1957 .; . Evanson, 1971; and others) 
ha.\Tt• no t e d a n "up-i ce" tm~rication." or plung.e o f e l oflgate t ill c l a sts. 
Th is phe np me non· is at~r ibut ed t·o up- curv i ng shear zo nes which : d e velop 
in till i~ n~sponse to'th·e loading condit.i ~ns ofove ridlng i ce , or to, 
.a l t(•rn·a t i n g high ·and low pressu re zones a t the base o f the moving 
in• mass (F:vans o n,. 1971') . 
Rc>su lts 
The profuse angul rr clasts of tlfe , Lo we r Red till,' ·in the Sheffield 
Lnke - lnd i ;.m Ponq area· wen• depo.s ited with their dominant lorfg axis 
or i en t a tion and "up- ice." imbr ica tt"tn indi cating a strong .ice flow 
du~i ng their emplacemcn~ tp~ards 020 (Figure 13), ~A~pendix B)~ On 
th9 other, hand, more rounded, . long trave lled clasts in the Ucper Grey 
till i nd ie-il t e t _wo separ<itc in' flow directi on s . In ·many cases (cross ing 
din.• c tions in Figure t4) .two till f.1bric analyst's were done in the 
samt· pit i n iJpper \.r'(;y till. Th e (abri c s measured at a dep th of 6-8 
f(' l't in tht' c;re.y ~lll indi ca te• a strong 0 20-04 5 f low sub-pa r a l lel t o 
t hat of the und_l'r l y in~ Rl:d t i ll. Howt•ver , hlght·r i n the grey till 
I . 
uni.t , )..:.) fl'l't h c l ow till· s ur face, the indi cated flow 'swin,gs to the 
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Figure 15: Upper Grey Till fabric outside Main Float Zone 
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:• 
• (Fig\Ir~.• 16) i s approached. This is indic':'"ti4of the same topographically 
con t rlllleo late i c e fl o w 'as was de~c ribed by O'Donnell in the fabrics 
~~~- studit>d at c:utlbridge, 2 0 miles ·to the eas~. These findings also 
substantiate. the hypothe sis of migrating ice c~ntres to the south of 
the stud v ar'Pa. 
Tlw two ti'J.l units can then be differentiated on the ~-si:; of 
t i l l fabrir. ,· 
/ 
141 lwhhle samp l es with_ an aYet'age peb.ble content o f 385 were 
,-,,JJ,• t· t .. •d in the s tud y area. In' all, 54,581 pe bbl·es were wa6hed , br9ken, 
,_. I d s s if i o"d ·a ,.; t n litho[,,gic unit. and c ounted ~~~ley, 1972.) , A 
rt•f,!n• n c~.· . co ll e .. : ti o n ,,f b e drock tvpt:'S in the area was. used to ass ign 
summa riz,·d tilt.• va rving p~.• hbl e li t lw log i e s e n countere d i n the. t'wo til l 
unit ,; (s ... ,· .\p p ,·· ndix· ·c l . 
~ . 
Th,· ti. ll ,- l,: t,.;t l i th,dogi es dearly d e mar c ate ttie'co.n t;3c t ht> tw_een.-the 
· t ~o.·,, t iII l.ll1 its f ''rmer lv i r1d icat~.·d bv co- lour a nd s t r:4ti·graphy, (see b e l ow) : 
TB-6) TB-92 
l'pp ,•r 
TB-9,1 A TB- 91 B -X% 
L r v , . l: r ,1n it,. ' ') 19 ) l 16 27 · .. _ 
Ti 11 .-\nd-e s i t ,, I, 6 ) . 59 7 ~ 6 1 4 / 
./' 
,-
l . ~ ,,,. \. ~ r • ' 
f.:vd l :r :1n i t,. 0 20 5 7 [ i ! 1 .-\nd.· ,.; i .tt· 44 88 72 92 87 
:\ f!lt'dll p~.· r , . .:· n t 
~ 
i n •. ; r.mit ~.' l 'Ll ,.; ts ~-l. n t h , · ,) rd,•r ll f !->et we,•n 4 a n·d B ~timt:' s that of the Lower -
!kJ tLII (T:lhl v .'.) • .' The J., ,.._,er ~.'d til l is 'co r resp,,nding.t v L• nriclwd between 
'• 
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1ILL PE!lBI.E LlTHOWGY I· 
~lain Float 
v.or s. . rx ~. ·X N.P.C • T.P .C. '" ~ .. /. Are a ~later ia l Rock Tvpe 
31 . 'j ) . 70 2 . 36. 44 . I 
357 15,708 
l'pptr Grey i; rani tic' ( 18) · 
T i 1' I 
.\rid es i te (14) 42 24.08 3. 85.- 44 
Lower Red Granite (l8) 4. 6. 92 2 .08 1 2 
Till 
.. 
31 4 3,768 
Andesite .04) 88 15.07 4.76 12 
'v 
X% niean per cent . li .tho~ogy ih sample. 
s s tandard deviation. 
EX - standard error of mean. 
N 
X N.P.G. - mean number of pebbles counte.d per. sample. 
T.P.C. - total pebbles. counied from unit, in ·maih flbat zone • 
. . 










!,) and 2.1 tlm~s in andesite clasts of relatively 1ocal provenance 
' 
(Flgurt' 17). 
Thu d iscrepanc i~s of 3 to 16 percent in the tab l e and figure.s are 
caust•d hy the presence in' all samples of' cla~ts of indeterminate provenance 
'(t' !!.• monominer;;~lic fragments usuallY quartz), a few f~r travelled pebbles 
u f 1 itholoKies not mapped in the study area and small .percentages of 
Tlw pr~sent·e of subrounded .andesite and sulphide float -clasts . in the 
lfpp't•r CH y till must 'have resulted ' f rom reworKing o f the Lower Red qn· 
r itthl•r .than . fr: ,,m primary bl•drot•k erosion. At the t .ime elf Upper Grey t-ill 
. .. 
empli~<· •·m~· nt, !tl''st o f ~he andt' s i te bedroc k of . the reglon. wa~J l'robabl y 
( , 
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Figur~· 17 : P~b.b l~ " 1ttl16logies in Lower Red Til l r t .. 
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. . . 
These two photographs were taken 30' apart in a Brinex-Boliden 
trench in the Main Float Area (Plate 2). Note the dominance of rounded 
to subrounded granitoid clasts in the Grey till above, and the angular, 
stained andesite clasts in the Red till, below. 
Plates 6 and 7: Till Clast Lithology 
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. (I • 
' 
Clay minerals have diagnostic d-spacing~ in their C-axis direction • 
The clay sized (' 2~) mineral assemblage in glacial till Cfn be ~etermined 
. . :> • 
qual it at ively by means of _an X-ray diffractometer. Oriented clay min~ nil 
slides mad~ by pipetting (Carroll, 1970) •of four selected sa'.'ple'S, two · 
Upper. Grey till, (1159 Low and./1918 High) and two Lower Req till, (1/97 Low 
and 11918" lclW) were prepared (see Appendix C) and analyzed on a· P.hilips 
·. 
X-ray l.liffrac_tomet~r. using CuKa radiation, at settings 9f: 
,; Klllovolts 40 
Milliamps - o2Q 
'-
Timv Cohstanr · 0. 4 
.Range C.P. S. 4 
20 mm.fMin . . Chart Speed 
?canning · speed 
Scan - se'e Figure 53 
sec. 










The aims of the clay -mineral analyses were to determin"el: 1 which 
clily minerals .were present in die two till layers, 2) the relati e 
• ' 
abundan.,;c of: the various clay ;nineral types i1~ ead\ tl,ll_, 3) i tfie '· clay 
' 
mint>rals themselves will · servt> as a basis on which t o differentiate the · 
.. 
' 1 t i 11 unib o f tlw study ar~~· and 4) /he possib~e ·e xtent of post-oepositional 
weathering on the minL"ral assemblage, es~ec.ially in tht! Lower·Red till .• 
f 
Kesult s 
On•' urit rcated slide (Slide ."A"- ~i_gure 53) of each sample was 
S.l'<l!lrll'd from ] 0 to )0° at. a scan speed of In 26 / minut e . 
. . 
-• , 
i ; Fel.dsp.;~~l and illit:·were ident~fiecf0by pea,k o: the untreated slide 
diffractograror· at 3· •. 17 A ancK,at io 'A, 5 A and 3.3 A, respectively. 
'~ 0 0 (B~a~diGnt, 19-r:), (Figure 19). Chlorite· was identHied ,bY 14 A, 7 A, 
4.7 ~and 3.5 A peaks • 
66 . 
. To. ~e·~t for the p~sence .. of Montmor.illorrite in the S~!Dples, another 
. 
· slide .{Slide "B" - =ftgure · 53) was ·placea ov~rn.ight i.n a de·s.~icator. , inta 
.. 
which had ·been ,Poured .200 mLs •· of o.ethylene. ·g'lycol, and . he~ ted ove;-nfght in an· 
.BOo C . .ov~n (Figure ·20). Glycolatiotl:causes a s.hift o.f the ·major 
o,• 0 
Montmorillonite peak fr~m 14 A to about 17 A· The' glycol,ated slid~iPwere 
. scanned from '3°. ~o lS.o' at a. sca'n speed of 1° 20 /minute. No 'shLft of the 
pe~k was. obs~rv.ed , on the cU.ffract.ogram of any of the slides, 'ther~·tore, 
M?ntm~rilloni.te ~.,: ndt present in the samples': 
.. 
Since ~olinite and. ·Chlorit~ canno·t be d-iff.erentiated 'in an untreated 
. . . 
g .... 0 
samp_le slide due . to ovetlappin~ peak's at 7 ·./i. and 3,5 A (Biscaye, 1964), 
. . thl'~t'. tl' r hniql:'es. were a ppl L-ed td the ··slide!i f"A", ."C" and "D." - Figure •53) 
..... . ... . 
todetermto.e if ~aolinit,e indt:oed occ.urred- ln the samples (Biscaye, 1"64). 
A 'slow Sl'an (Slld~ "f\" - Figure .53) at · 0.25° 2 tl /mi'nute was run· on the 
. . • . • 0 
orig.inal untreated,slide. ~hlorite ha~; its major' peak at 3.54 A ~ind 
' . 
Kaolit'litP at .":'3.58 A, -;.md the:-w.lly appear a s one broad peak at the 
, I 
n'gular scaryning speed (Bisc ayt-, 1964}. This method re~ealftd only one 
0 
l ;lr~c peak at · 1.'>4 A for all uf the samples (Figwre 21), there.fore Chlorite 
and not ,Kaolinit·c is proba~ly prt•sent in tht~ samples. To ·further verify 




wa s pLH·t>d in a muffle furna ce , heated to 600°C for one hou·r and immediat e ly 
.. ' .. 
·sl·;mnPd fro~ 2°- !5° . at ttle ·same instruml'nt settings a$ for the or.iginal ' 
. . 
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If a peak remains af~er heat treating the sliqe, then Chlorit~ 
must definitely bt• pn•sent in the sample. The n•sults wert• erratic and 
incondusivt.>. Sa mi)J(•s 59 Low and 91.8 Low defi.n.ittdy contain Chloritt:' as · 
indicated by a stro ng 14 /\peak after heat trcatmi!nt. However, samples -
/191B fligh and.97 Low bec anw· arnorpho'us possibly indicating a Kaolinitl' 
presl·tH'c not shown by thL: slow scan method (Figurl' 22). 
'['() 1 ' l 11 d . f h 11 d ( 1 i d ".D" F i rcso Vt' t11 s ts~·repHn c y, a ourt s e s ,.t.' - gurt.' 53) .. 
' . ' ' . () ' 
o f ea c h was aFid tn•<Jte.9 ·ror prw hou_r in an 80 C ove_n (Biscaye_,.,.1964). 
I 
Tht· 3.5 A Chl.or.ltt.• p<'ak slwuld diminish (~r complt.:tt>,ly dis<Appear, since 
the <.ll'ld . ::>t·ll·ct ivt.· ly dis::;n[v(•s ChloritL' but lt.•i.Jvcs~the KnolinL'tt> unscathed. 
I) 
In all c ast·s, th(' ·l .)4 .. A pt•ak was t•ltht.•r grl'atly diminished or di sappeared , 
pnlving Clllldusivt·ly that Chlorill' and n ot Kaolinit'-' is p n •::;(•.nt i n the 
•, 
l~u.ant i tat ivt• An;il ys i s 
Wl1ile ·then· i::; tw gl'th· ral .. agrt' l 'ment as to. tht• rno:;t accuraU• mt.'th o d o f 
.... ··- ... . 
"qu ;mtitativl' ;rn ;d y's i;r p.f c lay mlnc>r a l asl-n•mb-l;'tgl'S Bis cay'c (1965) advucatt>s 
a s impk rtwan s ol •.U>l~_r~l_x_i!'la.~ . i.n.£ tht· c ont~·nt of thl· variou~ clay mi n e ral:-; 
i "n d samp It•. It i -; method. whid1 ,· anno"t lw l'X[ll'('lt•d t o pn,Jut'l' rt•sults 
t ' 
70 
+ hL'l tl· r tha n IO Z, invo l ves m~~urill~ _ tlw arvas .l'lll'Pmp asstc• d by tlw f ir s t o r4t•r 
p r •Hiucl'd ~dvh . ,· Jay mlnt>ral in tht· asse-mh Lt gl' (T<th l t• 'i). 
!lnt· 111111drl'd per ,-,· nt uf t he c· la v in thl' Sl' samplt•s I s assumt.' d t P lw madl' 
l lJl "~i llit e and l"ld orit t•, :llthpugh s m;d l K f p J(\spar p t•ak:; d o pccu r on al.l 
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Illite and Chlorite dominant peak areas, should then reflect the relative 
proportion of the two minerals in the samples. The dominant peak of 
0 0 
Chlorite occurs at 7 A and for Illite at 10 A, on the untreated slide 
diffractogram (Figure 19). 
Table 5 indicates that illite may be slightly enriched in the Lower 
Red till. Lundquist (1965) has postulated that illite in glacial clay may 
represent re-deposited older sediments (i.e., pre-glacial regolith). The 
dominance of chlorite in the samples is a reflection of the chloritized 
bedrock of the region. 
Basing broad correlations on only four analyzed samples is never a 
good practice, however, some differentiation of the two till units in the 
study area (especially in the main float area, from whence the four 
samples were collected) seems justified, on the basis of this work. Also 
of importance here is the fact that both tills are enriched in Chlorite, 
which would seen to support the work of Bayrock and Pawluk (1966), 
concerning the local provenance of the "fine fraction" of basal till. 
The results of the textural analyses (Appendix F) performed on 164 
of the bulk till samples collected are summarized in Table 6 and are 
plotted on a ternary diagram of gravel, sand and mud (G.S.M.) content in 
Figure 24. The mean (G.S.M.) content of both till units derived from Table 
6 also appear in Figure 24. 
It is deduced from the ternary diagram that both tills have similar 
mud content, but are somewhat dissimilar in their gravel and sand 
components. Nevertheless, the greater gravel (2-16 mm.) content of the 
Lower Red till, and the greater sand (0.062-2 mm.) content of the Upper 
TABLE 6 : GRAVEL, SAND, MUD CONTENT 
Till Sediment 
Unit Type X% s EX N. 
Grey 16-2 mm. 
Gravel 42.6 13.01 1.07 144 
Grey 2-0.0625 mm. 
Sand 40.3 5,42 1.21 144 
Grey >0.0625 mm. 
Mud 17.0 8.86 1.01 144 
Red 16-2 mm. 
Gravel 53.7 10.27 2.35 20 
Red 2-0.0625 mm. 
Sand 31.4 7.09 1.62 20 
Red >0.0625 mm. 
Mud 15.7 5.93 1.32 20 
X% - mean per cent. 
s - standard deviation. 
EX - standard error of the mean. 
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attenuate the primary dispersion fan as it occurs in the Lower Red till. 
Much of the confusion of previous workers (Malmquist, 1961) concerning 
the tracing of the float clasts in this region can be linked directly 
to these events. 
The Ablation, Lodgement Till Hypothesis 
Figure 29 indicates the mode of deposition of Lodgement and Ablation 
Till from the same ice advance, and their superposition after ablation of 
the ice (Flint, 1971). Since the two till units that occur in the 
Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area (Figure 11) have been previously 
interpreted as the lodgement and ablation facies of the same till sheet 
(Malmquist, 1961), a re-interpretation of them as two discrete till 
units emplaced by two separate ice advances needs to be verified. 
Lodgement and ablation till (Figure 29), often referred to as 
ground ablation moraine by Scandinavian workers (Embleton and King, 1968), 
are thought to represent two completely different modes of deposition 
and have been formerly mistaken for evidence of two ice advances (Drake, 
1971). 
Table 8 lists the common characteristics of lodgement and ablation 
till and of the Lower Red and Upper Grey tills of the study area. From 
this comparison, the Lower Red till apparently has all of the features 
of lodgement till, which would seem to support the lodgement, ablation 
hypothesis. 
However, a comparison of lodgement till features and those of the 
Upper Grey till reveals some important similarities. Although the Upper 
Grey till is somewhat friable, is non fissile, has many clasts of distant 
provenance (see section on Sedimentology) and is relatively thin, all 
features of ablation till; its properties also include some compaction 
./ 
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Figure 29 - Origin of lodgment and ablation till. A. Basal 
drift in transport over bedrock giving rise to 
a lodgment till. B. During period of ablation, 
ice near a glacial margin melts beneath a cover 
of glacial drift and an ablation till is 
deposited. C. Post-glacial condition. A layer 
of ablation till is found over a lodgment till. 
From Flint (1971). 
85 
(pits in this unit with vertical walls have remained open for more than 
a year), subrounded clasts, a high mud content, two strong, superimposed 
fabrics and, conclusively, discrete "ripped up" and incorporated blocks 
of Lower Red till material within itself (Figure 26). Furthermore, 
the Lower Red till has been shown to be discontinuous beneath the Upper 
Grey till. Thus, extensive areas of Upper Grey till are superimposed 
directly on bedrock; a difficult phenomenon to rationalize with an 
Ablation Till interpretation for the Upper Grey Till (see Figure 29). 
These features, then, probably indicate that the Upper 
Grey till is not the ablation till facies of the same ice sheet that 
emplaced the Lower Red till. The deposition of the Upper Grey till, 
probably from relatively thin ice, is evidenced by the lack of fissility 
of the till. Reworking of the Lower Red till (which was in the frozen 
state) resulted in the removal of any soil horizon that may have 
developed and an unknown amount of "C" horizon material as well. 
The Ablation, Lodgement Hypothesis has been shown, then to be 
untenable from these finding. The results are interpreted to indicate 
the presence of 2 distinct lodgement tills deposited during independent 
ice advances. 
The Englacial, Basal Till Hypothesis 
Alternatively, it has been suggested that the Upper Grey and Lower 
Red tills of the Sheffield Lake-Indian Pond area might represent the 
Englacial and Basal facies of deposition from a sinEle ice sheet (A. 
Dreimanis, Personal Communication, 1975). 
There is an apparent overlap between englacial till (Dreimanis, 
r 
1975) and ablation till, in that both derive from the same process, 
glacier ablation. Nevertheless, features characteristic of englacial 
till differ sufficiently from those of ablation till so that a rather 
indistinct boundary may be drawn between the two. 
A comparison of the characteristics of englacial till with those 
of the Upper Grey till appears in Table 8. The table illustrates the 
apparent dissimilarities between englacial till features and those of 
the Upper Grey till. In particular, the presence of incorporated blocks 
(Schollen) of Lower Red till in the Upper Grey till, and the discontin-
uous distribution of the red till beneath the contiguous grey till, 
are conclusive evidence that the grey till is not the englacial facies 
of the same till sheet represented by the Lower Red till. 
The Ablation, Lodgement and the Englacial, Basal Hypotheses have 
been shown, then to be inconsistant with these finding. The results are 
interpreted to indicate the presence of two distinct lodgement tills 
deposited during independent ice advances. 
Evidence for Two Ice Advances 
In 1926, A.P. Coleman, in one of the first studies of the glacial 
history of Newfoundland, was convinced that the island had been glaciated 
on at least two separate occasions during the Pleistocene. He cited 
as evidence for this interpretation the occurrence at Curling (near 
Corner Brook), of gravelly till both underlying and over lying a marine 
shell-bearing bed. He further states that the second advance was less 
severe than the first, from which it was separated by a period of 
climatic amelioration. 
ABLATION TILL* UPPER GREY TILL 
- Friable - Somewhat friable 
- Non compact - Some compaction 
- Non fissile - Non fissile 
- May be stratified - Non stratified 
- Undeformed - Undeformed 
- Mud absent - 17% mud 
- Usually thin - 10+ feet thick 
- Large areal extent - Large areal extent 
- Angular clasts - Subrounded clasts 
- Of distant - Local and distant 
provenance provenance apparent 
ENGLACIAL TILL** 
- Friable 
- Non compact 
- Some fissility 
- Often stratified 
- Often slumped and 
faulted 
- Low mud content 
- Usually thin 
- Discontinuous 
occurrence common 
- Angular clasts 
- Of distant 
provenance 




- Non stratified 
- Undeformed 
- 15.7% mud 
- 30+ feet thick 
- Patchy occurrence 
- Angular clasts 
- Local provenance 
- Lacks a fabric - 2 good fabrics - Rude fabric (Often - Strong Fabric 
- Random 
imbrication 
- Few striated 
clasts 
transverse) 
- "Up-ice" imbrication - Flat lying a-b - "Up-ice" imbrication 
plane 
- Striated clasts - some striated - Some striated clasts 
common 
- Incorporated blocks 




- "Plastered on" 
- Compact 
- Fissile 
- Non stratified 
- Undeformed 
- Some mud content 
- Variable thicknes~ 
- Continuous sheet 
- Angular clasts 
- Local provenance 
- Strong fabric 
'\, 
- "Up-ice" imbricat: 
- Some striated 
clasts 
Table B. A comparison of Ablation, Englacial and Lodgement Till characteristics with those of the Upper 
and Lower Tills in the study area. (*Flint, 1971; Embleton and King, 1968: ** Upham, 1891; 
Dreimanis, 1975) 
!" 
MacClintock and Twehhofel (1940) in their classic study of the 
glacial history and deposits of Newfoundland, also allude to more than 
one glacial episode. Their interpretation, like that of Coleman, rested 
primarily on the discovery of intercalated till and fossiliferous marine 
clay beds in the Bay St. George area on the west coast of Newfoundland 
and also near Baie Verte, on the north coast. The sequence and 
interpretation near Baie Verte is indicated below: 
Glacial-Fluvial 
Outwash ? 2nd ice retreat . , 
Till ? 2nd ice advance . , 
22 ft. 
Marine 
Clay 6' , 1st ice retreat 
Till 3', 1st ice advance 
The sequence of deposits on the Central Plateau near Buchans was 
interpreted as indicating that after retreat of the major ice sheet, 
ice tongues pushed down the valleys and deposited terminal moraines. 
MacClintock and Twenhofel (1940) also point out that no drift 
older than Wisconsinan is found in Newfoundland. 
Flint (1951) interpreted the Wisconsinan glacial deposits of 
Newfoundland as indicating radial flow from a centre near Buchans 
followed by the formation of smaller more local ice caps, which 
presumably were responsible for local pulses in the ice front. 
Jenness (1960) describes an extensive end moraine deposit in 
Eastern Newfoundland which resulted either from a lengthy stand of 
retreating Wisconsinan Ice at that position or, more likely, from 
a final re-advance to that position from further inland. 
Lundquist (1965), in a study of striae sets in the Sheffield Lake 
Indian Pond Region, concluded that there was an increasing topographic 
influence upon ice movement as the major Wisconsinan ice sheet waned and 
that a last readvance occurred in the area from an isolated ice mass 
near the Sheffield Lake- Indian Pond plateau (see Introduction). He 
notes, that there are many signs of a general stage of equilibrium or 
temporary readvance during the ablation of the major ice sheet. 
Prest (1970), on the basis of flow indicators, states that during 
the waning of the island ice cap complex, ice-flow patterns developed 
with erratic, shifting active centres of ice flow. 
Brookes (1969), described marine clays intercalated between layers 
of till on the Port au Port Peninsula, indicating a readvance. 
Grant (1970) recognized similar till deposits beneath and above 
fossiliferous marine clays dated at 10,900 B.P. on the Northern Peninsula 
and from this he named the Ten Mlle Lake readvance. 
O'Donnell (1973) states that as the major Wisconsinan ice cap 
waned, small local ice caps were formed in the High Central Plateau area 
and sporadic topographically controlled advances, pulses and surges 
were widespread. He also reports two till fabric directions in the 
Gullbridge area but attributes them to the more topographically controlled 
late ice rather than to a readvance. 
Tucker (1973) records multi directional striae just to the east of 
the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area which he interprets as indicating 
late, topographically controlled ice flow. 
Rogerson and Tucker (1973) have found evidence in the St. Vincent 
area of the Southern Avalon Peninsula of a glacial readvance. A lower 
till unit of unknown thickness is overlain by a marine outwash delta 
and it, in turn, by a layer of till 10 feyt thick. 
All of these researchers, then, present evidence of either 
topographically controlled late Wisconsinan ice or a period of readvance 
during the late Wisconsinan glacial period. The widespread evidence 
of a period of readvance preserved as crossing striations, increased 
drift thicknesses and intercalated marine and/or glaciofluvial deposits 
with glacial till are convincing. The conclusive evidence for two ice 
advances-superimposed till sheets-however, has not previously been 
reported in central Newfoundland. 
In the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area, two distinct superimposed 
till units do occur. The hypotheses that they are the ablation -
lodgement facies or the englacial - basal facies of the same ice advance 
have been shown to be untenable. They may be interpreted, then, as 
corresponding to the readvance postulated to have occurred during the 
waning stages of the Wisconsinan ice sheet in Newfoundland. Alternatively, 
the possibility exists that the Lower Red till is much older than the 
Upper Grey till which may be the only major Wisconsinan deposit in 
the area. Coleman (1926) postulated that very old (Kansan?) tills occur 
in Newfoundland and the deeply oxidized and indurated Lower Red till 




In 1957, S.V. Ermengen stated that, 
"A study of the literature available reveals that 
relatively little has been written on geochemical 
prospecting in parts of the world which have been 
submitted to continental glaciation during 
Pleistocene time." 
His observation, probably true eighteen years ago, certainly does not 
apply today. A rapidly increasing dossier of case histories has been 
documented in various journals and two books on the subject of geochemical 
exploration in areas of Pleistocene continental glaciation (Kvalhiem, 
1967; Jones, 1973) have been published to date. 
The number of geochemical prospecting projects has surged ahead 
in the formerly glaciated areas of Fennoscandia, Ireland, and mainland 
Canada, particularly in the last decade. However, insular Newfound-
land has until recently (Hornbrook and Davenport, 1972) been ignored 
by exploration geochemists, even though the glacial history, deposits, 
and post-glacial conditions are thought to closely resemble those of 
the more intensively prospected areas mentioned above, and even though 
techniques developed in these other areas should be particularly 
applicable here. 
Sampling 
It is a rather obvious dictum that where float boulders occur in 
large numbers in glacial drift the finer grained matrix of the drift 
must also include detrital float fragment&. This syngenetic halo of 
fine detrital grains has been referred to by Kauranne (1958) as a 
micro-float train, as a microboulder fan by Bolviken (1967), and by 
Wennervirta (1968) as a glaciogenic fan. 
Since the fine grained (200 mesh) fraction of glacial till is 
postulated to have only been transported a very short distance (Bayrock 
and Pawluk, 1966) a study of its elemental composition "up ice" should 
reveal, ·even more precisely than the macroscopic float clasts, their 
common provenance in the subcropping bedrock. 
It is also apparent that in areas of deep overburden the optimum 
sampling depth is within the unweathered, undisturbed glacial till 
material (the "C" zone of the podzol profile) where detrital sulphide 
grains are almost insoluble in the reducing conditions that predominate 
there (Scott and Byers, 1964; Kauranne, 1967; Forgeron, 1971 Parslow, 
1972). Of importance, as well, is the determination of elemental 
variations with depth in the overburden as a further criterion 
for source determination, since elemental concentrations in both the 
horizontal and vertical components of the micro-float fan should increase 
in proportion to the proximity of the suboutcropping source (Figure 5). 
This purpose is best served by the collection of profile samples at 
regular intervals in a pit opened into the glacial drift (Ermengen, 
1957; Hawkes and Webb, 1962; Hyvarinen 1967; Brotzen, 1967; Halonen, 
1967; Kauranne, 1967; Wennervirta, 1968; Larsson and Nichol, 1971; 
Gunton and Nichol, 1974). 
In the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area, 108 trenches were dug 
from which 167 bulk samples were collected for geochemical analysis 
(Appendixc). Samples at two depths (designated High and Low) were 
collected from 28 of the trenches, and at 6 selected sites profile 
r 
samples (designated A, B, C, etc.) were collected at one foot vertical 
intervals. In all cases only "C" horizon parent till material was collected. 
At two locations sample pits bottomed on andesite bedrock and in each 
case bedrock samples were collected for geochemical analysis (Table 1). 
Pre-Treatment and Analyses 
Critical to any geochemical exploration program is the choice of 
a suitable analytical method. The geochemist must consider (1) the size 
fraction of the sample (2) the number of samples and elements to be 
analyzed (3) the pre-treatment and extraction techniques to be used 
(4) the reliability, ease of implementation, and detection limit of the 
method and (5) the accuracy and precision to be expected from the method. 
As outlined in the general principles of Drift Prospecting (Chapter 
III) most geochemical exploration programs in glaciated terrain concen-
trate on the unweathered "C" zone of the glacial till, and specifically 
on the -80 mesh fraction of the till. Gunton and Nichol (1974) 
have pointed out, however, that the clay-and-silt-sized 
fractions (-230 mesh) must be removed to avoid the variable effect they 
can have on elemental concentrations. 
The Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area samples were first wet sieved 
to remove the -230 mesh (0.063 mm) fraction. The +230 mesh fraction was 
then dried, and sieved on an 80 mesh stainless steel screen to obtain 
the -80 to +230 mesh fraction. This fraction was then split into 3 
subsamples for geochemical analyses. (Appendix C). From prior analyses 
of float samples (Table 1) Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Co, Ni, Fe, and S were chosen 
to be the tracer elements analyzed. 
Studies are available on the merits of one pre-treatment extraction 
over another (Foster, 1971). Generally, the methods available 
r 
can be divided into Total and Partial extractions. 
A total extraction technique is performed by fusion or by the 
addition of strong, hot acid to the sample which results in complete 
sample dissolution. This method is best adapted to lithogeochemical 
surveys, since it extracts even the silicate complexed-and strongly 
bonded-metal in the sample. 
A partial extraction technique is performed with weak or dilute 
acid which takes into solution only discrete sulphide grains and the 
relatively loosely bonded and absorbed metals in the sample. This partial 
dissolution is best adapted to the study of unconsolidated sediments 
(e.g., glacial till) when the survey is directed toward the pinpointing 
of anomalous metal concentrations which should reflect the presence of 
sulphide minerals rather than silicate bonded metal. 
However, some partial extraction methods (e.g., cold buffer THM 
extractions) are often insufficinet to delimit anomalous areas in gla-
ciated terrain, where anomalies may be only lO ppm above threshold. A 
balance must be struck then between a too weak partial extraction and 
a too strong total digestion when glacial till is the sampling medium. 
In this investigation Ward's (1969) extraction method (HOT 16N 
HN0 3 ) was first tested but later rejected. It was very time consuming, 
required specialized equipment, and failed to produce the degree of 
precision desired. 
A boiling dilute acid (10/1, lN HN03 16N HCl) (F. Goudie, 
Personal Communication, 1974) was found to be superior for partial 
digestion of the -80+ 230 mesh fraction since neither nitric (HNO) 
nor hydrochloric (HCl) acid decompose the more stable rock-forming 
silicates (Levinson, 1974), but they do leach all forms of sulphide 
r 
minerals. 
Elemental analyses were performed by Atomic Absorption Spectra-
photometry (A.A.S.). The advantages of A.A.S. are its sensitivity, 
precision, reliability, and speed (Brotzen, et al., 1967). One special 
appeal of A.A.S. in exploration geochemistry is the fact that, from one 
sample digestion, as many as 40 elements can be determined, thus resulting 
in a considerable saving in cost while at the same time providing a 
wealth of information (Levinson, 1974). 
In this study, each subsample was analyzed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Co, 
Ni, Mn, and Fe on a Perkin-Elmer Model 303 Spectrophotometer using 
standard procedure (Figure 54), after a 1! hour hot acid digestion 
(10/1, lN HN03 16N HCl). 
Elements to be analyzed in the digestion solution by A.A.S. must 
be in the atomic state. This is readily achieved by aspirating the 
solution at a controlled rate into a flame fueled by a mixture of air 
and acetylene. A light beam at one of the characteristic wavelengths 
(i.e., 2139A for Zn) of the element of interest is directed through 
the flame, into a monochromator and into a detector which measures the 
intensity of the light beam. The amount of light absorbed by the flame 
when a sample is being aspirated is proportional to the concentration 
of the element in the sample. This reading is then compared with read-
ings obtained from standard solutions of known concentration, and the 
concentration in ppm of the element in the sample is attained. 
Sulphur content of 77 of the samples was determined using a LECO 
Sulphur Analyzer which is generally thought to be the best method of 
sulphur analysis (Foscolos and Barefoot, 1970). The method involves 
the combustion of the sample in a stream of oxygen in a high frequency 
furnace. As the sample is combusted, all sulphur compounds are vola-
r 
tilized, primarily as sulphur dioxide. The S02 is carried by the 
oxygen to the titration vessel where it is absorbed by bubbling through 
a dilute HCI solution, which also contains free iodine. The absorbed 
S~ is titrated with standard LI03 using starch indicator, and the 
amount of S~, hence sulphur in the sample, is determined. 
In exploration geochemistry, precision (which is the ability to 
produce and repeat the same result) is often more important than 
accuracy (which is the approach to the true value), at least in the 
initial stages of a project (Levinson, 1974). Precision and accuracy 
by A.A.S. are thought to be better or comparable to any other method 
of trace element analysis (Brotzen et al., 1967). 
For precision determination, within each batch of 22 samples 2 
were weighed, digested, and analyzed twice each; also within each batch, 
2 control samples (#59L and #67), of high and low elemental concentrations 
(determined in the first batch) were always included resulting in each 
being analysed 10 times. Samples were analysed at random, that is, all 
of the samples from one till unit or within a small part of the project 
area were never analysed in one batch (Table 9). As a check of accuracy 
and precision 30 representative samples were sent to Atlantic Analytical 
Services, (Springdale, Newfoundland) and were analysed by A.A.S. for 
Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, ~m, and Fe; comparative results appear in Table 10. 
Generally, good agreement is apparent from this comparision, with the 
possible exceptions of the Zn and Ni values where the Atlantic 
Analytical Services determination are generally lower than those 
recorded by the author. 
All of the sulphur analyses were performed over a 48 hour period 
-;'~ 
* 
Table 9. Precision of Atomic Absorption Analyses 
r 
Sample II X s EX N. 
6 7 ppm. Cu 16.5 2.0 0.7 10 
" Pb 6.9 1.5 0.5 10 
" Zn 37.0 8.9 3.1 10 
" Co 4.1 0.8 0.3 10 
" Ni 11.1 3.2 1.2 10 
" Mn 189.0 11.4 4.0 10 
%Fe 0.75 0.13 0.04 10 
59L ppm. Cu 164.6 13.9 4.9 10 
" Pb 7.4 1.2 0.4 10 
" Zn 98.8 5.8 2.0 10 
II Co 21.5 1.2 0.4 10 
II Ni 17.3 1.5 0.5 10 
II Mn 628.0 100.6 33.5 10 
%Fe 2.63 0.57 0.20 10 
6 ppm. Cu 19.0 5.7 4.0 2 
" Pb 9.0 0 0 2 II Zn 51.0 12.7 9.0 2 
II Co 3.0 0 0 2 
ll Ni 28.0 2.8 2.0 2 
11 Mn 329.0 12.7 9.0 2 
%Fe 1.45 0.21 0.15 2 
31 ppm. Cu 47.5 3.5 2.5 2 
" Pb 7.5 0.7 0.5 2 
11 Zn 20.0 0 0 2 
II Co 2.0 0 0 2 
" Ni 24.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Mn 152.5 0.7 0.5 2 
%Fe 0.45 0.21 0.15 2 
47 ppm. Cu 24.0 5.7 4.0 2 
" Pb 6.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Zn 30.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Co 6.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Ni 8.5 3.5 2.5 2 
II Mn 256.5 4.9 3.5 2 
%Fe 1.00 0.14 0.10 2 
Table 9 Continued 
r' 
Sample II X s EX N. 
66L ppm. Cu 8.0 0 0 2 
" Pb 8.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Zn 17.0 1.4 1.0 2 
" Co 3.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Ni 4.0 1.4 1.0 2 
" Mn 125.0 7.0 5.0 2 
%Fe 0.50 0 0 2 
70A ppm. Cu 151.0 2.1 1.5 2 
" Pb 175.0 0 0 2 
" Zn 202.0 3.5 2.5 2 
" Co 30.0 0 0 2 
" Ni 26.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Mn 575.0 35.3 25.0 2 
%Fe 5.60 0.10 0.10 2 
79 ppm. Cu 9.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Pb 5.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Zn 18.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Co 20.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Ni 7.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Mn 189.5 2.1 1.5 2 
%Fe 0.75 0.07 0.05 2 
92L ppm. Cu 185.0 0 0 2 
" Pb 13.0 0 0 2 
" Zn 37.5 3.5 2.5 2 
" Co 39.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Ni 26.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Mn 681.0 26.1 18.5 2 
%Fe 12.1 0.10 0.10 2 
94H ppm. Cu 16.5 2.1 1.5 2 
" Pb 8.0 1.4 1.0 2 
" Zn 24.5 0.7 0.5 2 
" Co 8.0 0 0 2 
" Ni 25.0 0 0 2 
" ~1n 175.0 14.1 10.0 2 
%Fe 0.85 0.07 0.05 2 
Table 9 Concluded 
r· 
Sample II X s EX N. 
96L ppm. Cu 37.5 3.5 2.5 2 
II Pb 9.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Zn 90.0 14.1 10.0 2 
II Co 18.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Ni 15.0 0 0 2 
II Hn 725.0 35.3 25.0 2 
%Fe 2.20 0 0 2 
102A ppm. Cu 38.0 0 0 2 
II Pb 5.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Zn 29.0 1.4 1.0 2 
II Co 7.0 1.4 1.0 2 
II Ni 14.0 1.4 1.0 2 
II Mn 136.5 2.1 1.5 2 
%Fe 1.90 0.07 0.05 2 
102D ppm. Cu 25.0 2.8 2.0 2 
II Pb 8.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Zn 16.0 0 0 2 
II Co 3.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Ni 15.5 0.7 0.5 2 
II Mn 112.5 3.5 2.5 2 
%Fe 1.30 0 0 2 
* Control Samples 
X Hean 
S Standard Deviation 
EX Standard error of the mean 
using the standard procedure of Foscolos and Barefoot (1970). As in the 
r 
A.A.S. work, the samples were analyzed at random and each tenth sample 
run was a blank containing accelerator and flux only. Two control 
samples (#86 and #59L) were analyzed periodically until the S content 
of each had been determined 10 times. 
Subsamples of 20 representative samples from the area were separ-
ated in TETRABROMOETHANE (S.G. = 2.92) into heavy and light fractions, 
again following standard procedure (Allman and Lawrence, 1972) (Appendix 
C). All of the heavy separates and 11 of the light fractions were then 
analyzed by the A.A.S. method for the elements listed formerly. 
Good estimates of the accuracy of A.A.S. and Leco determinations, 
except those done by Atlantic Analytical Services (Table 10) were 
difficult to obtain since no unconsolidated glacial sediment standards 
are available, as are rock standards. As well, the acid dissolution 
used in the study was adjudged too weak to leach the silicate bound metal 
in rock standards. Nevertheless, an attempt was made using Geological 
Survey of Canada rock standards U.M.2 and U.M.4 to obtain accuracy 
figures for the A.A.S. and Leco methodologies. Values obtained in the 
A.A.S. analyses of rock standards U.M.2 and U.M.4 appear with the 
published trace element values in Table 11. An acceptable degree of 
agreement between the values is apparent, however, in all cases the 
published values are somewhat higher than those obtained by the author. 
This discrepancy can be traced to the weak acid dissolution used by the 
author in the pre-treatment of the standard samples. 
Statistics 
It is in vogue to apply statistical manipulations to geoanalytical 
data to "better" define anomalous areas (Le Peltier, 1969). Levinson 
Table 10. 
ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF ATOHIC ABSORPTION ANALYSES 













SamEle Cu Cu Pb Pb Zn Zn Co Co Ni Ni Hn Mn %Fe %Fe 
1 8 8.0 5 4.0 12 21.0 5 5.0 5 20.0 170 152.5 0. 70 0.57 
14 5 2.5 5 4.5 10 14.0 5 3. 7 7 15.0 150 135.0 0.50 o. 45 
50 12 17.5 5 6.0 15 20.5 5 8.8 5 12.5 215 225.0 1.10 1.00 
** 
591 160 164.6 15 7.4 100 98.8 25 21.5 25 17.3 850 628.0 2.80 2.63 
63L 22 22.5 5 2.0 20 2 7. 5 5 2.1 5 6 .. 0 225 212.0 1.10 0. 85 
65H 18 17.5 5 6.0 13 17.0 5 4.5 5 6.0 140 140.0 0.90 0.80 
65L 25 30.0 5 9.5 20 30.0 5 5.0 10 6.0 230 250.0 2.00 1. 80 
66L 8 8.0 5 8.5 10 17.0 5 3.5 5 4.0 135 125.0 0.65 0.50 
** 
67 15 16.5 5 6.9 25 37.0 5 4.1 5 11.1 190 189.0 0.90 0.75 
t 6203 7 25 90 15 30 295 1. 20 
70A 165 151.0 175 175.0 340 202.0 40 30.0 15 66.5 590 575.0 7.50 5.60 
70B 60 62.5 65 62.5 200 187.0 30 26.5 15 19.0 560 540.0 3.30 .J. 80 
70C 15 15.0 15 19.0 48 62.5 12 8.8 10 12.5 330 300.0 1. 30 1.00 
87 27 30.0 5 3.0 10 19.0 18 19.0 5 10.0 460 500.0 0.60 0.56 
89L 15 15.0 5 3.0 18 28.0 5 7.5 5 6.0 190 180.0 0. 86 0. 86 
91B-H 42 48.0 10 8.0 20 26.5 10 6.4 10 15.0 230 240.0 1. 80 1. 30 
91B-L 20 22.5 10 7.0 25 28.5 10 6.5 10 26.0 350 310.0 3.30 3.00 
92B-A 380 300.0 20 19.0 50 50.0 15 10.5 15 14.5 595 550.0 10.00 10.00 
92B-B 50 54.0 30 37.0 35 80.0 10 7.5 15 12.5 440 332.5 4. 70 4.50 
t 6204 7 15 390 12 20 185 1.10 
92B-C 42 52.5 25 23.5 25 31.5 12 7.5 15 15.0 330 275.0 3.00 3.40 
92B-D 37 37.5 10 6.5 18 24.0 15 12.5 5 10.0 285 260.0 1. 30 1.10 











ACCURACY A.'iD PRECIS ION OF A TO~II C A:BSOR!'TIO:\ A.'lAL YS E5 
RAW DATA - C0~1PARISON OF VALUES OBTAl:-;ED r:-; THIS STUDY Al'W RY ATL\.'iTIC i\~P.L YTI{:AL SERVI CES LTD. 
., 
AT. A. * AT.t\. * AT. A. * --- .\T. A. * xr. ,\. * AT . A. 
;'(. 
· AT . A. 
,p· 
Sam12le Cu Cu Pb P.b Zn Zn Co ~ .?L__?:!i_ '1n '1n ~ Fe 
93H 8 7. 5 ) 7.0 16 2'3. 5 5 . 2 . 5 :;. 30.Q 150 135.0 0. 80 
93L 7 7. 5 5 6.0 8 15. 5 5 7. 5 . 5 . 6 . 0 1.35 130.0 0.60 
'94L 221 24.0 10 16.0 20 25. 0 5 7. 5 5 20 . 0 120 240.0 l. 00 
9 5 t: 8 7. 5 5 7. 5 10 85.0 5 5.0 5 10.0 140 120 .0 0 .60 
9fll 42 3 7. 5 10 9.S 48 90. 0 ·18 18. 5 '!0 . 15.0 800 725 . 0· 1. 70 
97H 35 . 33.0 8 5. 5 30 . 6 3. 0 15 11.5 lQ. 15.0 390 450 .0 3. 30 
6105 ·5 5 20 5 
. 5 135 0 .45 
102-A 38 38.0 10 5. 5 20 29 . 0 5 " 7 10 '1 4 . 0 145 136 . 5 . 2 . 00 
103 :no 231.0 J.O 7. 0 . 35 36. 0 65 50 . 0 15 18 . 5 960 . 900 . 0 3.16 
104 65 60.0 10 6.0 35 39. 5 15 8 20 15.0 510 480 . 0 3.60 
.. 
AT.A. -·.Atlantic Analytical Servi ces Determinations + B l.:~nks run by AT. A. 
* 
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3 7, s 
X* • mean of val ues obtained by. the author 
\ n umber of analyses 








, . ' 
Tabll~ 12: PRECISION OF LECO SLTLPHUR 
SAHPLE ~- s, 
*Bb .. 496.20 37.39 
• 
*5.9L 72.20 10. 79 
• 
67 Trace 
91BL 393.66 9 . 81 
92L 253'0 .'DO 21. Zl 
97H . 197.50 3. 54 
• 
X mean 
S Standard Deviation 
number of determ i nations 
EX Standard error of the mean. 
* Control samples 
. · 




3 . 4 1 10 , 
3 
5 .66 3 
15. 00 2 
2.50 2 
















( 1974) !'l'ints out thnt gt'<'Cht·m i ,·,tl. anomali e s, and numerous mi~es, wen.. <> 
I . \ 
fo und long hcf,)rC COm pUtl'rS C<.lnft' int n 01:ing, ·and S lOC P tht•n ilS WE'll by_· 
. < 
c.. . 
virtue i> f tlw prope r i ntv rpr~'ta.t ion p f ava i lob i e ·geoch emi c a l d;tta. l~1wkes 
" . ;ind \.'e bb ( l 962) strL·ss that statistical meth.otls ·sh.pu1d b e use-d solely 
. . ' . 
as . a disci pi in;try guid l! .1nd n eve r .1s .1 r eplaceme nt f o r -qualitative 
appr.1 is a!. 
'. 
The· Sheff it•ld . Lakv Indian Pond ·geochemical- d .; ta is presented, I 
insofar as poss ib_l_,e, as "real" da t <l (Shilts, 1973) with a m-in i mum ·o f 
transformation ~ y· st a t isti~al ma~ipulat-ton. 
Ba,·kground is d e fin e d as t l;ie normal ab undance o f .1n c leme nt ·in 
' b;tr r l'n L:a rth mater ia l (Hawkes .end .Webb, 1962). Thre shold is defined as · 
fluctuAtion 6r, statisti c~l.l y . as 
. I " 
·· ,...~ · 
, r 
tht· uppe r 1 imi t of normRl ha .i'kground 
r 
tlw mL•a n"plus twi.ce thl• . standa rd deviAti o n. An ~nb~aly is def ined a s a 
d<·vi.1ti,\n fr nm th <· n o rm o,t those v.1lues; which lie beyond thresho ld <~ n. <l 
f n·quvncy d istribut i fm yurvl' o f th e da t a . 
F;-tc·h l'lPmL•nt has 1,ts.. own dlst ·i n c tive background, thresho l d, a n d 
pnssih l y Anomalous v~lues~ I n the Sheifield Lake· - I ndian ~ond area 
~wo till u·nits ar:e ;~JrPS('nt. Sam·p Jes fr om e ach unit . will ha v e separnt e 





...... \. round Su~ face 
Rt>cl Till (t>.g., Zn Thrt>shn ld . 1, 300 'ppm). 
• 
.•. 




F.-l e mcntal Ci:-ochcmistrv and R('sults 
• 
Kr;111sknpf (19n7)_.points out that thP process of c hemidfl 
. ' 
Wl';Hlwrlng·. n f Rulphid('s 1) g(•ts the met-al ions into solution or int o 
s t ah It- insnluhle c nmRounds, 2) produces r<>lativel y r~cid fioluti ons ,• 
and 3) converts .sul phid(•s to sulpha'tes. 
Optimum c onditinns for sulphide dissolution natur.,tly oC'c-ur 
:·thov,u the z unl' of permant>nt saturation (the water tahll, ) , however, ' 
desn~ ndlng oxygena ted wat e rs can <>x'tend oxidation to· de~(hs far below . 
t ill· ph rea tit' surfac (• (Hawke.s and ·Webb, 19n2). Cr~venor and Stupavsky 
(19l4) s tate that o xidation in t ,tlls c.an 9e found at depths o f three 
rn<'trt•s or mL're. 
In pol Ymetallic s ulphidl' o rchod i~s the oxidation of one· mine ral 
\ ,. 
.i .<; nftt'n favoured o ve r th<lt pf o thers in sulph;ide aggregates.. Th us. 
't 
in a deposit cons i sti ng of c't,lcopyrit c r~nd pyrit e , the cha l copyrite 
i s Px idi zL'd prefPren_tiallv to the p y rit t> · (Hawkes a nd _Wt>bb , 19n2) • 
In the final stages o f ctwmi cal' weathering 
s uh<~utcropping on: i1ils hecomt'•~;les ulphuri zed aL 
. 
of 'sulphides, the 
disburdened of most 
heavy metals (Ki~iter, 1968), leav'fg .only those'Redentar:t compo,unds 
dt>riv<' d from tht· weath<c' ring of ' t he s ili c:;r~ t e gan g ue. 
RegA rdl es·s o f the ordE'r in whi ch sulph.ides ox id·ize, they 
usuallv· go through a s ulphat e s tage "(Kreit e r_. 196/i). Most metal 
s ulphatt·s diss;1lvt> readily in wall•r. The greater the acidity of the 
' ~oundwat~r ; the st ronge r i s its le<Jching action, and the more 
,• . 
sr~tur<'lted -i t ht> comes with. so.luhh• sul.pllr~t es- . As~ result, many e'leme nt s 
,Jf ( • "wash~d out" of tiH' primary, s ub outcroppi.np, s ·uJphides wi.th a 
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, 
l) ropens i~ ies of the c> lc>mc>nt involvPcl. 
~icke 1 (:-Ji) 
General Occurrence 
(Hnwkt•s and Wt•hb, 1962L It 0ccur s , "prim:trd ,· :1s [',>ntlandite- NiS f . . . 
( t o :1 ll' sse r (' x ten t as M i I l <' r · i t <' .; '\ i ;; and ~ i , ·, · o 1 i t e f\1 i A.~) wh i c h i s 
. . , 
l:thile ~n oxirlizlag cond itions ;m d q 11 ipklv a ] t,·r ~: to nic:kcl sutpMft_e . 
Nickt'l is a l <>ss mnhi le (•lt•mt •nt' tl1.111 Cnhalt h ttt is mo re so · than 
,• 
("Hawkes and. Wc hh, 1962) is ,1f't~n limit ('(! in riH· P p i~<' nf'tic e nvironment : 
_.,;.·~ 
h C'C1ttse of its affinitv for r"pr<>c ipit :tt i c\f1 or s :'r rri nn f r om s o lution 
'' " hvd rntis m;mgan('S(' nnd ~ ·r0n ''Xidl' p r ec I r i rates :mel hv 'c lav mi ne ra ls 
Nirkc> I i s n 11sef ul t \ <leer P lt>men t t11 t lw Dr"i ft l~rospl'\ct ci r 
primaril y hC' c auRt< of its high mob i,l itv. flue to this· propert y · a much 
1arg(•r N.i'anomal0us . area can O<'<'llt; in till t han th,lt produce d hy the ,. c' 
IPss moh i i f' t> lements ( i .<'; l'h). 
A st;!m;lnrd mPth od of Ni ;ma l vsis hv 1\ . A,S. i s available . in the 
• litt•rature <1nd Ni lends itsP lf t o _cli.ssolutinn, jn the . h 'o t, HN0 1 .- HCl 
19 74) . 
As· a fir st approximat i o n t o the r eg innal hackground o f an 
vlemt>nt in· tlH' "c" znn<' of i'l j'X)d zol dcvC'lnpf'cl on glac)al ti 11, 
avPr<lg( ·. d:1ta o n · tin' tmdcrlvin~.: hedrock of the ~?t udv are a c an he 








most intensivC' study wi. thln the She ffi e ld L<tk P - ln'\ian Pond are a 
...... . 
cnnsists dominantl y 11 f ·:m·d<'Si tl:' ( o r da ci t e ) wi th g r ,{ni'to id litho l ogies 
Jn thl' "up--ice" <lire(·tion. 
Res ults 
Thurlow · (1973) I n a stud y of barren andesitP se q·uences assodat~d 
with ttw · n(•arh y Buchans orehodies (whi c h hAve been dencr'l.hed as heing . 
dl'\Wsit e d in the same environment AS tlw Sh e ffield L<~kP- Indian Pon-d 
:mdl' s itC's h:>· 14illiams, l<Jt17)" rq10rted Ni con ct>n ~rati ons . of 19- 29 ppm. 
nll~ :01na lysis nf t wo ande.:;itP samples from the study a r l:' a ( h'y t he same 
parri.1l Pxtraction tPchn.ique us Pd fo r the till samp .l es ) y iel ded va lues 
nf '10 ppm ( t,ut"s id(• the z on<' nf maxim11m f1o a t il<'c umul at·i nn) and 55 ppm 
(s 1 i ght I y ".11p-i ce" from tJw main f !oat zone ) (Fi_gure 2) , 
Tlw " C" z nnP of th e g lac ial till direc tl y overl yi ng t~cse r ocks 
wnul d hl' l'XpC'c t e d to have a hackgro~rld value l'Onsiderabl y lowe r than 
that ,,f tlw ho;>drock ( Erme n gen , ·19 5 7; Mehrten s ~ 2..!_, 197 1) u,nl ess 
s ul phide miner <di z ation, wh i ch in c luded an appreciable 
wa s in the s uboutcroppi ng he drock, . 
TIH' Lowe r Red till in thl' Sheffield Lake- Indian Pond a rea 
h()\,pm.· T1ll' l on£' anoma l(liJS V;ilue of o7 ppm. 
~hre~hold (~of 
(X + 2S+) o c c ur s in sample 
has :1 hack~rnuod (X) va lue o f 22 ppm Ni an d a 
'!1 701\ - (Fi~ure )0') • . 
,\ sP concl ovPrlyln g . till-unit would be e xpe~: t ed to show somewhat 
lowt> r hac kp;round values , (a diluti o n factor) <' Ve n taking into account 
the· migrill!ion p rnpe ns it v n f Ni. I'(l th P llppP r f.rpv t i II. t hP ha c kground 
. ,.-- .. 
20 ppUJ, i: s.11rpris inR l.v c 1 os(' ~ () that of thP Lower Red t'i ll. Thi s is . 
prnh ahlv :1 rt>flt>ction o f the mohillt"v nf Ni in ttit• epigf' net il' 
llO 
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l' igun· l l- Disrrihuti o n o f N! in Upper Grev T i l l 
' 
0 
l ' rtvironmt•nt. 11w tltn.•shold is 55 ppm. Two anomalous values of oR and 
fi "l ppm. l)C c ur tn t i ll' east n f tht' zone of main float occurrence 
~Figure 11), 
In tlw study art'a thl•n, Ni, which should he in anomalous 
C]uantitit•,; in trte main float zone an'd, therefore, be a good tracer 
t'll'm<'nt and lwlp dl•limit the float source, does not do so. It must 
"" 
hl· ;.t:;;;-;umL'd, tlwrl' forl', that the source sulphide mineralizati on is 
C!:!ne ral Occurrence 
Coha It i·s a Side roph Lle (to a lt>sse r degree cha leo phi I e) <' lement 
usual!~· associated in sulphide deposits wit h iron, copper, ni ckel, . 
<Hsen ic, and silvt>r. It occurs primarily as cohaltite - CoAsS or 
smaltitl' -'f\,As ' · , hot:h of whi ch are labile. in an oxidizing environ-
'-x 
ment and soon alter to cabalt sulphate in the secondary environment 
(Kreitt>r,. 196H), } ( 
Cobalt is COflsiderah l v more . mobile than copper or nickel (Canney 
·• 
ilnd I.Jing, 19h6); tPwf'ver, its relative l y high mobility is often limited 
in thP . e p·igenetic environment by the._presence of arsenic which retards . 
' its migrdti on by •fixing cohal ~ sulphate in the mineral erythrite-
Thl' e l emental distrihution and conc~tration -of· Co in till is 
~tl so restricted by co-prec-ipit a tion or adsorption in the secondary., Fe . 
. 
o r Mn produrts of we a thering a nd a l so by clay minerals (Hawkes & Webb , 








Coha lt is ubi quit ous as a trace element in sut'phide deposits 
<I IHI is, ttwrefon· , a useful indicator element t o the Drift ProspE>c t or, 
A standard method of.Co analysis b y A.A. S. is available in the litera-
turt' , how~·vt• r, Co is not readily attacked by dilute acids particularly 
dilute HNO l . Fustn (1971) points out that Co is attackt.!d more 
vigt>rously by HCl . than by HN0 1 par.ticularl y if the acid is heated. 
1~w bui ling HNO , - HCl ·acid extraction, utilized,, although not the 
optimum medium fo• .Co dissolution was conside red sufficient ·for the 
purpose o f this s .t ud y . 
ResuLt,; 
The average · concl'ntrat ion of Co in a ndesi t es similar t o· those in 
tlw . Sheff i P ld Lakl• Ind ian Pond a r ea (Thurlow, lf.J73) is in the rangE! 
o f 2 1 to 10 ppm. In the 2' a nalyzed samples of bedrock andesite from 
th~· · SheffiPld Lakt:• - Indian Po nd area Co. va lues were 47 and 29 ppm. 
A some wha t lowf'r background value than this would be expected in 
ovP rlying gl acia l sediment s unlE>ss bedrock ~ulphide mineralization 
.con ta ining Co occurs ·in the v~ ci nity. ~ -
Tlw Lower Red ti 11 in the study area has a background (X) val ue 
o f 2 1 ppm. Co and thrt!shold (X+ 25) value of n4 ppm. The lone anoma-
lous valtw (X .+ 2St) nf 70 ppm. O('curs in sample 97-Low (Figure 32), 
Background (X) is only 6 ppm. Co in the Upper Grey till; which 
prnh ah]y reflects thl' scave nging of Co by limonite and . c lay mine rals 
in tlw Red til l, t.hu~ r estri c t ing its dispe r sion into the overlying 
, . , 
unit. The threshold (X+ TS) value is 20 ppm. Three ano~lous values 
do ·nccur in the Cre'y .till at sample s ites 69, 87 and T03, · ~11 . of l<lhich 
4lr.(") in the main float occurre nc.e area (.Figure 33). 
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c;oh<llt, thPn, prohahly is a very worthwhile tracer element in 
the Sht>ffield Laker Indian Pond area since it outlines the main float· 
area. Its use is hind~red somewhat by low background contrast due tit 
its affinity for limonite sorption and possibly to some extent, by 
the acid dis~olution used in the study. 
Copper, Lead, and· Zinc 
The ,.'old .standbys" of exploration ge'ochemiilts the world over are 
0 f primary. importance to this study since all three elements have been 
r.eported as . occurring in the float, but only Cu is present in economic .. 
}luantities (up to 8,2%, Malmquist, '1961), 
·• Copper, lead a~d zinc art> Chalcophile elements, u'sually as·sociated 
with each o.tl'ler in sulphtde deposits and variously ..,ith Mo, Ag, Au, 
. Co, Ni, Fe, Mn and As. (Hawkes and Webb, 1962). Chalcopyr;ite' - C1,1FeS; 
and bornite - Cu.c FeS, are the c!re minerals most often mined for copper 
' ) l . •. . . 





Cu? 0 7 ) , e~c., are locally importan,t. The two primary ores of copper 
# : . 
have been rel?orted in the Sheffield Lake. - Indlan Pond float (Mal•quist, 
· 1961) • . Both miner~ls are labile in oxidizing cond!ti?ns and quickly 
ar.e we a thered to osulphate or carbonate. 
Galena - PbS, is the most important ore mineral of lead. In 
oxidizing conditions ~alena is we athered to relatively insoluble " / 
anglesite - PbS04 • 
' 
J • 
' The most import ant ore taineral of zinc is sphalet:ite 
I 
ZnS, a 




to the sulphate phase ·. possibly due to bacterial acti on (Starkey, 
1966) and then to simthsonite - Znco1·, which is often visually 
mistaken for limonite. 
\ 
The three E!lernents have widely varying migration propen~ities. 
Zinc, the most mobile, has amphokeric properties (Ermangen, ·1957; 
Haw9s c:nd Webb, 1962; Riddell, 1967; Garrett, 19p9?. ,ijo~~ver, the 
' ·. 
hi,gh rnobili~y of Zn, is restricted by adsorpti6n on iron and manganese 
~ydrated qxid~s (Hawkes ' and Webh, 1962; Hoyle !.£_ !!.!_, 1966; Krauskopf •• 
1961; Shilts, 1971; Govett !.£_Q, 1974); by ehsla.tion with <>r.ganics, 
, 
and because Zn is preferentially sorbed into latti ce poS'itions by 
. . . . 
cl'ay minerals ' (Hawkes and Webb, 1962; Shilts, ~971). 
Although . the mobilities of Zn, Co, and Ni, are somewhat greater 
th~n that of' Cu (Ermimgen, 195?; Hawkes and Webb,, 1962; Canney and 
Wing, 1966; Levinson, 1974) the latter is still considered to be ·a 
relatively'h{ghly mobile element in acid envir.on01ertts (Kreiter, 1968; 
. ' 
Morrissey and ~o111er, 1973}, especi.alJ.y below pH 5.5 .(Hawkes and Webb, 
1962). The mobility of Cu,· however, like Zn, is restrieted · in the 
.. . 
. 
epigenetic envir:on~nt, b/ chelation with ot;gan.ics·. (Horsnatl an~ 
Elliott, 1971), sorptioo with clay mfnera.J.s ·(Hawkes and Webb, 1962) 
• • • 4 • . • 
. • . 
and coprecipitation' occlusion and absor-ption ·With Hn - ~nd Fe 
-hydroxide precipitates· (H~wkes and Webb, 1962; C~nney and Wing, 1966; 
· , 
·Jenne, 1966; Hor"sriail: and Elliott, 'I971; ·. ~hilts_, i973). 
The l.~~ast mobile .Qf.· t~e three· .elements in the. ,episenetic environ-
ment is lead. ·The sulphtlcie form, ·gal~na, i; relative:ty unstable and 
· . I . .- · . · o . 
weat_her:~ eas~ ly to ~he }ulphat~ f~rm ~hic':t is Jn_s~luable in water 






~ ~. 1973). 
• I 
As well as its demonstrated insol~bili ty and, 
therefo~e, low mobility, its dispersion is even furthe~ restricted 
.bY the same scavengers that affect Zn and . c~-organics, clays and 
limonLte (Hawkes and W~bb, 1962). For these reasons then, Pb is 
often relatively_ enriched in t.he epigen~tic .till e•hvironme!lt .near 
its suboutcropping bedrock SOIJrce, as a result of the leaching~ o'f the . 
' .. , • . f . 
more·mobile co~stituents of th'e .deposit .. · , . 
·~ . 
·Copper, l~ad and zinc are usef:ul traeer elements to .the Drift 
Prospector prim~h\ly because of their varyi,ng mobiliti~s and their eco-
nomic .potential. Zinc, the most mobile, ~an indicate an6malous ~reas 
at the reconnaissance level of explora-tion. Copper, btdng less mobile, 
is important' in the follow-.up phase in . that its anomalous area is 
smaller.in area, and .'lead, the least mobi"le, is generally effecthe 
in idelil'bi tin.g the source area ip t"he detailed phase of. the stvdy, 
since its anomalous cot1cen.trations are only located· close .to bedro.ck 
mineralization.·; 
Standard' methods of Cu, Ph and Zn ana;Lys'is by A.A.S. which are 
·capable of High precision and ~cc..uracy wit~ a mini~um of experi~e .and 
time per analysis are availab~e in t~ literature. Copper, zinc · and · 
lead at'? easily dissolved in the 'hot HNq ~HCl ·add e.xtr:action 
. . . ' ~ . . 
0 i 
prevLqusly outlined (F. Goudie, Pe:rsonal Communication, 1974) • 
Results 
BedrO'Ck background 'values for these eleme~( in similar andesites 
(Thurlow, ~73) are·: G:u .. 53-72 ppm., Pb=24-25 ppm. ~nd Zn=-83-9~ ~ppm • 
. . .. 
The corres.~onding :va lues fro~.the two She~fie ld Lake- Indian Pond · 
...... 







The Pb background value in the Lower Red till samp les is 25 ppm., · 
well aboye rhe J-6 ppm. in the bedrock samples from the vicinity. 
The threshold value is 120 ppm. One anomalous value of 175 ppm. 
occurs attsample site 70A (Figure 34) • 
. , 
Zinc in "the Lower Red till has a background value of 63 ppm~, 
also well above the 14-30 ppm. occuring in the andesite bedrocL The · 
threshold value . is .168 ppm. Ag~in sample 70A has the lone anomalous 
value (200 ppm.), 
Copper has a background va~ue of 92 ppm, and a threshold value 
of 254 ppm. The anomalous value of 281 ppm. ocours in sample 92B . 
(Fig~ 
Dreim is (1960) has stated that a 200 ppm. value for Cu in 
till reflects a 2% concentration of that element· in its bedrock source, 
These results, therefore, suggest the abundann> of Cu in . the 
/ 
bedro<;k of the ~icinity. It must be considered then · that sample site 
92B is close to but probably s~ill some distance "down-ice" · from the 
. ' 
I 
bedrock source of the Cu-rich float j)ou!ders. I I 
.Both Pb . and Zn are enriched 'in sample 70A which is some .d~stance 
"down-ice" from the main float occurrence•, however·, as- will be 
I 
/ 
discussed in a later section~ this anomaly is probably a spurious one, I l 
due to the high Mn concentration associat'e'd with it • . . 
J ' I 
1 
• The Upper Grey till iq the region has background values of 7 PP'li• 
. ' 
· for Pb, 34 ppm. for ~n. and 29 ppm. for cu.. The corresponding thref old • . 
values are 14 PPD1·, 8J ppm. and 93 ppm • . (Figures 35,37,39). I 
Contamination from outside so,urces is often an 
~tidn in glacial drift studie~, especially for Pb. 
I 
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Figure 37'- Dis tribution ~f Cu in Up~er Gre~ Til l 
./ 
can oc,·ur up to hundrPds of fePt from highways as a re s ult of aut omohi l!:! 
l!xhaust and the Ph l'Ontent of fu(;l sl (Levinson, 1974). As mentioned, 
I 
in the introduction, tlit' study area is b isected hy the old trans-Ne·w-
foundland highway (#2) - the only road across the province unti l 1967, 
and so Ph contamination must h(~ consid!:!red as possible in the sample s 
co llected in the area. 
I 
!~ad contamination,.if present in t~e area, would he e xpe c ted t o 
· give erratically high Pb values in the Upper Grey till. Apparently, 
such contamination has had little or no effect here, probably b!:!(:ause 
th~ sampl e s were taken frol)l the " C" horizon in .the til l , .below the 
zone where downward perco lating meterori c water has had any ~ffect on 
thl:! Ph conceotration. 
Va I ues -s-1 ight ly above Pb threshold occur at 7 locations in the 
s tudy a rea, howe ve r, none of these seem to define' any one anomalous 
area , a nd therefort' they must be coniidere d as insignificant erratic 
~ 
highs (possibly due;' to contaJ!Iiilation). 
Anomalous Zn concentrations occur in 5 samples · from .the Upper 
Crey till, 3 of whi ch (1196H, 89H and 69) are in the ma in flva t a rea 
(Figure 39). The · ~meari'ng, masking~ and dilution effec t of the second 
i ce advance in t he regi on is here again demonstrated due to their 
relatively low concentration~. 
Three s~mples from the Upper r. r ey Till have anomalous Cu values . ··· 
Numbe r 26 ( 200 ppm.) is loc ate d to tt'\e north east of ,the mai,n 
occurre nce . Othe r samples in this area have relatively. high 
·, 
so this area. be ars further· if1V~stigation. This is particularly true 
J 
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mentioned previously. Numbers 69 and 103 are also anomalous in Cu 
(98 and 231 ppm respectively). Both are in the main area of float 
occurrence. Number 1Q3, because .of its high · value and proximity to 
red till outcrop, (50 f~E?t to the East) must be cons-idered to represent · 
reworked Lower Red till material, Number 69 is well "up-ice" from }03 
and possibly its high value can be more easily linked to a proximal 
bedroc.k source . 
The Cu and Zn values in the Upper Grey till and Lower Red till 
tht>n, generally outline the main float occurrence area . Lead values 
are, however, erratic in the grey till anel might be t..r)l~d :,:to contamination. 
From the above results, it is suggested that overburden drilling 
in th~ vicinity of 1126 hnd "up-ice" from 92B (near #69) would be an 
' \ 
obvious next step to delimit the ftoat source, (Figure 12), 
-Mangant.' St> (Mn) 
c;eneral Occurrence 
Hydrous oxides of Mn and .Fe are nearly" ubifJi tous . in· glacial 
sedime nts, both as partial coa tings on other minerals and as discrete 
oxide particles. Some 36 o xidic manganese minerals are recognized as 
opposed to only about a halfo dozen iron oxides. Dominant among the 
. ~ 
con e ret i_onarv Mn minerals in un c onsolidated sediments are lithiophorite,. 
hirn<>ssi t e <1nd hollandite (Jenne 1968). Other Mn minerals of importance 
in c lude pyrolusite- MnO:· • hraunite- (Mn, Si) 20 3 , pSilomelllne- (Ba,JI 2 0 ) 2 I 
Mn 0 a nd rhodoc rosite - MnCO , . 
' 1 r; ' 
Manganese is a lithophile ele!llent which is often associated with 
massiv,, sulphide deposits (usuall y in pyrite and spt-JaleriteJ (
1
Boy l e 






oxidizing conditions (i.e. below the water table) ·(Hawkes and Webb, -
'• 1962) to dioxide or hydrpxide forms. How~ver, the primary importance 
of Manganese hydr9xides to the Drift Prospec;tor is their great 
capacity .for co-pre"cipitating or scavenging cations of Co, Cu, Zn, 
Ni, Pb, Au, Ag, etc. from solution. (Hawkes and Webb, 1962'; Boyle !! .!!_, 
1965; Brotzen, 1967; Hornsnail and Elliott, 1971; ShUts, 1973; Govett, 
.1973; Meyer and Eva.ns, 1973; Govett et .!!.!_, 1974; and others.) 
· ,Manganese and 'iron' oxides control the fixation of many elements 
in ~lacial till. Since they : often occur as coatings on other minerals, 
they can exert chemical activity far out of proportion to their total 
concentrations ('J~nne, 1968). Brotzen (1967) has pointed out the strong 
correlation between Mn .and Fe concentration and that of heavy metals in 
un~onsolidated sediment;s. 3oyle ~ al . (1968) reported similar results 
from a stream sediml!:nt survey in:New . Brunswick. 
·. 
TI1e presence of Mn compounds !s consid.er~d significant ~n explora-
t!on · - hoth as a pathfinder element and as a means of E.'nhancing minor 
met ;J l anomalies (Cavett -et .!!..!.• 1974). However, the scavenging ·ability 
• 0 . 
of Mn conu>ound;_; can produce spurious'anomalies of other elements in 
!(l..:lcial sediments (see discuss ion of sample 1170A in the sec tion on 
Mode ~f Occu.rreT]ce.) . 
Manganese is readil~ attacked by the diiute ac.ids used in the 
pre-treatment of samples in this study, and standard proced'utes of 






Unmineralized anliesites associated with the Buchan's orebodies 
analyzed·by . Thurlow (1973) . were foond to contain approxi!f!ately 1239 
~ . . . 
ppm. Mn after a strong acid digestion . ..... 11'l~ two andesit;e' samples analyzed 
·in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond are·a, by means of the partial e-x-
traction outlined form~ .. rly, yielded values of 163 and 680 ppm. ·Hn 
. ·• 
respectively. The higher of the two values was obtained from .an 
andesite sample · collected nea.r the IIKlin,float ar:ea . 
. . 
The Lower Red till ove'I'lying these rocks would be expected to 
have background values lower than those of the andesite. The back-
• f 
ground vaiue for Mr1 in the Lower Red till is 491 ppm. and the threshold 
value is 1J38 pp.m. Sample /197 low is anomalous· (1700 ppm) ' (Figure 40). 
• r !/ . 
In the Upper Grey . till the background ~alue is considerably' 
. . 
lower that:~ that of the red ti 11 (254 ppm), indicating the low mobility 
of Mn in the eJ?igene~ic environment. The threshold is 530 ppm. 
Samples /169 and tfl03 from the . ina in .1'roat area ha.e anomalous valu~s · of 
625. and 900 ppm., respe c tively • . Samples 1112, situated near Sheffield 
, . 
'Lake, and /148 and 1/49 ·Straddling the trans-Newf().undland Highway a mile 
t 
eas t of the· mai'n float zone, are a lso an9malous·, with values of 800, 
585 a od 750 ppm., ·r espec tively • . 
It must be interpreted then, that the significance of Mn in the 
study arE>a is twpfold. First, Mn, as we .ll as Fe Oxides which were 
alwa-y s present in the samples ·(Table 14) are apparently capabte of 
concentra t,ing the other ~lements . of interest.. Second, because of the 
genera'Jl.y hig~ concen'trations it t>xh.ihits in the Lower Red till (Table 
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considered a very important tracer eleme,nt in th~ Sheffield I?ke -
• 





Iron is a siderophile element which usually occurs in sulphide 
deposits primarily as pyrite - FeSz, marcasite - FeS2 pyrrhotite .~ . 
· Fel-xs' and chalcopyrite - CuFeS2 , all of which are labi;le min¢rals • 
. 
The oxidation of the polymorphous iron sulphides~ pyrite and marcasite, 
produces an acid environment that promotes the migration not only of 
the iron, but of IGllnY assoc.iated elements as well (Kreit~r, 1968; Hunt, 
. . 
1972). The oxidation process also r:esults in the production of 
e.).emental sulf:lhur and in the formation of higher v .alency oxides or 
hydroxides (Hawkes and Webb; i962; Hunt, 1972). Predominant among 
these secondary products of iron sulphide decomposition are hematite 
- Fe;- 0 , , amorphous f..erric iron- Fe 3 (0H) 3 , or, one or both of -tvo 
FeO (OH)'polym~rphs, goethite and "lepidocrocite.··" The last three 
minerals, which are · hydrat~fd oxides, cannot be readily identified on , 
sight and a~e therefor~ commonly labelled as limonite, a. non-cOlllllitta.l 
group name (Kelle r, 19~8) .• 
. The hydrous iron and ·manganese ox-ide.s are of particular concern 
to the Drfft Prospec tor because 1) they copr~cipitate wi'th a suhe'' of 
other elements, 2) during and afrer precipitation they have an affinity 
0 ' 
for scAvenging e l emental cations _with which they come i!l contact, 3) 
,.t hey, limit the mobility of a ll other e l ements ~normally associated with 










oxidation which otherwise wo"'l-d promote tion~ 4) sp_urious anomalies 
cao r~surt from 1) through 3) above, 
• and ··wing, 1966; Jenne, 1968; Brotzen, 
1973; Nichol,, 1973;_ .Levin!ion, -1974). 
B~cause hydrous Fe oxides .in . 
·as coatings on silicate minerals, 
"creased far out of proportion to 
reactive surface attained • 
and Webb_, 1962; Canney 
et_ai, 1972; Govett, 
t? . 
ial sediments generally occur 
i r scavenging propensity is in-
concentr-ation due· to <the expanded 
. 
Nevertheless, although t hydrous ox"ides must be used with 
. ' 
caution by the Drift. Prospec or, theY, are i~portant tracer elements 
. . 
for sulphi-de mineralizat 
their-scavenging ability 
. 
(Covet~ ~ al, 1~74), and the bonus of 
rves to enh~nce the generally law threshold 
contrast ~ormally endo .tered. in 6gJ.acial till samples. In fact, 
. . 
Hawkes and Webb (1CJ62 •point out that, 
"rnos t · of the· 
metal, · is c 
the cl9y mi 
Jenne (1 
al of c~astic patterns, including anomalous 
ained in secondary· minerals, principally in 
rals .and hydrous oxides. u 
states that the principal control on the fixation 
of heavy 100ta 
... 
ppssibly the 
in sops is the hydrous oxides of Mn and Fe, and · that 
. ' 
orptiqn ot he~vy metals by clays can be traced to 
limonit~ c tings . on thes~ 'minerals as weil. 
.. It apparent then, that if a series of geochemical samples are 
to b~ · n in an· area, they ~hould include only one sorbent (organics, 
c lay~ o~ oxide~) (Shilts~ l9Jl) and that sorbent should be ~he hydrous 
~ 
s ..of Mn and Fe which are ubiquitous in all soil horizon!'! (e xcept 
s ibly, the l e a c hed,A in a pod:z;ol) (Jep.rie, 1968). The organics 
.. e. 




organics and clays . are. readily removed by. wet sievi~g the samples 
(Appendix C). 
Iron exhibits low mobility in the epigenetic ;,e.nvironment, due to 
its rapid precipitation as limonite and hematite. Even so,4figh {~ 
values (in the percent, rlmg~) are to be expected in glacial tiU 
because virtually every rock type overiddE!n and eroded ~y ice contains 




near increased b~drock concentrations of one ·or more of the many Fe. 
minerals (e.g. a . sulpnide de.posi.t) should the values be appreciaply 
higher thah expected • . 
Limonitic precipitates an-d their adsorbed ions are easily digested 
in the dilute hOt acid leach used for. this investigation and a standard 
·, 
method of Fe analysis by A.A.S. i-s available in the literature. 
Results 
Andesites from the Buc hans area ' contain 6.6 to 8,4% Fe ..(Thurlow; 
1973). Co~p~r.a,ble rocks from th~~field Lake - Indian Pond area 
(digested by we.aker reagents) have i ted values of 4.8% in the main 
f1oat a rea and· 1.7% outside that zone (Table 1). 
The Lower Red till overlying the main . float zone andesite is . 
.. 
enriched in Fe but has a slightly l.,ower concentration than the bedrock. 
The background value is 4,65% and the threshold, 11.2%. An anomalous 
val.ue of 12~ occurs in s~mple 9-ZL. a short dist,nce . "up-ice" from 
the main float occurrence · (F.igure 42). 
The Upper Grey till would be expected to have much lower Fe 
"' conc~ntrations than the Lower Red till because of. the ~ow mob.ility of 
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bear out this dictum, Four anoma-lous value occur in the· main float 
area (Figure 43), These anomalous .values for samples 1169, 1196, #97 
.., . . :· , 
and /!103, Stretch along the dominaRt early ice flOW direction, and 
ou,tline the suboutcrop and outcrop o·f tlie Lower Red till amaz"ingly 
. ' well. Two other anomalous samples -1175 and 11100, occur to the e.ast; 
and ndrth e·ast of -the main float area, respectively. 
Iron, then, is a very worthwhile tracer element in the Sheffield 
Lake - Indian Pond area, The domi.nant metallic mineral in the float 
samples is pyrite (Table 1 ) • · Therefore; high iron \concentrations 
would be expect;ed in till -?verlying a:·nd ·"down-ice" dr~m ~he subout-
1 ' 
. I . . . 
cropping bedrock source, since the main dispersion mechanism in the . 
area ·seems to be mechanical rather than hydromorphic (see section 
on Mode of Occurrencei. 
Sulphur (S) 
-General Occurrence- · 
"Sulphur , although the one eleme~ common to all Sl.llphide 
deposits, has been· neglected in exploration geochemistry 
in favour of the more specific metals derived from the 
ore minerals ,forming the -exploration target" (Meyer and 
Pe ters, ·1973). 
Sulphur is a chalcophile element, and occurs in Cu sulphide de-
posits primarily as pyrite - [ eS
2
, marcasi.t e - FeS
2
, pyrrhotite -
Fe_l'-xs' bqrnite - Cu5 FeS4 , chal copyrite - CuFe S2 
and possibly_ i n 
. . 
"" associated sphalerite .:. ZnS and gal ena- PbS (Hawkes and Webb, l<f62), 
The weathering of sulphides produce s transient elemental sulphur 
.whic~ seldom pers ists {n. the epigenetic environment. Host of the 





Hunt, 1972). As oxidation of sulphides progresses theparent deposit 
is gradually desulp~urized (Kr'eiter, 1968) and the _.sulphate thus 
~ ' . . .... 
produced is, in pa~~· adsorbed by silt and clay particles and, 'lfo .. •. 
' ' - , . . ~ 
importantly by f1n and F~ hydrous oxides (Meyer and Peters, 1;'{ . 
' 
product of sulphide oxidation is sulphiJri~ acid 'whic'h drastically -, 
lowers the' pH to 2. 5 or less (Le11dnson, 1974) and thereby .increase~ 
the mobility of all of the associated sulphide elements and'sulphur 
' ' 
,(Krauskopf, 1967). The sulphate form exhibits extreme~y high mobility 
especially under. low pH conditions and for this reason it . .is att 
important tracer element to the Drift ~rospector. 
It is a fairly obvious dictum that where metal sulphides occur in 
some quantity in bedrock, the overlying soil or _till in the vicinity 
can be expected to contain anomalous quantities of a 'soluble' mobile 
t.dement like sulphur. 
' 
In 1971 Brinex conducted a survey of the sulphur .:~ontent of soils 
in their Newfoundland Halls Bay concession area (Peter,s, 1971). The 
samples were analyzed for Fe, ·cu, and ~ Whe re an anomalous value for 
, ' . 
S coinc ided with anec for Cu then copper mineralization ·in ti\e f 'orm o f . 
chalcop'yrite was sus pected. Conve rsely, when a S anomaly coincided 
with an Fe a n oma l y : then pyrife mi nerali zation ~as,suspected in the 
underlying bedrock. This hypothesis was tested in areas o'f known · 
mi neralization and a good de g{ee of success _was attained. However. 
severa l S anomalies were found to he unre lated to /ei ther Fe or ·cu 
anomalies· and , t heir occurre nces are inadequat~ly e xplaine d by Pete rs 
(1 9 71). Quite possib l y they are due · to the st,pling method ,used, 
, -J , . • 












require sulphur ,i.n varying amounts as a- nutrient they te_nd to 
concentr?te it, thus more erratic concentrations would be expected-
in humus 'than in the "C" horizon, due .solely to botanical differences. 
Gunton and Nichol (1974), using ·the sulphur content of the -80, 
+230 mesh fraction of basal till, likewise had good success in 
outlining bedrock mineralization. They found tha-t values in the ra_nge 
of l.O?o sulphur in the till were anomalous. 
Th~ use of s ulphur as a pathfinder element' in drift prospectin~ 
studies has been hindered by the lack of a quick, accurat~, and reliable 
meth od of analysis. With the advent of the LECO SULPHUR ANALYZER in 
gl'0Chemica1 prospecting however, this obstacle has_ been largely removed-
(Foscolos and Barefoot, 1970;· Peters, 1971; Hausen et .!!..!_, 1972; Meyer 
and P~te:s , 1973) (Append ~x C). 
. . 
Re s ult s . 
The analyzed samples of andesite bedrock t:.rom the Sheffield Lake - _ 
Indi an Pond area contains 0.34~ and 14_.5% S. The lowe r value r~sents 
tht' andesite sample collected out_side the ma in float area. Three f l oat 
.. 
b oul~ers from the area contai n _be tween 23. 6% and 39.1 % sulphur (Tab]~ 
1) a nd Ma lmq.W,..c;t (1901) re ports the S content in one clast as 42.9%. 
The overlying Lower Red till of the area has a backgroun d value 
. o f on ly 579 ppm S, but a muc h hi~her threshold value of 2110 ppm, 
Sampl e 92L i,s anomalous (2530 ppm). These - re l ati-vely l ow va lues 
prohah l y indicate the· t e moval of_ the h ighly mobile sulphate ion by 
ci rculating acid groulidwater with only a very s mall propo rtion of tf1e 
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· The Upper Grey till has a bac~ground S level of only 46 ppm, 
and a threshold value of 120 ppm. Anomalous. values occur in samples 
1192H (153 ppm) and #103 (245 ppm). Again the extremely .hifSh mobility' 
of S~ indicated'. although both of the anomalous values occur. in the 
~loat zone, 
Summary 
!:!anganese, the. only litholphile element stud~d, is rapidly oxidized 
in the ti 11 and almost as quickly co-prec,ipitated with ferric hydroxide 
or precipitated. in neutralized groundwater as o~clusions on·various 
miner.~! dasts in the i: i 11. It is a good pathfinder eleme.nt in th.at 
it is E>nriched in hoth till units in ·the main float ~one. 
Nickel, cobalt arid iro11, th£> siderophile elemenrs studied; have 
~ 
wid(•ly varying mobilities and effic&·y as tracer elements in the 
SheffiE'ld Lake- Ir:tdian Pond re.gion .• Nickel is · probaply . not a 
.worthwh.i.le tracer here b~cause of it.s low concentration in 'the b e drock 
, so~rcf' of tl:le float c l~sts, Manganese and iron hydrated oxides are 
pilrticularly ader.t at scaven.gihg soluble cobalt sulphate liberated from 
tlw ~ulphide source in t .he .SbPffieJd Lake - Indian Pond area and thus 
its high mobility is, in part, restr i cted. Nevertheless, cobalt ~s 
anptlwr good tracer e}e111('nt her€' sin ce the only anoma.lous values for 
Co an· f ourld in tin• ma l.n float zone. The low moh111ty u'sua ll·y 
t:>xlilhited in th(• epigent i t (•nvironlllt'nt hy Fe holds true in the study 
a rl'a . How£'ver, dtJl' to tlw prPdomir1ant mechanical dispersion (e. g.· 
.. 
f I (Jat c l ·as t .s) v(try high Fe values .1r£> "'encountered ovpr the whol~ 
~ <'Ogth nf RE'd till outcrop .1nd !n the superimposed grey till in the 
143 
• 
. main float zone: se:cause of. the pyrite rich source in the ar-ea, ·and·. 
the low mobility of Fe, it must b'e considered·, an indiseensible tracer · 
element for ~e purposes of this study_. 
The chalcophile elements, Cu, Ph, Zn and- S represent a tremendous 
. range of elements~ mobility in the Sheffield Lalte - Indian Pond tills. 
' The· e-xtremely high mobi:Uty of S has resulted in much lower concentrations 
• of this element irr tt'!e tills than expe_cted f .~om the andesite' and float 
concentratio~ts • . However, S still outlines the main float a-rea with 
high or anomalous concentrations and htgtl'er concentrations are seen in 
. a fJ!w location,s "up-ice" of ·'the main float occurrences in the grey ·tql. 
Zinc, the next most mobile of the chalcophil.e elements studied, is 
hlnder~,d as a tracer element betaus~ 'of the .pres~nce of Fe and Mit 
.· . 
~ ... c:wengers which re.strict its mobility and. becau.se the suboutcropping 
. . 
. fLoat fiourct> (as ascertained fronr float analyses ls indigent in Zn). 
Even so~ Zn must be conf'.lldere.d · as a relatively worthwhile tracer 
c•lt•ment, since the h ighes"t concentraqons are found either in the tills 
.of the main float area· or a sho. distance "down .. !ce" from there. 
Goppl'r 1 which rs considered t<f he less mobile than Zri or S in 
tl Ll" is, nowever, · the main elemer:H of interest in the Sheffield Lake-
Indian Pond area. The concentrations enco,urtt~·red, particularly in th·e 
f I oat houlders a nd· l.ower Red till, w~rrant further . work "up-lee" from 
sampi (•' site 1192R whi c h was anomalous in Cu. 
Ll•ad, ~he(. l eas t,mohi l e of tQe r hal cophi l e elements. studied, has 
not· proved t o b p a good · pathfinde·r element in the Sheffield Lake-
fndlan Pond nn'a. Tills c an lw .primarily a.ttr i huted to a · paucity of 
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· also to its very immobile nature, wher'eby it should occur .in anomalous 
coric~ntration ·i~ the ti 11 .of the IMMED~vicinity of the suboutcropping 
deposit, but should rapidly diminish down-ice from it. Sirice . no p}ts 
were opened lmmediate~y over suhou~cropping sulphides, till enriched in 
Ph ·was· not found. 
It ls important to not~ here that the weathering·bf the floAt 
boulders themsei'ves is not the source of the anomalous trace element • . 
concentt'ations ~n the two till units.. The anomalous values for Cu, 
Fe and S, the· three most import_ant tracers (since the float amilyses 
reveal that high concentrations of these 3 e.Iements exist .. in the 
bedrock source), do not .corre.spond to the areas whe.re hundreds of 
•ulphide float cla,ts are cpncentrated in the tills, but rather are 
' • j 
generally up-ice from. 'them. 
. , 
(fredtik:sson and Lindgren, 196 7) ·ot. t-ained 
similar results from .a survey in Finland, . . ' 
. 0 
.. 
Profile · Samples 
. ·, 
Six of the 108 pi:ts dus in - the trenching aqd sampling phase of 
the Slieffield Lake · - 1ndian Pond project w~re profile· . s~mpled to 
1} determine elemental variations with dep~li. and in that way to find 
the optimum sampling dept.h . in the "C" horizon and .to 2) ·. tr.ace the 
mf c ro.,.float train in its ve-rtic·al , as well as its hori.zonta'l, ct;)fllponent 
(Hawkes and Webb, 1962) (Figure 5). 
· ' 
Pits 1146 and #64 were 10 and 8 (eet dee_p, respe·ctively. Only . 
> 
. th£> Upper Grey Till was ~ncountered in each (Table 13)~ Pit /164 .wf!s 
located withln the main float area, while #46 was approximate l.Y two 
mile s to - th~ East · (Fig_ure 1 2), 
~ -
. . 








TABLE i3: ELEMENTAL .,CONCENTRATIONS IN ·f!ROFILE SAMPLES 
,. . 
PPM. ~! ppm. · ppm. PP!Il• % ppm. Cu n Co Ni -Hn Fe s 
• • 1146 Grey H Dep~h -1' 16 7 21 oS 6 183. 1.2 · N.A • 
. .. Till G with 2' . 20 5 38 10 6 263 1,0 N~A. 
Ill 
" F refer- 3' 15 5 20 6 6 228 1.0 N.A. 
·" E . ence 4' 23 7 28 7 .18 240 o~6 N.A • 
.. • 
" D · to 5' 23 4. 24 8 1(). 218 0~9 N.A. 
II c ·top 6' 18 . 5 . 23 5 6 232 1.2 N.A. · ~ 
" B of ""c" 7' 18 8 35 8 3) 230 . 0.8 . .N.A. 
" A Hori- 8' 16 6 25- 5 10 253 0.9 N~A. 
zan 
-#64 Grey E Depth -1' 23 7 36 8 33 "280 1.1 20 
. Till D with 2' 23 3 . 18 5 "17 · 110 0~6 . 97 
" c refer- 3' 28 :3 28 12 15 . 273 i.2 20 . . 
" B ence 4' 28 10 .30 10 zs 300 "l.o 29 
" A to top 5' 23 5 25 ; to 1J2 •285" 0.9 5 
of '·'C" 
tf70 Grey E " Hori- "1' 1 i2 50 . 8 , · 6 140 0.9 JO 
Ti 11 D zon 2' 8 l3 60 8 25 · 245 1 .• 1 5 
!! 3' "15 19 63 9 . 13 "300 1.0 5 




fi70B Grey E to t~p 49 5 50 135 
. Till D of "-C" 92 15 15 '488 
... 
·C Hor Pl i9 20 700 .· 
" B 155 .. 18 28 .4.00 
Red. .. 
Ti 11 A 5'. 9~. . 16' . 11.0 . 29 26· . 562 .. . 
fi92B Grey E ·, , .. l ' ~0 7 25 3 16 
Till D lilt ' ' .Z' 38 ' 13 . 10 
Red <;: ''" 3' 53 2'4 32 8 292· 
Till B "" 6. 4' 54 . 37 $) 8 1481 
" 
. A . 
"" 5' 300 19 50 11 ' 1635 " . 
"1!102 Mixed F "" 1' 30 10 23 8 10 .4 65 
Red E uu . :2' 211 . 1 26 5 19· 1:7 35' 
" ~ 
and D rttt 3' 25 9 16 4 16 1.3 35 
Grey r. ... , 4' 28 7 16 4 6 1.5 -N.A. 
Ti 11. B r.ftt ('J 5' 15 8 io 4 . 12 1.5 N.A •. 
,. ~ "'' 6' 18 6 . 29 7 14 1.9 · 27. 
.· 









,. Irt pi~. /164, Cu, Co, Ni, Mn va],ues are generally highet" than in 
pit 1146. This coUld. be because of the proximity of pit #6/.t to the 
outtcrqps of, the . Lower Red till (appr9lCi~ately . . 400 feet to the east). 
Possibly the red till 'occurs below . the 8ft~ depth of the pit. 
In both pHs the Pb, Z.n aad. Fe val~~S...$re . •ia!.lar:; .• · 'there is no 
;f" ·• 
• .systematic· vari~tiotJ. in e!eroen~al c.oncentratio,ris with. depth i.n either 
.. 
profile,. as would· be ·e~pected in l/64 if red till was, indeed, ,below 
the base of the ~-t. The.se re,sult:s sug.lest that in the Upper Grey .ti H 
148 
any "C" zone SamPle would be ~qually representative of the· unit as. a whole. 
. . , . · . Q 
. ·. <. . 
Pit 11102 is located 6 miles to the north east of the main float· . 
' ., 
area. The 8 foot deep pit was lo<;ated on ' thE! lee side of. and 2.00 feet . 
• ' ~ · ~· 
"dciwn-iceu- from bedrock outcrop. It· was apparent. frcim the mottled 
. nature of the .pit wall·s that grey and red till are mixed at tKts 
locality. In fact, a rather angular block of red :ui ~ could be 
. . 
· out 1 ined which appeared to h·a.ve bee.n "ripped up" fram . the red till 
near the base of the pit and incorporated into the· .overlying grey J:ill. 
. . ' 
The profile sample; wer~ colle'cted so as to avoid this red. till 'block. 
The profile samples taken at pit #102 show a very :slight 'in~rease 
in Cu and Fe toward the base o{ the pit (F •• >A), (Teble 13). ~11 
other elemental conc-entrations are relatively constant throughout th~ 
" . · ' 
profile with _the possible. exc~ptiot;' of· s, whic.h seems tQ increase in 
ronc.e ntration upwards (A •• ;.f) ·in· the profile, re.flecting its high 
41 
moh i 1 it y • ~· 
'The reddish till a~ this site bears 1Hqe che~ical similarity 








Table 13. It may have been emplaced ,contemp~ran'e~us ly with the Lower 
Red Ti 11 and been oxidized during ,an interstadial period as was the 
Lower Red till • . Apparently, . it has been diluted with barren · rock 
' mat~rial incoporated into the till. The grey till at locality 10~; · 
however, -seems to b~ar- a strong cheJQical similarity to. that in the 
.. 
main float area, as is . apparent . froiJI a comparison of 1164 -or #46 
with 11102 on •Table 13. 
Pits ' #70, 1170B and "11928 all bottomed in Lower Red .till. 
Numbers 70 ·and 70B were locat~d in the same small bedro~k depression 
about one mile to the west of the main float zone and approximately 
30 ' feet apart. They .were 7 and 6 feet in ,depth, respectively and 
we re dug perpendicular to e ach other to Qhtain a J dimensional v i ew of 




t;- v_i de n ced 
·. 
occurre n ce 
by h i ghe r 
s in samples' . A and B 
7h 
tlll'in ' of Lowe r Re d the base 
concentrations o f Cu, Ph, An, 
of pH 70, and byCu, Co, Fe 
of each pit is 
Co_, Ni, t:fn, Fe agd 
and s 'in sablpl~ A 
of pit 70B (Tab l e 13). The lack of c ontrast in elemental concentration 
, .. 




be explained bY a greater incorporation of r¥ till material · in the 
grey unit during Cietws;Lt~on. 
Pit #92B bottomed on chlod~ized andes~te bedrock which contains 









- , ' 
A sharp hreak is -apparent between the elemental c?"ce.ntr~tions in 
the Lower Red, and Upper Grey tills -(Table 13). ·The - .~r Re'd till is . 
. endched in every e lement a1;1alyzed and- the concentration, as would be 
. ' 
expected, inc::_reases as the weakly pyrtt tzed bedrock is approached. From 
the very high con~entrations encountered in the Lower Red till . in this 
pit - even a llowing"'frir the proximity of bedrock - it is apparent that 
hedrbck Cu sulph.ide mineralizat ion is to be expected a short distance 
· ' 
up-ice fr,om this locality., The high concentrations, especially for Cu, 
Fe, Mn and S, are no't sedentary or r~sidual deposits be cause the bedrock 
at the site ba_s no visible mi-neralization - other than the very minor 
iso 
f 1. ' 
) 
/ 
:, .. · 
; 
. q}>. 
1 ' .I • • .. 
.· 
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; . 152 
pyrite alluded to above - which could have been oxidized, and 
re-:-precipitated in the "brief" interstadial interval between red and 
_grey till emplacement. It is conjectured then that the hun~eds of 
- ··- -·---··-·--- --- . 
. sulphide float boulders "down-ice" and the high_ trace element concen.,-
t rat ions at pit fi92B ha.ve a conmon bedrock source "up.-ice" from this 
sample site . 
.. ~
Mode of Metal Occurrence 
The prof us~ float ·· clasts~ in the ,Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area 
apparently indicate mechanical (clastic) dispersion as the dominant · 
syngene.tic dispersion process in the ·area. as opposed to hydromorphic 
dispersion. 
M~st of the metal compri~ing ~lasttc diipersidn patterns including 
anomalous metal, is contained in secondary minerals (Le. hydrous oxides 
"' 
of Mn and Fe) and as discrete primary (sulphide) g_rains. 
As a means of obtain).ng ·a reliable prognosis, · of which of · these two 
mode s 0 f oc c urrence • . secondary minerals or primary sulphide_s. is dominant 
in the Sheffield Lake - · J~dian Pond are-a, the heavy and light fractiOI;IS 
of sample s .from both till units were analysed. Twenty samples selected 
as r~presentative of bo th till units and a r.ange, of metal content were 
~ , 
separ~e'd wi tll tetrabromethane in Hutton centrlfuge tubes (Fi gurE;" 48) 
., 
-· accordi ng to the procedur-e of AflmaA and Lawrence , (1972). Each of the 
heavy ~epa ra t es and e leve n of the light fractions we re the n analysed by 
A. ,\.S. using th.e same methodology ~s f o ; the_ bulk s·ainp_les (F . Goudie , 
. . . 
Pers0na l Communica tion, 19 74 ). The r e sults _a ppear. i n Table 14 , Sample 
pre-t r (.'a tment i~ dutlined ~n Figure 54. 
) 
r 
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Table 14 He avv and Light Mineral Fractions Analyzed hy 
Atomic Absorption ~pectrophotometry 
l. 
ppm. ppm. ppm. pplll. ppm. ppm. % hle igh t per cent ligh t 
:>Jo, cu Ph Zn Co Ni Mn Fe · -a~d heavy minerals 
1 Hvy. 
* 
27 16 44 25 47 245 2.0 4.6 
Bulk 8 4 21 5 20 ;1 153 0.6 
Lt. * N.A. 95.4 
15 Hvy. 25 20 46 8 50 255 1.9 4.8 
B!J1k 10 4 20 . 2 ..... 9 168 0.8 
L:t. N.A. . 95.2 
22L 'ivy. 914 17 315 . 12 35 297 7.5 ?..5 
Bulk 208 9 60 3 5 325 2.1 . ~ 
Lt. N.A~ 47.5 
')9L Hvy. 218 8 113 60 32 6i2 4.0 16.9 
~ulk 165 7 99 22 17 623 2.6 
" Lt. 87 5 110 35 . · 23 585 2.6 83.1 
64A Hvy. 38 17 44 30 19 332 1.9 7.1 
Bulk 2 3 5 25 10 12 . 285 0.9 
Lt. N.A. . 92.9 ., 
• ~ I. 
"' 65L Hvy. so 8 43 8 26 .. 475 3. 7· 6.5 
Bulk 30 10 30 5 6 250 1.8 
Lt. 15 3 . 14 5 2.0 138 1.5 93.5 
66H Hvy. 15 19 49 12 7 192 1.4 4.0 





67 Hvy. 31 22 72 14 . 34 332 1.9 6.8 
Bulk 17 7 37 4 11 189 .75 
Lt. 12 2 34 5 32 145 0.9 93.2 
., : ..... 
\Jl 
~ 




Tahle 1!. · (Continued) 
ppm. ppm. ppm. ppm. ppm. ppm; ? Weight per cent light 
:.;o. Cu Pb Zn Co ~i Mn Fe and heavy minerals 
0 
70:\ HvY. 160 425 244 )0 48 282 19.0 5 . 2 
Bulk 151 175 202 30 27 575 5.6 
Lt . 115 175 252 28 28 588 5. 7 94.8 
86 Hvy. 30 4 34 8 25 213 4 .5 6.2 
~ Bulk 1.5 9 35 10 13 188 3.5 
Lt. 10 8 · 20 5 13 200 . 2.9 9.3. 8 
89L Hvy. 40 18· 70 25 44 . 332 2. 1 5.9 
Bulk 15 3 28 8 6 180 0.~ 
Lt. 1\,A, 94 . 1 
91AL Hvy. 28 .lO 46 13 40 175 2.1 5.3 
Bulk 18 . 9 20 5 24 105 1.5 
Lt. 17 . 7 36o:- 8 24 205 o.9 94 ."7 
91AH Hvy. 27 1 7 . '36 12 J2 122 2.4 3. 8 
Bulk 18 7 18 5 11 155 0.9 
Lt. 10 3 19 15 3() 105 o.s 96 .2 
. 30 463 11.4 92L Hvy . 266 17 70 15 8.4 
~ulk 185 13 38 40 27 681 12.1 
Lt. 160 12 24 . 34 25 620 10.1 91.6 
92H Hvy. 95 17 54 21 40 385 3.5 4.9 
Bulk 41 4 31 17 15 450 L5 
Lt . . 27 • . 6 73 9 .. 30 282 1.2 95.1 
94L Hvy . 110 17 59 17 23 332 2.4 7.5 
Bulk 24 16 . 25 8 :.20 240 ' 0.9 




Tal-de 14 ( Con,,luded) . 
' ;)pm . :> pm. ~ prn . :)pm. ppm. ['>pm. Weight per ce nt light 
~ (' ; Cu Pl-:> Zn Co \\i :-In Fe and heav~· minerals 
4S'L :.tvy. 18 15 44 21 30 332 1.9 4.6 
Bulk 8 8 AS ') " 10 120 0.5 
Lt. '\.A. 95. 4 
102A Hvv. 40 11 37 19 25 87 3.4 4 . 9 
Bulk 38 6 29 7 14 137 1.9 
Lt. ~.A., 95.1 
103 . HVY. 125 7 24 50 30 577. 3.4 PLO 
Bulk 231 7 36 so 19 900 2.8 
Lt. ~.A. ' 81.0 ~-
104 Hvv. . 68 7 31 10 26 500 3.9 20 .3 
Bulk 60 6 39 8 15 " 480 3.6 - -
Lt. 55 6 32 9 28 425 0.7 71.7 
.. 
:\.A. :-.o t a nalyze d 
"to- * See fk:w chart (Appendix C) 
......__ 
-
Hvy. Heavy mineral frac tion (+- 2 .92 S. G.) 
Lt. Light mineral fraction (- 2.92 s.G.) 
Bulk -80, • 230 Mesh sample 
·"' 
' 
l · · · 
... ....... . ..... . ;·- .. --~- ... , -..-· ...... ~ -...~. ____ . -· -·-~·----· ..... _. _ ..... ..... . . ... · ... - : ·~-. 
.. 
ln a few ca::;cs (Tah h~ 14) the elemental c.oncentradon values 
urt:> somewhat erratic. Ln th.at _the he<~vy and/or light fractton values 
greatly ext~eed or are less .than the hulk sample concentratio~ of the 
l'h!ment in the same sample. This i\3 e'tplained by either inhomogene-ous 
. . 
sub-sampling or by_ precision effects, For example. the value. for · 7.n_ 
In tlH' l!ruTR sample 59L is less than either the ligh~ _or heavy fraction ' 
va 1 ut.•. :rhe value of 99 ppm recorded is the :mean of lO analyses ranBing 
from QO to 10'> ppm, whereas the light ~nd heavy f,ot,c tton value's are 
s i ngll' ~et;erminat ions onLy, 
. . 
Manganest• hydrous o xide"' arC' noted for t~teir metal st;avenp,ing 
ahllity and also for tlwir ahilHy to pre c ipitatc · on slli cate mineral 
grains, thert- hy e xerting a che mi cal act ivity out of proportion to th~-lr 
~· oncl·ntratlon, A n'sult o f this effe<'t is the higher lin c-ontent of 
157 
.. 
th(• llKht than heavy f.r,al'tion vf samples 1170A, 91A Low and 'l2L0 w. (Tahle14). 
Sample 11 70A, · in which the lip,ht Heparate coi'ltilinfl'almost . twi.ce as 
.. 
much Mn as dot•s the. corre s ponding heavy fra<.;t ion also contaln!l :more 7.n 
and ls ' rl'lativ(•l y highly enr lchl' d 
as'wt•ll , l1Ji.• c o-pn•c.LpltatimJ,f 
in Cu, Co andPb in the . ltgh-t fraction 
Zn, Cu, Co a nd Pb, · ln such quantltit•s with · 
~1n has ohvlnut:!l.y het•n thl• domin ant mt•tal fixing .process in this sample. 
/ 
Zn <1nd Ph anclmallcs in /170A, · tiH•,n ,_ mnst hl• constr ued a~ ·rt>su ltlng from 
tht• hi~h ~In concent rati on in tlw samph• a nd can he Lntl'rpre~ed as a 
~pur!ous anomaly. ~ 
Sa~p)(•s /ltJlAL and // (}21. are a lso enrldwd In Mn in the "lights", 
howt•vt•r, nn ut ll(•r ell'm\·nt i s rnrn•spondlnJ~ly · t·n r i C'ht•d iiS ln the c <HH:'' 
' ' 
hii:her valm·s Ol'cur 1 n Llw "lu.• avt es" for 
in t lw s t' s amp l c s • 
Mn content of the light fraction o{ the other eight samples is 
lower than that in the corresponding heavy fraction which indicates 
that most of the metal in the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond samples 
occurs as discrete sulphide grains, with the Mn and Fe oxides, 
relegated to a secondary, but important, role. 
The role of hydromorphic dispersion in the samples cannot be 
determined because the complex soluble salts, evolved from this 
mechanism, were removed during the pre-treatment wet sieving of the 
samples. 
Elemental Correlations 
Upon completion of the A.A.S. and Leco analytical programs, the 
"tracer" element concentration data was punched on separate computer 
cards according to the format shown in Figure 49. Pearson correlation 
coefficients were calculated for all of the elements analyzed in both 
till units, (Wennervirta, 1968; Nichol, 1971; Levinson, 1974) on a IBM 
370/155 computer, using Fortran IV language and a program developed 
by G. Cawthorn (Personal Communication, 1974). The correlation 
matrices calculated (Table 15) indicate strong correlations between 
iron and sulphur, copper and iron, and copper and sulphur. Samples 
of float from the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area are rich in pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and bornite, with traces of galena, sphalerite and 
pyrrhotite (Table 1 ). The bedrock source must, therefore, be enriched 
in these minerals, in approximately the same proportions, and this 
is reflected by the correlations obtained. 
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Figure 49. Keypunch Card Format. 
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· TABLE 15 .. 
Correlation Matrix for Lower Red Till ·nata: 
... I 
Cu 1.0 0. ':12H · 0.2316 o. 24p9. 0.1844 0,8727 · o. 6276 
f 
Pb 1.0 0.9446* 0.1629 0.4544 O.ORSl .;.0 ~ 6276 
Zn ... 1.0 0.2542 0.4075 0~0887 -o. i 810· 
I .. 
Co 1.0 ~" . 0 •. 6229" ,0.3262 -~ .. ..0847 .. _ 
" 
Ni 1.0 . a. 261·~ . 0,,0399 
Mn ... l. O o. 3025 0.0566 
Ft• 1 ~0 0.8566* 
s - . 1.0 .. 
,, t Cu . Pb Zn Co Nl Mn Fe 
-I 
Si gnl. f ! canc<·· 
----
o. 553" (<I 95 7. 




levels (95% and 99%) haw been calculated, .and appear on the Tables_. 
The correlations obtained seem to indic.ate that, although the 
mixing of till .r~~ateria 1 during e~pl4icement natur~lly reduces the 
. . . . ' 
correlations,_ the mutual order of the :coefficient · remains unchangf!d . 
, - ~ :If (Wennervi rta ,. 1968) (e. g. although the Zn and Pb contents of the source · 
!lre l~w, an~ -even though 'the actual concentrat ion11 have been further 
. r.educed hy dilution, the. correlation between them ls _still·stron$). 
Ott)cr correlations of interest ·a·re: · 
l) Mn <Jnd Fe with Cu, ·eo, Pb and Zn - reflecting the scavenging 
propenst'ty of . limonite in the epigenetic .till environment. 
2) Ni,con:elates only weaklywithCo in the Lower Rad till t .hus 
rt!fletting its l?ck of association with the other elements 
. .' 
analyzed and Its ahsence in' the . source rocks. .Nickel · is~ . 
then_; fore, not a worthwhile tracer element ' in this study area. 
~ . 
· A c'~parison of elemental correlAtions for · the .. Upper Grey .and 
Lower Red t li Is under~cores .the dominant . mine_ralQgy of the bedrock float 
soulfn· . Cu/Fe, Cu/S and Fe/S tnake up half the . Lower Rad nu 
<·otr\.'lati~Jn:-; and r ef lec.t the dominant chalcopyrite- pyrite mineralization -
_in tlw _vicinity, The ' Uppe~r Grey till elemental ·correlations include 
all of thos e . found in the Lower Red till (with the except~on of the 
/ '-. . 
Wl'ak Co/Ni i~or rt' la ti on) (Tabl t>s 15 a nd 16),~however, these domina nt 
on,•s ;in! .r -endered obs c uri· dul' t o the occurrence of a we lter of 
l'quall y ~-;ignifi c ant c orrdations of the less intl:'resting elements. 
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lABLE 16 
Cornda-tioti Matrix for Up{Jer Grey til.l Data: S Included .(52 sa111ples) 
'. Cu 1.0 -0.0204 0 /)810* 0,7360• :0~1685 0.7257* 0.6439* 0.~154 
Ph . 1.0 0 .'4025* 0.(}929 . G. 2098 0, 0885 I 0•1021 ·. 
-0.1480 
7.n . 1.0 ' o. 3'286;, o. 2175 '0. 5037* 0~6382 -o.ou2 
Co 1.0 o;o2u 0.8798* 'Q,6646* . o. 6129* ' 
Ni i.o 0,.0935 0.0867 '0.0646 
Mn l.O 0. 80.36* o. ~138* 
Fe 
- 1.0 0.~447* 
,' s 1.0 ;, 
I 
f. Cu Ph Zn co Ni" . Mn Fe . s 
~ 
. 
Signi f icanee 0.273" (il 95r, 













Corndatlon Matrix far Upper Grey· Till Data: S. EXcl\lded (142 samples) 
Cu . r.o 0. 326. 0.3295* 0·. 4682* 
. . 
Pb · l.O 0.3845* 0. 1126 
. 






Cu , Pb Zn Co 
t . 
Si~niflcance --- · 0. 166" ' (<1 9 5% 
o. 216* (a 9.9% 
, . 
0.0430 0.4411* . 0,4261* 
0.0600 0 . 1758 .. 0.40~4* 
0.1158 0 .• 5335* ,0 . 5'Z. 99*. 
-0.0207 0.5761* 0. 4 382* 
1.0 0.0940 -0.0711 . 
· 1.0 . ·0.6Z64* 
1,. 0 







The ramifications of this obseryati~n coupled wlth ·the thres'hoJd 
\ 
contrast and profi 1~ sample data formerly presented (Figures 30-45 and 
, 
· 47) include 1) the importance of sampling the stratigraphically 
lowest" unit in any geoche'9ical study based on glacial till sampling, 
and 2) the impqrt~nce of obtaining a giac)al geological interpr!'tatlon 








TARLF. 18 S.l'MMARY. Of SIGNIFICANT CORRELAT.IONS. 
UNIT 
---.1-
Lowe r Red Till 
... 
* Strongest _significant correlations 
·-.... 
** Weakest . significant correlations 
4 
· . 
..  , 
-' · 
CORRELATIONS 
Cu/Zn; Cu/Co; Cu/Hn; Cu/Fe; 
. Cu/S; Feizn; Fe/Co: Fe/Mn*; · 
Fe/S ; ·S/Mn; S/Co; Hrt/Co*; 
Mn/Zn; Zn/Pb; ZnfCo**; Fe/Pb** 
C.u/Fe; . ~e/S; Zn/Pb*; .Cu/S; 





CI"\APTF.R .Vl : 
CONcLUSIONS AND RE'COMMENDATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
A reiter<~don ·of the three main a~.ms of the Sheffield Lak~ - Indian 
Pond Project is in order h~re. They were to: 
1) Interpret the Glacial History of the region 
2) Oel tneate a source area for th.e ' su,lphlde .float clasts which 
uccur in the vicinity ·on the ha/is of combined Drift Prospecting tech-
•. 
11 iqUl' S; .and 
'-:~~: 
) ). · Evaluate tht' applicability of each· of th~se techniques to 
Newfoundland terrain and condition~. 
0 
A thorough St!arrh of rele vant literature, an extens.ive air photo 
, intl·rprt•tation arid field measun•ment of striae sets., · grooves anrl 
crescentic marks all ind~cate R dominan~ . ic• . flow toward the northeast. 
However, <l l'lOrt' cmhplex re&ional ice f~ow hist.ory was revealed during 
tlw analyses of till fabrics in the study area. An early,. stroh_gnorth 
l'astn I y in.• flow is preserveil in· the till fahr ics of the Lower Red till 
and in tlw basal portion of the. Upper Crey t i 11 in the are-a. Howeve,r, 
higher in t lw Upp.er Grey till, the · flow is i ndicatt¥1 as moving toward 
tll'' north and northwest. 
Tlw two ti 11 units, differentiatl'd .. on tLfe hasis of va rious physico-
chl'mical par anwtt>rs, record two ~cparate i ce advanl'l'S in the area, the 
varlier of whi ch may antedate the Wisconsinan Pe riod. TI1is i s the first 
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The primary float fan, which occurs in the Lower Red till, has · heen 
masked, smeared, and at.tenuated by the &)l.aci~~re-advance which emplaced 
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the Upper Crey till. Much of. the past confusion in interpre ting the sosrce 
of the sulphide float f'n the Sheffield Lake - Indii!n Pond area has derived 
from the failure to recognize and correctly interpret the relationship of 
' . 
. • 
these two distinct till units as representing separate ice advances. 
Tilis also accounts .for the o,ften "patchy" surfici,al occurrenceseof the 
.. 
float in the r~gion, 
Malmqubt (1 %1) concluded his report on the ,Bohden-Brinex joint 
boulder tracing proj~ct in the sll'effield Lake Indian Pon4 area with 
. ~ 
the, ohscrvation that "without doubt • there. must be •• ·• copp~r mineraliz.,-
at "ion ~omewhen! " in the regi'on, however, "whether the mother lode · is· 
" 
an ore hody of large . or s mall size (or several such bodi,es) is a very 
difficult question to answer." 
··.: i 
-These concl1,1sions, with a few importa!lt new c~nsic;Jerations, are 
, 
still hasi c ally applicahle to the resvtts of the. present study., Unless 
tlw sourC'(' of the hundreds of sulphide float clasi::s was co'IPletely eroded 
away during the pre-glacial .-md glacial periods since its formation, 
tht•n cupp<>r minL•ralization must exist 111 the bedrock up:-ice from the 
indicator train outlined during thi s s tudy (Figure 27). 
flt•c• a use of tlw h o st rock of the float, (andesi t e ) the · o r e body( s ) 
mttst he· within the a n•a of suho.utct;ppping andesite rock, no rth of the 
ArHksitl•/Sve ni'te and Cranite /Andesite contacts. 
Tht• sma ll imglP of div~rgence of t h l' primary indicat o ~: t~:ain in 
•" .. . 
I 
tlw Lowt•r RPd t i ll indi cates that. the s o urce area prohahly consis t s of 
<>lll' nrt.' hodv of 1 imi.t ed !iuh-outcropping e xtent (hut quit e- poss ibly of 
0 ' 
. ~ 
tabular shape and steep inclination) enclosed within one of the 
. ' 
alternating andesite "bands" revealed during the diamond drilling ppase 
of the Roliden-Rrinex project (Figure· 51). 
A short ' distance of transpor~ is indicated by the angularity of the 
float c lasts, the high ~hlorite content of the clays in the vicinity, 
the generally low resi~tance t o comminition of sheared, chloritized 
ancl hi-ghly mif!~?ralized float clc;J.sts, ct-.e transport dfostances of associated 
~indic•1tnr pebble lithology ., t .n the till,·~nd the anomalous concentrations I . . . 
o( trace r eleMents in the . till matrix of the vicinity. 
. . 
On tlw basts of th.e ccimbined n~.ift Prospecting t~~hn"iques utilized 
a probable sourc!'! area o·n which .to concentrate more · intensive exploration 
• 
(Figure ')0) has bt.~en delineated. This target area encompasses· a zone 
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of small, l e nticular rhyolite outcrops, so mineral ization may he associat~d 
wi til the andesite-rhyolite contacts (H. R • .,Peters, Pe rsona l CoJTllllunicaqon,, ~ 
l 97 4) . 
Thl' ai r photographic interpretation .and ·bedrock pre se rved ice flow 
i nc! icat<•r measu r e ments performe.d in the r'egiqn gave a good ind i;cat;ion 
nf tlw dom i nant regional ice f low, !'owever., little indication of the 
imph.,rtant, late, topographically · contrpl l e d i ce flow (revea l ed in the 
ti 1 l fahdc~) was indicated · h y t hese te chniques. 
Tilt• vari<~u~ sedimentological te chniques utiliz.ed were particula d;y 
,.ff l• c tivl' in diffe rentiating the two till units in the s tudy area on the 
basis ~o~f c t, Jour, t e xture, c l ay mine r n ls, and pebble li th~•logy . As well , 
thest• ·techniques were in.val ua h le duri. ng the pre-trea tme nt spiitting, 
wpt and c~rv sieving, and heavy ·mine r al separatiori of _ the samples. · 
J · 
. .. 
, · (} 
0 .. 
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• Fi~ur.i.' 'iO - Tar_get a r ea for Flont Source . 
r 
The Seismic refraction survey was useful in determining drift 
thickness, however, the contact between the two tills did not represent 
a significant velocity increase and so could not be mapped with this 
instrument. The survey was also limited due to the restricted penetration 
achieved using the hammer and plate mode instead of more efficient 
explosive boosters. 
Stemming from the geochemical phase of the project are the 
observations that the -80, +230 mesh fraction of the till matrix is an 
exceptionally good size range on which to perform geochemical analyses, 
the hot HCl - HN0 3 digestion, and both the Atomic Absorption Spectro-
photometer and the Leco Sulphur Analyser are well adapted to a study of 
this type, and the generation of Pearson Correlation Coefficients and 
correlation matrices were very useful to the final source determination, 
since important, obscure elemental affinities were enhanced. Cu, Fe and 
S were found to be the best tracer elements in the area, especially 
where they were mutually associated. 
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Recommendations 
Malmquist (1961) recommended that any further work in the Sheffield 
Lake - Indian Pond area should concentrate near the Main Float Zone 
(his area "A"). The study area should "be extended further to the west 
and south (from Highway #2) as far as the boundary between andesite and 
syenite". He also recommended "a more extensive diamond drilling program 
complemented by bulldozer digging for ore boulders in order to follow 
the copper mineralization from the showings to the source". He further 
suggests that "it would also be of value to take samples for geochemical 
analyses in connection with digging in the till". All of Malmquist's 
(1961) recommendations, with the exception of costly diamond drilling, 
were incorporated in the present investigation. 
As a result of the Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond study, it is 
recommended that: 
I. Intensive exploration for the suboutcropping source of sulphide float 
be confined to the area shown in Figure SO. 
II. Rotary overburden drilling on a grid pattern in the delineated 
source area be utilized for further intensive exploration. A unit of 
this type could quickly and efficiently collect basal till and bedrock 
chip samples for geochemical analyses and ultimately define a diamond 
drilling target. 
III. The combined methods of Drift Prospecting, including glacial 
geologic, sedimentologic, geochemical and geophysical techniques, be 
used in the future for similar investigations in Newfoundland. Glacial 
geologic studies provide an understanding of glacial history, and most 
r 
importantly of former ice flow and sediment transport directions. 
Sedimentologic investigations provide a means of differentiating drift 
units and estimating transport distance of drift. Geochemistry provides 
a further means of differentiating drift units, and more importantly, 
of tracing metallic float to its source. Geophysics provides an idea 
of the thickness of glacial drift and topography of buried bedrock. 
IV. Of the various specific techniques and equipment employed in this 
investigation, the following were particularly well adapted to a study 
of this type: 
a) Trenching with a backhoe (where possible) provides an investi-
gator with a vertical section through drift for examining stratigraphy, 
measuring till fabric, and collecting samples at known depths for 
sedimentologic and geochemical analysis. For this lat~er aspect, trench-
ing proved far more suitable than overburden drilling with a Pionjar 
drill, and extra information was obtained. 
b) The Huntec seismic refraction unit utilized was suitable for 
determining drift thickness. However, it was not possible to differentiate 
drift units nor bedrock types. 
c) Geochemical analyses of sediments should be confined to a 
specific size range (with a lower and upper size limit), such as the 
0.180-0.062 mm. (-80, +230 mesh) fraction used in this investigation. 
By doing this it is possible to eliminate several sources of metals under 
investigation which ultimately simplifies interpretation. Spurious ano-
malies resulting from sediment textural variations are also eliminated. 
L/L 
d) Of the various elements investigated Cu, Fe and S are particu-
larly good tracers, especially when the three are mutually associated. 
Mn, Zn, and Co were also found to be useful tracer elements. All six of 
these elements were anomalous but showed lower threshold contrast in the 
Upper Grey till of the main float zone, therefore, geochemical prospecting 
of surficial deposits is of some value in outlining areas of potential 
economic importance. However, geochemical analyses of stratigraphically 
lower parts of a till provide more useful imformation. 











(Fro.m Ma_lmquiHt, 19fil . and Peters, .1962) 
Rcfe.r to Figure 51 for r>ri 11 Hole Locations 
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Dip 5(}0 
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APPE~DIX B 
FIELD METHODS 
Till ~abric Analyses: 
As a means of determining regional ice flow directions in the 
Sheffield Lake - Indian Pond area, 108 pits were dug in the till to 
depths of between 5 and 12 feet. A depth of at least 3 feet was thought 
to be sufficient to restrict the affects of frost heaving and plant 
roots on pebble alignment. The pit sites chosen were always located on 
relatively flat ground to avoid, as much as possible, rhe affects of 
soil creep and solifluction. Usually, two till fabric analyses were 
performed at different depths in the deeper pits or where the Lower Red 
till unit was encountered, to determine ice flow variation with depth. 
Fresh surfaces were cleared on the pit walls to avoid clasts 
disturbed by digging. The strike and plunge of at least 50 elongate 
pebbles with a visually determined A:B axial ration of 2:1 or more 
(Andrews and Smith, 1970), and a long axis of at least one centimeter 
(Young, 1969), were measured with a Brunton compass corrected for 
magnetic declination o 
At least two workers were always employed in the measurements of 
clasts in any one pit, thereby, limiting personal bias. 
If there was any doubt that the pebble had one dominant axis, it 
was discarded. Pebbles for measurement were selected, not from only 
one pit face, but rather a few were taken from each cleaned surface 
of the pit. 
Results were plotted on Rose Diagrams and the dominant orientations 
obtained were plotted on Figures 13-15. One hundred and thirty one till 
fabric analyses were completed in this way, and an interpretation of 
regional glacial movement obtained. 
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COLLECT PEBBLES IN 
48 OZ . CONTAINER UNTIL 
1/2 - 2/3 FULL, WASH 
AND SIEVE THROUGH 8fo'l1 . 
SCREEN . DISCARD 
REMAINDER 
I DENT! FY AND GROUP 
INTO SIMI LAR 
LITHOLOGI ES . 
PERCENT PEBBLES 
OF EACH LITHOLOGY 
APPENDIX C 
FLO\.J CHARTS 
8 KG. CHANNEL SAMPLE OF 
ENTIRE "C" HORIZON OR 
LOWER & UPPER HALVES 
SEPARATELY* 
I 
HAND SIEVE THROUGH 16r.4. 
SCREEN. DISCARD > 16r.4 . 
FRACTI Ofl . SU8SAMPLE 
WET SIEVE 1 KG 
SAMPLE THROUGH 
• 063MM. SCREEN. 
STORE REMAINDER 
FOR REFERENCE. 
SETTLE OVERNIGHT , OVEN ry 
STORE WET IN 2 SOML . POLY BOTTLE 
I 





DRY SIEVE THROUGH 










WT . % 
GRAVEL, 
SAND, I'RJD 
(SILT + CLAY ; 
I 
0. 180r.4 . ( 80 MESH) 







SEE APPEitHX C 
FIGURE 52 : PROCEDURES FOR SEDIMENT ANALYSES AND FOR 
OBTAINING SAMPLE FOR GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
I 
AIR DRY TO SLURRY 
- SUBSAMPLE 10-20 
GM . I 
REMAINDER 10 - 20GM. 
OF SLURRY SLURRY 
I I 




TOTAL WEIGHT i 
ANALYSIS .~ SEE APPEt«l IX C 
I 
SIPHON OFF 
20ML. < .002 





SEE APPEND IX C 
* - IN 6 OF THE 108 PITS DUG, PROFILE SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED AT 1 FT . 
INTERVALS, DENOTED A, B, C, ETC . FROM BASE OF PIT. 
- - LEE, 1965 
Retuhr Scan 
fl • XJ0 • 1° 29/min . 
"folk, 1968. 
10 - 20 91ft· < 0.063 11111. mud 
subsaMPle in 4L. beaker 
I 
preparation for pipette analysis 
I 
25 Ml. H202 + 1 ml. MgC1 2 
- overnight -(renoves organics and flocculates) 
I 
siphon off water. transfer mud to molt mixer cup with 5% 
calgon solution until cup 2/3 full. blend for 10 minutes 
I· 
transfer to lL. cylinder and bring to volume with calgon solution 
I f 
pipette analysis of silt and clay fract ions* 
I 
I 
siphon off 20 ml. clay (< 0.002 11111) 
I 
preparation for clay mineralogy 
add 1 - 2 ml . clay suspension to each of 
4 glass sl i des - air dry 
I 
Slow Scan 
24°- 26° . 0. 25° 29/mi n. 
X-ray analysis 
Place in dessicator with 
200 mls . E0hylene Glycol. Heat in 80 C. oven overnight 
I 
Scan 3° - 15° . 1° 29/min . 
Place in 600°C . muffle 
furnace for 1 hr . 
I 
Inmedi asely scan 
2° - 14 • 1° 29/min. 
FIGURE 53 PIPETTE ANALYSIS AND CLAY MINERALOGY 
Place on rack over container 
of 2N. HCl for 1 hr. in aoo 
oven I 
slow0 scan 24° - 26°, 0. 25 29/min . 
• 0.400GM. INTO 20Ml. TEST TUBE 
1 
DIGESTI ON 
10ML. 1N.HN03 THEN 1ML . 
16N.HCL 
1 
PLACE IN 100°C 
WATER BATH FOR 1.5 
HOUR. STIR WITH 
Vo"RTEX ACTION STIRRER 
EVERY 30 MINUTES 
COOL, THEN BRING 





PPM. CU, PB, ZN, 
Co, NI, MN; %-FE 
* FOSCOLOS AND BAREFOOT, 1970 
**ALLMAN AND LAWRENCE, 1972 
OVEN DRitD 0.180 
0.06Jtolol. FRACTION, 




1 5GM. CRUSHED TO 
POWDER IN PORCELAIN 
BALL MILL. 
1 
0.100GM. INTO DISPOSABLE 
CRUCIBLE . ADD TIN FLUX 
AND IRON CHIP ACCELERATOR* 
FIRE AT 3000°C FOR 
5 MINUTES IN LECO 
INDUCTION FURNACE . 
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{SEE FIGURE48) 
+ ADD 2Gl·1. SAMPLE 
INTO EACH OF FOUR 
HUTTON CENTIFUGE 
TUBES FILLED WITH 
TETRABROMOETHANE . 
STIR WITH GLASS ROD . 
1 
SPIN WITH CENTRIFUGE 
AT 2000RPM FOR 3 
mNUTES** 
ISOLATE HEAVY FRACTION 
WITH 0-RING ON GLASS 
ROD. DECANT, FILTER 
AND COLLECT LIGHT 
FRACTION ON FILTER 
PAPER . RINSE WITH 
ACETONE AND OVEN DRY. 
1 
DECANT HEAVY FRACTION, 
FILTER AND COLLECT 
ON FILTER PAPER. 
RINSE WITH ACETONE 






WT.% WT. % 
HEAVY LIGHT 
MINERALS MINERALS 
EL£MENTAL ANAL YS!S 4 I ... I OF EACH FRACTION ___ _...,."''III .. __ .....J.... ________ -4"'1111--- -__J 







































































































49° 20' 00" 
49° 20' 00" 
49° 20' 15" 
49° 20' 45" 
49° 20' 45" 
49° 20' 20" 
49° 20' 30" 
49° 21' 30" 
r9° 21' 30" 
49° 21' 45" 
49° 22' 30" 
49° 22' 50" 
49° 20' 00" 
49° 22' 00" 
49° 21' 40" 
49° 24' 40" 
49° 21' 35" 
49° 21' 45" 
49° 22' 05" 
49° 23' 00" 
49° 23' 50" 
49° 24' 40" 
49° 25' 00" 
49° 25' 30" 
49° 25' 30" 
49° 25' 55" 
49° 26' 00" 
49° 26' 15" 
49° 27' 00" 
49° 28' 00" 
LONGITUDE 
56° 39' 00" 
56° 38' 35" 
56° 37' 40" 
56° 36' 00" 
56° 35' 00" 
56° 35' 00" 
56° 34' 30" 
56° 34' 00" 
56° 33' 45" 
56° 32' 15" 
56° 32' 00" 
56° 31' 50" 
56° 30' 45" 
56° 30' 45" 
56° 29' 30" 
56° 29' 30" 
56° 29' 20" 
56° 29' 00" 
56° 29' 00" 
56° 28' 35" 
56° 28' 30" 
56° 28' 20" 
56° 28" 15" 
56° 27' 50" 
56° 27' 15" 
56° 26' 50" 
56° 26' 15" 
56° 23' 50" 
56° 23' 10" 
56° 23' 00" 
APPENDIX E 
Cost Sheet 
Capital Expenditures (Seismograph-Lab Equipment-
Field Equipment, etc) 
Transportation and Living Expenses 
Salaries (3-man Field party) 
Backhoe Rental (incl. operator) 
Check Analyses (Atlantic Analytical Services) 












% % % 
Sample 1 6mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
Number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
T-1 4' grey till 38.0 54.6 7.4 
T-2 4' grey till 54.3 33 . 0 12.7 
T-3 4 ' grey till 23.2 42.0 34.8 
T-4 4.5 ' grey till 35.3 43.8 21.0 
T-5 4.5 ' grey till 46.8 39.0 14.2 
T-6 8 ' grey till 49.3 47.0 3.7 
T-7 4' grey till 34.0 t 41.0 25.0 
T-8 4' grey till 17 . 6 56.6 25.8 
T-9 4' grey till 44. 7 41.0 14.3 
T-10 4' grey till 27.8 63.6 8.6 
T-11 4' grey till 62.3 33.5 4.2 
T-12 6 ' grey till 49 . 6 22.6 27.8 
T-13 5.5' grey till 38.0 39.0 23.0 
T-14 4.5' grey till 36 . 2 34.8 29.0 
T-15 6' grey till 20.2 47 . 8 32.0 
T-16 4' grey till 47.2 47.0 5.8 
T-17 5' grey till 37 .6 35.5 26.9 
T-18 5' grey till 50.0 33.9 16 ol 
T-19 4' grey till 63.6 23.1 13.3 
T-20 4' grey till 53.9 26.0 20.0 
See Figurel2 for pit locations. T dug by hand, TB dug by backhoe. 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
% % % 
Sample 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0 o063mm 
number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
T-21 5' grey till 56.1 27.0 16.9 
TB-22 high 4' grey till 35.8 38.6 25.6 
TB-22 low 7' grey till 72.4 16.9 10.7 
TB-23 high 3' grey till 54.6 33.0 12.4 
TB-23 low 5' grey till 54.6 28.8 16.6 
TB-24 7' grey till 43.2 53.0 3.8 
TB-25 7.5' grey till 63.5 r 35.3 1.2 
TB-26 7' grey till 45.3 31.2 23.5 
TB-27 7' grey till 63.1 24.7 12.2 
TB-28 high 3' grey till 49.3 47.0 3.7 
TB-28 low 6' grey till 60.2 25.9 13.9 
TB-29 high 4' grey till 52.7 33.7 13.6 
TB-29 low 8' grey till 51.6 33.8 14.6 
TB-30 7.5' grey till 47.2 36.2 16.6 
TB-31 7.5' grey till 45.6 40.6 13.8 
TB-32 7' grey till 44.1 49.7 6.2 
TB-33 high 4' grey till 49.0 37.5 13.5 
TB-33 low 8' grey till 45.0 44.7 10.3 
TB-34 7' grey till 47.2 45.7 7.1 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
Sample % % % 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
TB-35 6.5' grey till 48.1 45.0 6.9 
TB-36 high 4' glacio-fluvial 58.4 36.4 5.2 
TB-36 low 8' glacio-fluvial 35.8 42.0 22.2 
TB-37 high 4' grey till 36.8 41.4 21.9 
TB-37 low 8' grey till 39.2 41.3 19.5 
TB-38 high 4.5' grey till 45.6 43.9 10 . 5 
TB-38 low 8' grey till 35.1 ~-4 25.5 
TB-39 7' grey till 45.0 3.2 21.8 
TB-40 7 ' grey till 55.5 41.2 3.3 
TB-41 8' grey till 36.5 41.3 22.2 
TB-42 high 3 ' grey till 42.0 41.9 16.1 
TB-42 low 7.5' grey till 44.0 41.8 14.2 
TB-43 high 4' grey till 49 . 0 37.0 14.0 
TB-4 3 low 7.5' grey till 38.9 49.4 11.7 
TB-44 7' grey till 64.8 30.4 4.8 
TB-45 7' grey till 59.7 35.3 5. 0 
TB-46 p A 10' grey till 52.0 40.0 8.0 
r B 9' till 53.4 35.4 11.2 
0 
grey 
f c 8' grey till 50.4 42.0 7.6 
i D 7 ' till 55.3 37.5 7.2 1 grey 
e E 6' grey till 48.1 40.4 11.5 
s F 5' till 44.3 41.8 13.9 grey 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
% % % 
Sample 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
Number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt and clay) 
G 4' grey till 53.2 38.8 8.0 
H 3' grey till 48.7 39.6 11.7 
TB-47 7.5' grey till 27.5 37.3 35.2 
.. TB- 48 7' grey till 60.3 28.5 11.2 
TB-49 8' grey till 65.9 25.0 9.1 
TB-50 7' grey till 51.1 36.7 12.2 
TB-51 7.5' grey till 60.3 ' 28. 7 11.0 
TB-52 7.5' grey till 50.3 44.0 5.7 
TB-53 7.5' grey till 44.3 39.9 15.8 
TB- 54 7' grey till 67.8 22.0 10.2 
TB-55 8' grey till 46.7 48.5 4.8 
TB-56 8' grey till 45.8 38.8 15.4 
TB-57 7.5' grey till 46.8 36.4 16.8 
TB- 58 8' grey till 23.6 51.5 24.9 
TB-59 high 4' grey till 48.1 34.7 17.2 
TB- 59 low 8' grey till 48.9 37.7 13.4 
TB-60 high 3' grey till 39.5 35.0 25.5 
TB-60 low 6' grey till 45.4 37.6 17.0 
TB-61 7' grey till 18.4 45.0 36.6 
TB- 62 6' grey till 24.8 44.0 31.2 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
Sample % % % 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
Number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
TB-63 high 4' grey till 37.4 38.7 23.9 
TB-63 low 7' grey till 40.0 40.5 19.5 
TB-64 p A 8' grey till 37.3 38.1 24.6 
r B 7' till 33.3 36.1 30.5 
0 
grey 
f c 6' grey till 51.3 38.2 10.5 
i D 5' till 40.0 36.3 23.7 1 grey 
e E 4' grey till 41.6 t$.8 13.6 
TB-65 low 7' red till 53.5 31.0 25.5 
TB-65 high 4' grey till 25.2 40.3 34.5 
TB-66 high 4' grey till 38.8 50.6 10.6 
TB-66 low 8' grey till 26.0 45.5 28.5 
TB-67 7. 5' grey till 38.7 33.2 28.1 
TB-68 6' G.F. (?) 30.4 50.1 19.5 
TB-69 7' grey till 59.2 33.3 7.5 
TB-70 p A 8' red till 51.2 32.1 16.7 
r B 7' red till 47.1 37.5 15.4 
0 
f c 6' grey till 44.5 40.1 15.4 
i D 5' till 35.4 47.8 16.8 1 grey 




% % % 
Sample 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
TB-70B p A 7' Red till 73.9 18.2 7.9 
r B 6' till 66.1 25.4 8.5 
0 
grey 
f c 5' grey till 57.7 32.0 10.3 
i D 4' till 42.4 36.9 20.7 1 grey 
e E 3' grey till 43.7 35.2 21.1 
s 
T-71 5' grey till 39.6 47.7 12.7 
T-72 5' grey till 55.2 
,6.8 8.0 
T-73 4' grey till 55.0 32.4 12.6 
T-74 4.5' grey till 69.7 17.5 12.8 
T-75 5' grey till 50.3 44.2 5.5 
T-76 4' grey till 44.1 36.1 19.8 
T-77 5' grey till 69.8 22.1 8.1 
T-78 4.5' grey till 38.9 40.3 20.8 
T-79 4' grey till 34.7 38.8 26.5 
T-80 4' grey till 45.7 35.7 18.6 
T-81 4' grey till 38.0 45.1 16.9 
T-82 4.5' grey till 44.9 36.0 19.1 
T-83 5' grey till 31.8 42.5 25.7 
T-84 5' grey till 42.6 26.3 31.1 
T-85 4' grey till 61.7 24.7 13.6 
T-86 5.5' grey till 65.9 23.8 10.3 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
% % % 
Sample 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
T-87 4.5' red till 42.2 36.0 21.8 
T-88 5' grey till 60.6 27.8 11.6 
TB-89 high 4' grey till 14.6 53.5 31.9 
TB-89 low 8' grey till 12.8 53.5 33.7 
TB-90 high 4' grey till 28.5 44.1 27.4 
TB-90 low 8' red till 28.7 50.8 20.5 
TB-91A low 8' grey till 31.4 4,.3 28.3 
TB-91A high 4' grey till 34.6 38.0 27.4 
TB-91B low 8.5' red till 49.4 33.3 17.3 
TB-91B high 4' grey till 16.8 41.2 42.0 
TB-91B middle 6' red & grey 50.4 27.9 21.7 
TB-92 high 4' grey till 38.2 39.0 22.8 
TB-92 low 8' red till 62.9 28.8 8.3 
TB-92B p A 7.5' red till 58.4 31.0 10.6 
r B 6.5' red till 63.7 25.0 11.3 
0 
f c 5.5' red & grey 64.0 18.7 17.3 
i D 4.5' till 49.7 31.2 19.1 1 grey 
e E 3.5' Grey till 34.1 42.5 23.4 
s 
TB-93 high 4' grey till 18.5 59.1 22.4 
TB-93 low 8.5' grey till 13.1 56.2 30.7 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
% % % 
Sample 16mm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
TB-94 high 4' grey till 30.1 43.5 26.4 
TB-94 low 7' grey till 13.2 50.5 36.3 
TB-95 High 8' grey till 15.1 51.0 33.9 
TB-95 low 4' grey till 19.6 51.8 28.6 
TB-96 high 5' grey till 42.3 32.2 25.5 
TB-96 low 9.5' grey till 26.5 45.6 27.9 
TB-97 high 4' red till 46.6 (2.4 11.0 
TB-97 low 8' red till 29.7 44.3 26.0 
TB-98 high 5' grey till 24.0 55.1 20.9 
TB-98 low 9' grey till 32.9 44.9 22.2 
TB-99 high 4' grey till 50.4 37.5 12.1 
TB-99 low 8' grey till 43.8 41.0 15.2 
TB-100 high 3' G. F. (?) 46.1 29.7 24.2 
TB-100 low 6' G. F. (?) 53.2 28.0 18.8 
TB-101 6.5' G.F. (?) 11.5 53.6 34.9 
T B-102 p A 8' red till 44.7 39.2 16.1 
r B 7' red till 51.9 31.8 16.3 
0 
f c 6' grey till 48.1 35.9 16.0 
i D 5' till 47.9 34.4 17.7 l grey 
e E 4' grey till 53.3 34.7 12.0 
s F 3' till 42.0 44.0 14.0 grey 
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SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 
% % % 
Sample 16rnm-2mm 2mm-0.063mm -0.063mm 
Number Depth Material (gravel) (sand) (silt & clay) 
T-103 5' grey till 52.2 33.4 14.4 
T-104 4' red till 47.0 37.6 15.4 
T-105 5.5' red till 51.8 31.6 16.6 
T-106 4' grey till 44.3 34.4 21.3 
TABLE 21 SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA (Concluded) 
APPENDIX G 
TA.BLE 22 
PEBBLE COUNTS TILL FABRIC 
Till Dominant Secondary 
% Granite % Rhyolite % Andesite Total Type Depth Mode Mode 
Sample II (18) (llA) (14) % Others Counted (Grey or Red) (in feet) (Az.) (Az.) 
T-1 59 8 33 203 G 4 030 345 
T-2 91 7 2 330 ~ 4 015 090 
T-3 30 61 9 252 ~ 4 315 020 
T-4 15 50 35 236 G 4.5 325 045 
T-5 24 22 47 7 315 G 4.5 300 
T-6 40 39 21 345 G 8 335 060 
T-7 36 64 252 G 4 320 035 
T-8 46 40 14 353 G 4 045 100 
T-9 63 19 18 357 G 4 000 065 
T-10 40 25 35 587 G 4 345 
T-11 46 18 36 463 G 4 015 130 
T-12 NONE TAKEN DUE TO COMPACTED TILL 
T-13 56 32 12 224 G 5.5 060 015 
T-14 35 30 35 316 G 4.5 015 
T-15 37 23 40 362 G 6 335 020 
T-16 17 17 66 302 G 4 000 035 
T-17 3 97 410 ~ G 5 045 
T-18 14 4 82 415 G 5 060 350 
T-19 2 98 284 G 4 040 075 
T-20 100 324 G 4 355 
T-21 5 95 360 G 5 340 
TR-22 low 2 5 92 1 570 G 7 270 290 
TB-22 High 7 14 75 4 387 G 4 335 030 
See Figure 12 for sample locations. 
Rock type numbers correspond to those of Neale and Nash, 1963. 
G - denotes grey till; R-denotes red till; GF - denotes "\-lashed" grey till. 
T - denotes pit dug by hand; TB - denotes pit du8 by back hoe. 
TABLE 22 
PEBBLE COUNTS TILL FABRIC 
Till Dominant .Secondary 
.% Granite % Rhyolite % Andesite Total Type Depth Mode Mode 
Sample If (18) (llA) (14) % Others Counted (Grey or Red) (in feet) (Az.) (Az.) 
TB-23 low 26 18 49 7 366 G 5 335 
TB-23 high 13 14 49 24 385 G 3 000 090 
TB-24 26 13 59 2 335 G 7 340 040 
TB-25 30 30 40 419 G 7.5 015 110 
TB-26 20 80 490 G 7 090 015 
TB-27 36 8 52 4 494 G 7 080 045 
TB-28 100 316 G 6 015 095 
TB-29 low 19 81 344 G 8 005 060 
TB-29 high 20 80 239 G 4 015 
TB-30 9 3 88 450 G 7.5 035 135 
TB-31 52 6 42 316 G 7.5 285 
TB-32 98 2 454 G 7 290 355 
TB-33 low 58 8 34 442 TB-33 high 37 G 8 310 350 11 35 17 291 G 4 330 065 TB-34 88 8 4 
TB-35 99 513 G 7 340 065 1 318 G 6.5 040 320 TB-36 low 32 68 
TB-36 high 32 352 GF (?) 8 RANDOM ORIENTATION 6 62 
TB-37 low 49 370 ........ GF (?) 4 020 095 13 38 471 G 8 070 000 TB-37 high 28 18 51 3 326 TB-38 low 19 G 4 015 100 11 59 11 535 G 8 050 100 TB-38 high 34 11 49 6 488 TB-39 34 G 4 085 005 13 43 10 TB-40 56 296 G 7 345 2 42 
TB-41 77 261 G 7 030 11 9 3 504 G 8 350 270 TB-:-42 low 36 9 55 
TB-42 high 21 403 G 7.5 095 005 10 65 4 691 G 4 010 315 TB-43 low 28 7 65 TB-43 high 31 607 G 7.5 045 110 7 62 485 G 4 030 350 TB-44 6 94 f-' TB-45 468 G 7 000 315 \.0 9 4 87 -....) 739 G 7 030 
rTABLE 22 
PEBBLE COUNTS TILL FABRIC 
Till Dominant Secondary 
% Granite % Rhyolite i, Andesite Total Type Depth Mode Mode 
Sample If (18) (llA) (14) % Others Counted (Grey or Red) (in feet) (Az.) (Az.) 
TB-46 low 21 3 74 2 641 G 10 340 
TB-46 high 11 9 72 8 260 G 4 290 005 
TB-47 22 10 68 495 G 7.5 270 
TB-48 3 97 544 G 7 005 075 
TB-49 13 12 75 478 G 8 030 115 
TB-50 20 7 66 7 544 G 7 030 
TB-51 49 48 3 584 G 7.5 015 105 
TB-52 26 6 68 319 G 7.5 045 105 
TB-53 70 4 21 5 417 G 7.5 045 115 
TB-54 31 26 43 477 G 7 010 130 
TB-55 43 7 so 491 G 8 355 100 
TB-56 22 13 60 5 414 G 8 020 130 
TB-57 70 6 24 515 G 7.5 330 
TB-58 21 15 64 469 G 8 345 
TB-59 low 1 99 433 G 8 355 285 
TB-59 high 15 2 83 385 G 4 335 305 
TB-60 low 10 5 85 347 G 6 345 270 
TB-60 high 14 4 82 382 G 3 330 260 
TB-61 11 62 27 466 G 7 270 350 
TB-62 15 5 80 271 G 6 315 10 
TB-63 low 22 17 61 470 G 7 005 110 
TB-63 high 42 7 51 292 G 3.5 345 085 
TB-64 low 20 4 76 442 G 8 345 255 
TB-64 high 18 8 74 274 G 4 280 355 
TB-65 low 3 3 94 358 R 7 040 
TB-65 high 42 11 47 349 G 4 015 045 
TB-66 low 48 11 41 407 G 8 060 





PEBBLE COUNTS TILL FABRIC 
Till Dominant Secondary 
% Granite % Rhyolite % Andesite Total Type Depth Mode Mode 
Sample II (18) (llA) (14) % Others Counted (Grey or Red) (in feet) (Az.) (Az.) 
TB-67 20 21 59 394 c; 7.5 300 
TB-68 29 45 26 402 GF (?) 6 000 050 
TB-69 100 352 G 7 060 300 
TB-70 low 2 87 11 386 R 8 355 330 
TB-70 high 3 91 6 451 G 4 335 000 
TB-70B low 99 1 366 R 6 000 085 
TB-70B high 3 94 3 198 G 3 330 
T-71 so 1 49 415 G 5 015 095 
T-72 63 37 286 G 5 065 165 
T-73 15 8 75 2 398 G 4 030 125 
T-74 88 1 11 550 c; 4.5 005 
T-75 22 76 2 360 G 5 040 
T-76 20 14 62 4 427 c; 4 320 020 
T-77 27 1 65 7 589 G 5 345 
T-78 34 15 43 8 343 c; 4.5 280 000 
T-79 27 10 57 6 369 G 4 060 350 
T-80 37 7 53 3 334 G 4 015 
T-81 36 9 52 3 439 ........ G 4 060 
T-82 20 34 41 5 288 G 4.5 130 040 
T-83 35 13 49 3 367 G 5 095 000 
T-84 62 17 20 1 363 G 5 290 345 
T-85 63 3 34 326 G 4 275 
T-86 15 12 73 175 G s.s 025 
T-87 39 10 47 4 297 R 4.5 055 335 
T-88 29 8 61 2 404 G 5 020 275 
TB-89 low 22 27 so 1 472 G 8 350 
TB-89 high 27 11 62 422 G 4 275 
TB-90 low 31 18 49 2 348 G 8 015 250 






% Granite % Rhyolite % Andesite Total 
Sample II (18) (llA) (14) % Others Counted 
TB-91A low 20 7 72 1 358 
TB-91A high 31 10 59 305 
TB-91B low 5 3 92 331 
TB-91B high 16 7 73 4 374 
TB-91B middle 19 76 5 249 
TB-92 low 12 88 150 
TB-92 high 19 16 65 424 
TB-92B low 43 57 145 
TB-92B high 27 14 56 3 389 
TB-93 low 43 19 37 1 339 
TB-93 high 40 19 38 3 357 
TB-94 low 21 13 63 3 297 
TB-94 high 18 30 51 1 262 
TB-95 low 40 13 46 1 351 
TB-95 high 24 18 58 495 
TB-96 low 8 13 75 4 333 
TB-96 high 9 9 82 472 
TB-97 low 1 99 389 
TB-97 high 100 423 
TB-98 low 29 18 50 3 400 
TB-98 high 35 23 40 2 306 
TB-99 low 11 89 425 
TB-99 high 20 3 77 336 
TB-100 low 24 8 68 458 
TB-100 high 14 20 66 294 
TB-101 36 8 54 2 365 
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Average of 385 pebbles/sample counted 













































ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
II Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
1 8 4 21 5 20 153 0.6 34 
1"H" 27 16 44 25 47 245 2.0 NA 
1"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2 18 6 14 2 9 220 1.4 NA 
3 8 8 25 1 26 185 0.6 30 
4 8 9 so 2 6 268 1.0 NA 
5 35 11 so 10 33 280 0.8 NA 
6 23 9 60 8 26 320 1.6 " 
7 10 5 24 2 26 173 1.0 " 
8 10 65 20 7 99 118 0.3 " 
9 13 15 20 2 13 155 r 0.9 " 10 45 95 63 2 45 ·260 0.9 Trace 
11 20 65 34 3 26 280 0.8 NA 
12 13 105 75 6 68 500 1.1 NA 
13 5 7 18 2 44 135 0.6 Trace 
14 3 5 14 4 15 135 0.5 NA 
15 10 4 20 2 9 168 0.8 Trace 
15"H" 25 20 46 8 30 255 1.9 NA 
15"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
16 28 5 35 2 6 315 1.5 " 
17 13 7 18 2 10 265 1.3 " 
18 16 2 26 2 13 200 0.9 " 
19 30 9 45 5 18 390 2.1 " 
20 18 5 48 3 20 335 2.0 " 
21 46 4 34 2 16 350 1.1 " 
22L 98 7 65 5 10 308 1.6 " 
22L"H" 250 17 315 35 35 297 7.5 " 
22L"L" 208 9 60 3 5 325 2.1 " 
22H 24 6 25 2 8 178 0.7 " 
23L 27 30 23 3 12 205 0.6 " 
23H 33 60 21 1 26 240 0.7 " 
24 18 11 21 3 13 163 0.7 " 
25 WATER FILLED N.A. 
26 200 8 36 5 28 275 0.8 " 
27 38 3 24 6 20 185 0.9 " 
28L 73 5 25 2 12 218 1.7 " 
28H 63 5 20 3 14 153 1.3 " 
29L 53 9 21 6 20 180 0.6 " 
29H 75 5 20 2 17 275 0.8 " 
30 68 3 29 3 110 190 0.6 " 
31 45 8 20 6 18 153 0.6 " 
31(2) so 7 20 6 20 153 0.4 " 
32 15 3 26 7 19 238 0.7 " 
33L 45 6 16 2 26 174 0.9 " 
33H 43 60 21 6 25 143 0.8 " 
34 53 3 16 3 20 198 0.7 " 
35 18 6 20 6 20 155 0.7 20 
203 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
II Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
36L 15 7 20 2 13 160 0.6 NA 
36H 15 7 20 2 6 220 0.6 " 
37L 10 6 15 1 5 148 0.7 " 
37H 28 65 20 6 63 143 o.s " 
38L 18 4 21 2 3 205 0.9 " 
38H 30 3 28 7 16 230 0.8 " 
39 22 3 35 8 22 215 0.8 NA 
40 55 8 18 6 24 165 1.3 " 
41 37 19 48 7 26 445 1.5 " 
42L 13 8 18 2 4 165 0.8 " 
42H 18 8 34 2 13 225 1.2 " 
43L 13 6 28 2 3 185 0.8 " 
43L(2) 15 5 28 2 20 195 0.9 " 
43H 14 8 20 2 25 220 0.8 " 
44 13 6 32 3 19 315 2.1 " 
45 15 9 20 6 20 230 f.o " 
46 A 16 6 25 2 10 253 0.9 NA 
B 18 75 35 8 33 230 0.8 " 
c 18 5 25 2 6 233 1.2 " 
D 23 4 24 8 23 218 0.9 " 
E 23 65 28 7 18 240 0.6 " 
F 15 5 20 2 6 228 1.0 " 
G 20 5 38 10 21 190 1.0 " 
H 16 7 21 2 6 183 1.2 " 
47 28 5 30 3 12 260 1.1 " 
47(2) 20 8 31 2 10 253 1.1 " 
48 8 8 90 9 20 260 2.3 " 
49 6 60 34 6 28 500 2.1 " 
so 18 6 21 9 13 225 1.0 " 
51 23 3 30 9 6 266 0.9 " 
52 13 6 28 3 19 240 0.8 5 
53 15 3 25 11 18 215 1.0 Trace 
53(2) 23 75 26 3 15 220 0.8 Trace 
54 38 75 so 3 18 435 1.0 NA 
55 23 15 42 6 5 238 1.9 " 
56 28 9 26 2 10 230 1.1 " 
57 23 9 38 1 9 200 1.0 8 
58 15 30 26 8 10 240 1.3 NA 
58(2) 16 4 28 8 13 235 0.8 NA 
59L(l) 150 6 100 7 28 475 2.5 74 
(2) 145 9 105 8 16 500 2.3 54 
(3) 133 6 100 7 20 600 2.7 81 
(4) 164 9 320 22 15 600 2.6 93 
(5) 170 7 240 30 18 825 2.4 62 
(6) 178 7 80 22 18 628 2.4 65 
(7) 185 4 105 21 17 633 2.5 77 
(8) 180 8 100 20 16 640 2.6 68 
(9) 165 7 99 23 15 610 217 74 
(10) 165 7 99 21 18 626 2.9 74 
204 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
{I Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
59L 11H11 218 8 113 60 32 612 4.0 NA 
59L 11L11 87 5 110 35 23 585 2.6 NA 
59H 23 7 16 2 17 160 0.6 70 
60L 45 5 36 5 6 390 1.5 68 
60H 45 60 58 6 37 250 1.0 20 
61 5 2 28 1 9 170 0.8 24 
62 23 5 28 2 9 225 1.1 Trace 
62(2) 23 5 26 3 5 225 1.3 NA 
63L 23 2 28 2 6 212 0.9 NA 
63H 25 10 29 2 25 245 1.0 II 
64A 23 5 25 10 20 285 0.9 Trace 
64A11H11 38 17 44 30 19 332 1.9 NA 
64A11L11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
B 28 10 30 10 25 300 r 1.0 29 c 28 3 31 12 15 243 1.0 20 
C(2) 23 4 28 14 16 273 1.2 NA 
D 23 3 18 5 18 110 0.6 97 
E 23 7 35 8 32 293 1.1 20 
E(2) 31 30 36 9 33 280 1.2 NA 
65L 30 10 30 5 6 250 1.8 154 
65L 11H11 so 8 43 8 26 475 3. 7 NA 
65L 11L11 15 3 14 5 20 138 1.5 NA 
65H 18 6 17 5 6 140 0.8 5 
66L 8 9 17 4 4 125 0.5 4 
66H 8 5 25 4 13 158 0.5 19 
66H11H11 15 19 49 12 7 192 1.4 Trace 
67(1) 13 7 90 9 25 180 0.8 II 
(2) 18 7 34 4 15 188 0.8 II 
(3) 20 7 30 4 10 175 0.6 NA 
(4) 15 9 32 1 8 190 0.9 NA 
(5) 15 5 so 2 5 205 0.6 II 
(6) 16 7 26 2 5 177 0.9 II 
(7) 18 4 32 4 11 200 0.8 II 
(8) 18 4 36 4 12 200 0.9 II 
(9) 17 7 37 3 9 190 0.7 II 
(10) 17 7 36 5 10 188 0.8 II 
67 11H11 31 22 72 14 34 332 1.9 II 
67 11L11 12 2 34 5 32 250 0.9 II 
68 8 9 45 6 20 248 0.8 II 
69 98 31 132 20 19 220 2.5 Trace 
70A 151 175 202 30 67 575 5.6 284 
70A(2) 153 175 200 9 78 550 5.8 NA 
70A11H11 160 43 244 30 48 650 19.0 NA 
70A11L11 115 175 252 28 28 588 5.7 NA 
70B 63 63 187 27 19 540 3.8 120 
c 15 19 63 9 13 300 1.0 Trace 
D 8 13 60 8 25 245 1.1 Trace 
E 1 12 so 8 6 140 0.9 30 
205 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
II Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
70B A 98 16 110 29 6 563 2.5 120 
B 40 40 155 6 28 400 2.3 Trace 
c 45 18 171 19 20 700 3.0 34 
D 20 20 92 15 15 488 1.7 14 
E 5 14 49 2 50 135 0.9 NA 
71 15 60 43 11 115 220 1.1 " 
72 41 7 23 7 12 325 1.5 II 
73 30 7 19 2 14 225 1.0 " 
74 55 16 33 3 13 226 1.5 " 
75 8 25 32 5 10 217 4.6 " 
76 23 5 18 2 6 220 0.8 " 
77 2 20 214 1.1 ll 
78 15 5 19 1 8 203 0.6 " 
79 (1) 33 5 17 4 48 190 1.7 " 
79(2) 10 6 23 4 8 255 r 1.6 " 80 18 5 38 1 8 145 0.7 NA 
81 83 9 25 2 34 248 1.1 14 
82 15 5 24 2 8 188 0.6 NA 
83 13 5 19 1 13 140 0.6 " 
84 18 5 14 1 14 170 0.7 " 
85 45 9 14 3 14 235 1.0 " 
86(1) 15 9 35 2 13 188 3.5 525 
(2) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 544 
(3) " " " " " " II 527 
(4) II II II II II " " 544 
(5) " " II II " " II 489 
(6) " II II " II II " 484 
(7) II II II II II " II 467 
( 8) II " II " II II II 484 
(9) " II II II II II " 466 
(10) " II " II II II II 4 32 
86 11H" 30 13 34 6 25 213 4.5 NA 
86 11L II 5 8 20 2 13 200 2.9 NA 
87 30 3 19 19 10 500 0.6 30 
88 18 9 14 1 8 205 0.7 10 
89L 15 3 29 8 6 180 0.9 Trace 
89L"H11 40 18 70 25 44 332 2.1 NA 
89L"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
89H 38 9 108 2 33 188 0.8 10 
90L 18 7 18 2 14 190 0.6 Trace 
90H 16 3 22 9 6 188 0.8 Trace 
91AL 18 9 20 2 20 191 1.8 117 
91AL 11H11 28 10 46 13 40 175 2.1 NA 
91AL11L11 17 7 36 8 24 265 0.9 NA 
9 1AL 11L II ( 2) 18 NA NA NA NA 262 2.5 NA 
91AH 18 7 18 2 17 155 0.9 Trace 
91AH11H" 27 17 36 12 32 122 2.4 NA 
91AH11L11 15 3 19 15 30 NA 0.8 NA 
206 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
It Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
91BL 23 7 29 7 26 310 3.0 394 
91BM 38 13 40 12 275 1.7 29 
91BH 48 8 27 6 15 240 1.3 85 
92L 195 13 41 44 20 775 11.4 2515 
92L(2) 173 13 30 37 28 563 12.2 2545 
92L"H" 166 17 70 15 30 L~ 63 11.4 NA 
92L"L" 160 12 24 34 65 620 10.1 NA 
92H 41 4 31 17 15 450 1.5 153 
92H"H" 95 17 54 21 40 385 3.5 NA 
92H"L" 27 6 73 9 30 282 1.2 NA 
92B A 300 19 50 11 15 550 10.0 1635 
B 54 37 80 8 13 333 4.5 1481 
c 53 24 32 8 15 275 3.4 292 
D 38 7 24 13 10 260 t·1 45 
E 40 7 25 3 16 135 .1 22 
93L 8 6 16 8 6 130 0.5 NA 
93H 8 7 24 3 30 135 0.6 5 
94L 24 16 25 8 20 240 0.9 7 
94L"H" 110 17 59 17 23 332 2.4 NA 
94L"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
94H 18 4 32 8 21 158 0.9 5 
94H (2) 15 9 32 8 20 185 0.7 NA 
95L 8 8 85 5 10 120 0.5 19 
95L"H" 18 15 44 21 30 332 1.9 NA 
95L"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
95H 15 7 26 8 13 145 0.8 Trace 
96L 38 10 90 19 15 650 2.2 10 
96L(2) 35 7 60 18 15 813 1.6 NA 
96H 59 14 170 5 28 410 2.4 Trace 
97L 83 13 62 79 30 1700 4.5 230 
97H 33 6 63 12 15 450 3.4 198 
98L 15 10 30 8 20 173 0.8 Trace 
98H 18 6 31 12 20 325 1.0 Trace 
99L 28 9 31 2 50 240 1.1 50 
99H 30 5 24 2 14 285 1.0 Trace 
100L 85 17 150 2 20 375 2.5 NA 
100H 75 8 114 8 13 375 2.5 NA 
101 20 5 10 2 8 90 0.5 NA 
102 A 38 6 28 7 14 136 2.0 27 
102 A"H" 40 11 37 19 25 87 3.4 NA 
102 A"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
102 B 35 8 20 2 12 125 1.5 138 
c 28 7 16 2 6 115 1.5 118 
D 25 9 16 2 10 110 1.3 35 
E 28 3 26 5 19 125 1.7 35 
F 30 10 23 8 20 140 1.4 65 
207 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm 
II Cu Pb Zn Co Ni Mn Fe s 
103 232 7 36 50 25 1000 2.8 245 
103(2) 223 6 32 NA 19 705 2.4 NA 
103"H" 255 7 24 50 32 577 3.4 NA 
103"L" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
104 60 6 40 8 15 480 3.6 157 
104"H" 68 7 33 10 26 500 3.9 NA 
104"L" 55 6 32 9 28 425 0.7 NA 
105 126 18 110 8 14 475 5.4 366 
106 28 7 22 2 8 135 0.8 Trace 
R70 192 
R92F 43(45) 5 30 20 55 580 3.9 1450 
Fl 218(195) 50 132 93 108 125 r6. 2 39100 
F2 173(150) 32 52 143 130 750 5.7 28400 
F3 238(210) 23 320 90 83 1250 15.3 23600 
R60 15(8) 3 14 47 30 163 0.7 34 
R92W 120 (113) 6 22 29 55 680 4.8 4800 
Table 23 Concluded 
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